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cooperative cotton gin associations gin from 20 to 25 per cent of 
uas cotton crop. Ten years ago Texas had 76 cooperative gins; 
bhe number is1 355, a five-fold increase in a decade. 
than 20 per cent of the cooperative gin associations are outstand* 
nccessful. A large percentage of the associations have not attained 
factory level of efficiency. 
storical sketch of the cooperative gin movement in Texas is in- 
in this Bulletin as tlie means of emphasizing the difficulties and 
ns which had to be mastered before strong and sound cooperative 
ociations conlcl be perfected. 
tailed analysis is given of four snccessful cooperative gin associa- 
The purposes of this analysis in the main are: 
To disclose to the members of the four associations the more pertri- 
nent factors nnderlying tlie sncceys of their organizations. The strong 
Features of each a8ssociation 'are emphasized. Such changes are sug- 
gested as may strengthen these specific associations and as may 
niake them better models for other cooperatives to  emulate. 
To suggest to the management and members of other cooperative 
gin association% clianges which may be made in their own organiza- 
tional set-up and operating procedure in light of the experiences of 
these four high1 y sl~ccessf ul cooperative associations. 
To guide cotton growem about to organize a cooperative gin asso- 
ciation. A desirable form of organization, with special emphasis 
on the capital structure, anti a workable operating program, with 
special emphasis on an economic volume of ginning as related to 
the size of gin, as revealed by the experiences of these four gin asso- 
ciations shoalcl be s~~ggestive to cooperative leaders starting new 
gin associations. 
To demonstrate the manner in which data and information 'in the 
files of n cooperative association map be analyzed and vitalized to , 
tell a story of significant educational valu6 both to members and 
to leaders in all capacities. 
ICO reveal to all persons with specific or general interests in coopera- 
tive enterprises same of the more fundamental factors assuring the 
success of a cooperative undertaking. 
Tlle three outstanding requisites involved in operating a cooperativc 
gin as n successful bnsiness are: An economic volume of ginning; opera- 
tions at reasonable efficiency; ancl an adequate gin income per bale. Every 
successflll cooperative gin in Texas has had, without exception, a large 
volume of ginning. Efficiency greater than average and gin income 
greater than average as the means of compensating for the paralyziw 
effects of low volume of ginning fqil w dternatives for large volume. 
There is no substitute for large volume. 
This Bulletin closee with a general discussion on factors of success and 
failure as applied to cooperative gin associations. This treatment is based 
in part on points gleaned from the rather vo lumhus  correspondence be- 
tween the Houston Bank for Cooperatives and the cooperative cotton gin 
associations which this Rank has financed. 
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111 types of local agricultural cooperatives the associations perform- 
;ential processing services are most likely to succeed. Growers must  
ginning service a t  the  local gin poiot before disposing of their lint 
and cottonseed. I t  would seem tha t  the service of. ginning should offer 
a most fruitful field for a local cooperative. Since the cotton gin had its 
beginning 15 0 years ago, the rather  recent emergence of t h e  cooperative 
gin association seems to refute general experience. 
TARDY DEVELOPMENT OF GIN ASSOCIATIONS 
The tardy d-evelopment of the cooperative gin association was the  re- 
sult mainly of two factors. In the  first pIace, for about one hundred 
years following the inventipn of the cotton gin, ginning service was 
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operated principally as  a n  integral part of the  plantation econ'omy and not 
as  a c6mmercial business. In  t l ~ e  second place, during each recurring cot- 
ton crisis, growers have invariably focused their attention on the price 
situation; ginning has been given scant recognition as  being related to the 
cotton growers' probl-em of obtaining a n  adequate return for their pro- 
ductive efforts. 
The  small single stand gin and the separate press, both operated by 
mule- o r  horse-power, did not qualify ginning as  a business undertaking. 
The cooperative gin had to  wait until ginning developed as  a commercial 
enterprise. The  combination of the gin and the press jn  a single operating 
unit and the adoption of steam power facilitated increases in the  capacity 
of a gin plant to a point makf ig  commercial ginning feasible. The rapid 
expansion of cotton production in many sections of Texas, especially after 
about 1905, served as  the economic urge compelling the  development of 
commercial ginning. 
From the very ,beginning of cotton production, the grower has been 
producing for t he  market. Consequently, the cotton farmer has been ex- 
tremely price conscious. - In  periods of low cotton prices all efforts to 
improve the  economic s tatus of the grower have been concentrated 
largely on various programs to raise the price. This has colored the 
type of-activities fostered by organizations of cotton growers. Schemes 
have been tried from out and out price fixing (always a t  a fair price) to 
devices for feeding the  market  to prevent the  "autumnal dip." The 
Farmers'  Union, for instance, sponsored both the farmers' gin associa- 
tion and t he  cotton warehousing association. In its efforts to solve 
marketing problems, the Farmers'  Union gave its vote of confiaence to 
the  warehousing association rather  than to the farmers' gin association. 
This was not  accidental in tha t  the  warehousing association assumed an 
essential role in holding cotton off the market, a measure considered 
of paramount importance in the control of cotton marketing. 
Dr. R. L. Hunt  in his searching history of farmer organizations in the 
Southwest1 makes no reference to farmers' gins in his discussion of 
the  Farmers'  A1lianc.e; he mentions farmers' gins but briefly in his story 
of the  Farmers'  Union (page 1 3 0 )  ; and he refers briefly to  the farmers' 
gins in his discussion of the  Farm-Labor Union of America (pages 180- 
1 8 2 ) .  Dr. Hunt's treatment of t h e  various farmer organizations was 
based on reports and documents availabie as  wellaas on information 
gained directly from men and women who had been leaders in those or- 
ganizations. I t  would seem reasonable to conclude tha t  Dr. Hunt re- 
flects the  judgment of leaders and members of those farm organizations 
as  to  the  merits of the various programs inaugurated. Clearly the role 
of the farmers'  gin in t he  drama of those general farmer organizations 
scarcely attained to  a speaking part. 
Joe E. Edmundson discussed the  subject, "What the National Farmers' 
Union is Doing", a t  the Chicago Meeting on MARKETING AND FARM 
lHun t ,  A History of Farmer Movements in the Southwest, 1873-1925 .  Pri- 
vate Printing by Author. 1935. 
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T, November 29-30 and December 1-2, 1915. Mr. Edmundson 
e National Lecturer, Texas Division of the  Farmers'  Educational 
)operative Union of America. His discussion was devoted almost 
y to the work of the Farmers'  Union as  related to cotton. H e  did 
'er to the Farmers'  Union gins in his main discussion even though 
han 75  such gins had been organized in Texas by tha t  time. Only 
omeone in the audience raised a specific question regarding co- 
.ve gins did he  state: "We have some cooperative gins there." 
! had scarcely anything to say about the  accomplishments of the  
rs' Union gins. 
'JONIZL RECOGNITION O F  COOPERATIVE GIN MOVEMENT 
l e  papers and discussions before t h e  American Institute of Co- 
on may be taken to reflect an  evaluation of cooperation t he  coun- 
?r, National recognition of the cooperative gin movement has been 
1. At the first meeting of the American Institute, C. 0. Mosef 
paper on the  cooperative marketing of cotton. Only after a ques- 
id been raised from the  floor did he  discuss briefly the  possibili- 
the cooperative gin in a scheme of cooperative marketing of cot- 
At the first session of the American Institute held in the  South 
Louisiana State University in 19 2 9, several references were made 
cooperative gin as  being eligible to a facility loan from the  Re- 
: Fund of the newly created Federal Farm Board. The f i rs t  paper 
: with the cooperative gin movement was presented a t  the  second 
session of the  American Institute held in the South a t  the University of 
Sol.tli C~ro l ina  in 1933.3 Not until the third session of the  American 
Institute held in the  south  a t  Atlanta, Georgia, January 12-16, 1942, was 
special consideration given to the cooperative gin movement., Four  papers 
presented.4 Prior to 1930, but three studies had been made of 
cooperative gin movement.5 These studies were of a preliminary 
icter. The Cooperative Research and Service Division of t he  Fa rm 
~ i a u i t  Administration inaugurated a study of cooperative gins in Okla-- 
in 1933. The following year this study was expanded to include 
er, Principles and  Pract ice of Commodity Marketing. American Coopera- 
25. Volume 11, pp. 676-678. 
Ickson, The  P lace  of Cooperative Gins in a Cooperative Market ing Set-UP. 
ican Cooperation, 1933. pp. 454-473. 
errnlann, H a s  Cooperative Ginning a Place in t h e  Southeas t?  pp. 289-295. 
lulson, S t reng th  a n d  Weakness of t h e  Cooperative Gin Movement. pp. 296-  
nith, Supply Operations of Cooperative Gin Associations. pp. 308-315. 
Folda, How t o  Organize, Operate a n d  Manage a Cooperative Cotton Gin. pp. 
320-3313, American Cooperation, 1941. 
'Eliot. Farmers '  Cooperative Gins i n  Texas.  Ju ly ,  1920. Special Circular, 
Texas Agricultural Experiment  Station. 
Buchanan, The  Development of Cooperative Cotton Gins in Georgia. August ,  
1927 Bureau of Agricul tural  Economics. 
?cock, Development of Cooperative Cotton Gins in  Northwest  Texas. 
927.  Bureau of Agricul tural  Economics. 
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L L  =lay be of interest to  note 111 pitss~ng tha t  the propel place 
cooperative gin in the  general scheme of cooperative cotton mar 
has been brought into question. Some advocates of cooperatior 
held tha t  the  gin must be subordinated to a more general progl 
cooperative marketing. This view is reflected in the  papers and 
sions before the  American Institute of Cooperation of Moser and T: 
referred to above. The staggering losses reported by Dickson (pagt 
4 6 1 )  of a centralized gin system used as  a means of "buying" cot 
a cooperative cotton marketing association should dampen any ad 
of gins being operated as  appendages of a centralized agency rathc 
as local cooperatives whose primary function is to  furnish E 
service. 
plan of ion as  applied to cotton can stand on no 
;ion thar :a1 cooperative gin. Possibilities of largc 
ing in tf. ng of t he  lint and in  the disposal of the 
uccu a l e  most r ) l ~ l ~ 1 3 1 u g  to  groups of cooperative gins bent on c: 
beyond t h e  local sphere of ginning service. 
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I n  the  unfolding drama of the  cooperative gin movement in Tex 
Farmers'  Alliance gins took the f i rs t  curtain call. Among these £2 
gins was one near Greenville organized by W. W. Cole. Definite I 
on twenty of these gins a re  available. I t  is possible that  more o 
gin associations were organized but  not being incorporated no : 
survive. 
Figure 1 shows the  location of the Alliance gins by counties. 
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Wea Cooperative Cotton Gins in Oklahoma, 1933-3 
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weave r  ana rrlceerr ,  Organizing a Cooperative Cotton Gin. Circular- L-LUJ. 
Herrmann, Development of Cooperative Cotton Ginning. Circular C-112. 
Burgess and Weaver, Expenses, Income and Dividends of Oklahoma and 
Texas Cooperative Cotton Gins. Bulletin 41. 
Fa rm Credit Administration. * 
Callaway, Organization and Operation of New Mexico Cooperative Cotton 
Gin Association. Bul, 293. 
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Figure. 1. Location of Farmers' Alliance Gins by Counties. 
Table 1 indicates the years the different associations were organized. 
Table 1. Parmersr Alliance Gins 
in Texas 
Number of 
Organized Associations 
BULLE' TIN NO. 6: 
,,,3 names of thirteen of the associations revealea a combined milling 
and ginning business. The articles of incorporation of several of these 
associations contained the  provision that  the business of the  organiza- 
tions was to be conducted on a cooperative basis. (See Appendix A.) 
For instance, Article I1 of the  Buda Milling and Ginning Association of 
the Farmers'  Alliance stated: "This corporation is formed and created 
fo r  the  purpose of owning and managing a milling and ginning establish- 
ment upon a cooperative plan . . . " Nothing that  followed, however, 
indicated what the cooperative plan might be. The Dexter Gin and Mill- 
ing Cooperative Association made two provisions of a cooperative nature. 
"No person's interest in said gin and mill shall exceed two hundred dol- 
lars  ($200) . . . " "Each shareholder shall have one vote on all question; 
coming before t he  association regardless of stock taken . . . " No state- 
ment was made regarding the distribution of profits as  cash dividends. 
Presumably dividends were paid on the stock. 
The articles of incorporation of several associatiohs provided that  only 
members of the  Farmers'  Alliance could become members of these local 
associations. I n  several Eases only members of the  Alliance could be em- 
ployed. The Dexter Association had this provision: "No person shall 
be connected with said gin and mill who is not a member of the Farmers' 
Alliance in good standing." 
The Alliance gins were short-lived. The influence of these gins on 
the cooperative gin movement in Texas is difficult to appraise. To the 
extent that  members of the Alliance later became members of the Farm- 
ers' Union and exerted a n  influence in the organization of Union gins, the 
experiences of the  earlier period were a factor in shaping later develop- 
ments. 
FARMERS' UNION GINS 
The second important development in the  farmers' gin movement in 
, Texas was sponsored by the Farmers'  Union. Definite records have been 
obtained on 95 Union gins. There is reason to believe that  a considerable 
number of these gins were not incorporated and hence no readily avail- 
able records were left. Thus the  total number may have been somewhat 
greater than 95. 
In  each year from 1905 to 1921, one or more Union gins were organized. 
The movement was most verile during the 10-year period 19 05-1914 
when a t  least 73 gin associations were started. Figure 2 shows the distri- 
bution in the  s ta te  of the 95 Farmers'  Union gin associations. All the 
gins organized before 1913 continued but  a few years before failing. 
These earlier gins were of the farmers' stock type. The Farmer Union 
Gin Company of Chillicothe, organized under the sponsorship of JT. W. 
Cole8 and incorporated July 1, 1906, may be taken as  typical of the 
early Farmers'  Union gins. The Articles of Incorporation plainly indi- 
Paulson,  F a t h e r  of t h e  Cooperative Gin. F a r m  and  Ranch. J u n e  15 ,  1936 .  
Dist inguished Leader i n  Texas  Agricu1tur.e-W. w. Cole. 
Progress  Repor t  No. 501. Jan. 1938. Texas  Agricul tural  Experiment  Station. 
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Figure 2. Location of Farmers' Uni, 
TEXAS 
y Counties. 
cated tkat this association was a strictly farmers'  stock enterprise. (S  
Appendix A,)  The Association operated successfully for three seasor 
Xet profits of ginning in tha t  period were sufficient to pay for the  g 
plant. Patrons began making preparations for the fourth season wi 
the happy realization tha t  profits henceforth would be  available as  ca 
dividends. The grower members, however, were rudely awakened 
learning that  control had been snatched from their hands. Investo 
other than cotton grower members had acquired a majority interest 
the stock. This association failed, not because of lack of patronag 
it failed, not because of poor management; it  failed, because of i ts  ve  
success. Large profits attracted investors who did not have cotton 
N NO. 636, TEXAS A GRICULTC ERIMENT STATION 
gin bu t  who wished to share in the  gains made on the  service fur 
cotton growers. . 
The failure of the  Chillicothe association was in no sense uniqu 
great many gins have ceased to be farmers' gins by the passing of 
jority of the  stock into t he  hands of other interests. When a few 
of stock were for sale because a stockholder had left the community, had 
become dissatisfied, or  had found i t  necessary t o  realize on his gin stock, 
there was usually someone in t he  community to take it  off his hands, 
bu t  not necessarily another grower. In  a few cases, where the gin.. rnnro 
unusually successful financially, i t  has been the local business ma 
capital to invest who has taken the  initiative in buying up shares 
stock. In  tha t  way, many gins have passed under the control c 
who were not farmers. Obviously, this constitutes a weakness in or 
za,tion."g 
The years of organization of 89 Farmers'  Union gins which have f 
and of six gins which a re  still operating a re  indicated in Table 2. - - -  
Table 2. Farmers' Union Wins 
in Texas 
Present  Status 
Organized 
year 1 Active Fail& Total 
---- I 1 
e. "A 
a ma- 
shares 
, 7 .  "I" 
n with 
of gin 
)f men 
ailed 
The 
oldest cooperative gin in Texas today is the Rule Cooperatil-e Gill 
pany organized in 1 9 1 3  as  the Farmers District Union Gin Assoc 
This association was incorporated originally under the general co 
tion statutes. But  the by-laws of the associatio'n adopted April 26 .  
contained four  provisions definitely making its operations coope 
(See Appendix A.)  These provisions were: (1) Each member 
own but  one share of stock (par  value $25) and membership was 1 
to cotton growers. ( 2 )  Profits accruing to a non-member patron 
permitted to accumulate until they totaled 525; this patron mas 
given a share of stock making him a member; thus open membershj 
- 
Hat l~cock ,  Development of Cooperative Cotton Gins  in Korthn-est Texas 
Com- 
iation. 
vnnrg-  
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maintained in the  association. ( 3 )  A member had but one vote on any 
measure considered a t  any meeting of the stockholders. ( 4 )  Profits 
available for cash dividends, after all indebtedness had been cleared and 
after 1 0  per cent had been set aside for repairs and upkeep, were dis- 
tributed on a per bale basis to the patrons. 
Very shortly the by-laws of t he  Rule association were revised. A few 
of the changes are worthy of notice. Membership was restricted to  mem- 
bers "in good standing in the Farmers'  Union." A member could hold 
stock to a maximum of $500. This provision was made for the  sale of 
stock: "There shall be plainly written or printed on each certificate non- 
negotiable except to members of . the Farmers'  Union in good standing 
which shall have full force and effect except when such stock is sold by 
and with the approval of the  President of the board of directors such ap- 
proval shall be written on the  certificate being sold." A rather  unusual 
provision was includ.ed regarding t he  control of t he  xssociatioa. "The 
supreme power of the  association shall forever remain in and through 
a niajority of the stockholders . . . No law shall be repealed or  annulled 
as to abridge, abrogate, nullify. or in  any manner remove this power 
from the stockholders . . . " An amendment adopted May 22, 1915, 
provided for new members thus:  "Any farmer may become a stock- 
holder in the gin association to the amount of one share of stock by be- 
coming a member of the Farmers'  Union and patronizing the gin to the 
amount of $25." 
Bt the beginning of the Rule association, the question whether divi- 
dends should be paid on the stock or on t1z.e patronage occasioned much 
argument. The advocates of the patronage basis finally won. The out- 
standing example cited of the  advantage of belonging to the cooperative 
gin was that  of the cotton grower who moved into the community, took 
out a $25  share of stock and tha t  fall collected a cash patronage divi- 
dend of $475 on his ginliings. The association was reincorporated under 
t!le Cooperative Marketing Act in 1923. 
The second oldest cooperative gin in Texas is the Farmers IJnion Gin 
of 1T~1nday started in 1914. To avoid the pitfalls of t h e  farmers' stock 
type of organization, the association was not incorporated for many years. 
The success of this cooperative has been outstancling. The volume of 
ginning over the years has been very large and net  profits available for 
cash dil-iclends have reached imposing proportions. In recent years, the 
members discovered that  their association was a copartnership with un- 
limited liabilities for the individual members. TO avoid the  hazards of 
this situation, the association was incorporated under the  Cooperative 
Marketing Act in 1937. 
Regarding one of the  outstanding successes of the organizations spon- 
sored by the Union, Dr. Hunt  makes this pertinent observation: "It i s  
interesting to contemplate what might have happened to the Farmers'  
Union in Texas if other locals had organized along the lines followed by 
the JIunday Local Union."lo d 
'"Hunt, -4 History of Farmer hlovements in the  Southwest, 1873-1 925.  p. 130 .  
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According to  the records available, the Rhineland Union Gin, organized 
in 1919, appears to have been the first cooperative gin incorporated under 
the Society Act of 1917. Furt l~ermore,  the  Farmer Union Gin of Yoakum, 
organized in 1921, appears to have been the first cooperative gin incor- 
porated under the Cooperative Marketing Act. The Farmer Union Gin 
of Yorktown, organized in 1919, became a full-fledged cooperative by 
reincorporating under t h e  Cooperative Marketing Act in 1 9  3 8 .  The 
Farmer Union Cooperative Gin of Memphis, organized in 1920, became 
a cooperative association by reincorporating under the Cooperative 
Marketing Act in 1937. 
The vast majority of the  Farmers' Union gins were organized as farmers' 
stock associations. But of the six Union gins which survive today, four 
were organized originally a s  cooperatives or with t l ~ e  essential features 
of a cooperative, and only two as farmers' stock. This experience should 
be unanswerabIe evidence as  to the greater adaptability and stability of 
the cooperative type of gin association than of the farmers' stock type 
of association. 
I t  would seem that  the salvaging of six associations out of 95  represents 
but meager success for the Farmers'  Union gin movement. But this 
survival C Y ~  6 per cent, insignificant as  it  may seem, is a vast improvement 
over the Farmers'  Alliance experience in which the mortality of the gin 
associations reached 10 0 per cent. 
THE SOCIETY GINS 
A full realization of the weakness of farmers' stock organizations, 
especially of the warehouse and gin associatio~ls sponsored by the Farm- 
ers' Union, led to the  passage of the Society Act of 1917. This Act was 
prepared by Walton Peteet, who a t  that  time was Marketing Spezialist 
with the Texas Agricultural Extension Service. The third important 
period of cooperative gin development in Texas featured the Society  ins." 
All cooperatives organized under the Society Act were, of course, in- 
corporated. Thus all the Society gins were incorporated. The names of 
most of the  Society cooperatives, however, do not indicate the type of 
business. Hence difficulties arise a t  times to determine whether a speci- 
fic Society is a gin or not. Definite records have been obtained on 133 
Society gins. The years of organization of the Society gins are shown 
in Table 3. Eighty gins which were organized under the  Socieety Act 
a re  still active. This represents a survival of 6 0  per cent, a notable im- 
provement over the  record n1acl.e by the Farmers'  Union gins. Twenty-one 
of these Society gins have been reorganized under the Cooperative Market- 
ing Act. Thus 59 Society gins a re  active a t  present. 
~ u r i n ~  the  10-year period 19 2 1-1 9 3 0, about two-thirds of the 1 2  2 
Society gins were organized. The climax of this period came during the 
th ree  years 1928-1930 when 58 were started, or 4 4  per cent of all Society 
-- 
llHathcocli, Development of Cooperative Cotton Gins in Northwest Texas. 
Herrmann,  Development of Cooperative Cotton Ginning. pp. 19-28.  
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Table 3. Farmer Society Gins 
in Texas 
Present Status 
Organized Total 
Active Failed 
Unknown 
Total 
gins. I 
gins. 
n: - 7  
Figure 3  shows the distribution according to counties of the Society 
;son reported 8 2  active Society gins in 1930-31.10- According t o  
3,  9 2  Society gins had been urganizeed by this t'ime, indicating tha t  
d failed. Fifteen of the 8 2  Society gins were reported as  outstand- 
successf US and the remainder a s  moderately successful, breaking 
e\-en, or in difficulty. As there were 5 9  Society gins in 1 9 3 3 - 3 4 ,  2 3  failed 
during the two seasons 1 9 3 1 - 3 2  and 1 9 3 2 - 3 3 .  The Society gins were 
predominant as  late as  1 9 3 3  as  5 9  of 78 gin associations were of t he  
Society type, or 76  per cent of the total. 
The 
farmer 
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Society Act in one stroke sought to eradicate the evils of t h e  
's' stock association by permitting the  organization of non-stock 
ltions only. Many cotton growers even today a r e  positive tha t  ,a 
ooperative must be incorporated under the Society Act. They do  
em to realize that  the Cooperative Maxketing Act provides for  a 
ble non-stock type of cooperative association as  well as  for a stock 
9th ampre protection over sale and transference of stock and with 
1 over the distribution of profits insuring benefits to patrons rather- 
o owners of stock. 
Society gins can do business with members only. According to 
lciety Act, new members can be accepted only on a favorable vote 
kson, The Place qf Cooperative Gins  in  a Cooperative Marke t ing  Set-Up- 
an  Cooperation, 1933. pp. 458-459. 
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Figure 3. Location of Society Gins by Counties. 
by t h e  board of directors. This provision is rather  generally disregarded, 
especially by associations basing membership on a small annual fee. In 
such instances a grower ginning a bale of cotton may be accepted as  a 
member without any action by the board. 
The Society Act provides for what  is called "Working Capital." This 
is a misnomer from the  accountant's standpoint. This fund may be 
based on a n  assessment such a s  $25, $50, o r  $100 per member with the 
contribution left .in the  fund during the  life of the membership. In 
juch cases, the  "Working Capital" is akin to  a share of voting stock in 
a stock association. In other instances, members have been called upon 
to contribute to  the  "Working Capital" according to financial ability up 
to a maximum of $500. In  a large percentage of the Society gins, the  
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:ing Capital" is  the only part  of tne  u v e s ~ m e n t  in which merrrvers 
jefinite equities. Many of the  Society gins used t he  "Working 
1" only in the initial financing of the  association. In  such in- 
s, these funds were returned to  the members af ter  the indebted- 
f the association had been retired. 
Society gins' as  non-stock presumably place t h e  emphasis on mem- 
p relations rather  than on investment relations to  the association. 
,1 of the Society gins have the provision in their by-laws tha t  of 
ofit available for cash dividends, a definite percentage be set aside 
h dividends o n  the funds invested in the "Working Capital." ' In 
14, investors in the "Working Capital" of one of these Society gins 
hd returns of 4 2  per cent on these funds. This clearly over-em- 
ed the investment relations and furthermore, was a n  outright 
on of the regulations of the Internal Revenue concerning income 
emptions for cooperatives. 
nty, or more, of the Society gins have been markedly successful. 
n t  management and adequate gin incomes per bale, coupled with 
volumes of ginning, have assured lucrative profits available for 
)atronage dividends. The So-ciety gins ushered in the  cooperative 
a successful going concern in Texas. 
'HE ERA OF' T H E  HOUSTON BANK FOR COOPERATIVES 
fourth, and by f a r  the most important, period in the development 
cooperative gin movement in Texas is still unfolding. The begin- 
f this period dates from 1 9 3 4  with the establishment of the Houston 
K a n K  for Cooperatives. As nearly two gin associations out  .of every 
organized since 1 9 3 4  have been financed by the  Houston Bank, 
nstitution has exercised a significant influence in directing the 
11 course of cooperative gin developments. 
laule 4 mas compiled with the strict purpose of emphasizing develop- 
ments in the cooperative gin movements since 1 9 3 4 .  The location of these 
associations by counties is shown in Figure 4. Information on cooperative 
gins of all periods such as  articles of incorporation, year of organization, 
location, and type of association is available in the office of the  Secretary 
of State of Texas. A complete file is maintained on all incorporated 
gins b'oth active and inactive. J. E. Montgomery of the  Texas State  
Department of Agriculture helped greatly, as  did E'mmett Cook, Secre- 
tary of the  Texas Cooperative Ginners Federation, in the  task of com- 
piling a list of all active cooperative gin associations of today. The 
reports on volume of ginning of all gins to the  Texas office of the  Agri- 
cultural Adjustment Administration were also helpful as  a check on 
active cooperative gins as  the  type of ownership of each reporting gin 
v-as indicated. The gin associations listed in Table 4 as  having failed 
are by. years of organization and not by years of failure. Furthermore, 
the only failures included are those of 1 9 3 4  and later. 
The gin associations listed as  "never completed" are those for which 
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\ 
Cooperative Gin Associations of Texas 
June, 1942 
Present Status 
T o t a l  
1033 5 
1034 n 
193.5 X3 
1:4:'6 32 
1987 29 
1933 61 
19339 29 
19-40 36 
1941 22 
1942 3 
Unknown 6 
- - -- - 
Total 1 371 1 4 , 45 1 460 
charters were obtained but t h e  organization was never carried to the 
point of actually getting into the ginning business. A large percentage 
of these attempts a t  organization may be listed under the general head- 
ing "gin sales." In  such cases, the owners of gin plants were attempt- 
ing to sell their facilities to cooperative gin associations. As a means 
of hastening sales, s'ome of these plant owners were instrumental in ob- 
taining charters for  the  prospective cooperative associations. For vari- 
ous reasons, however, a number of these associations did not purchase 
the gin plants. More than half a dozen of these failures to complete 
crganization were eases of farmers' stock gins attempting to reorganize 
as  cooperatives. After t he  charters were. obtained, certain obstacles 
developed preventing final reorganization. Obviously, in any summary 
of successes and failures of gin associations since 1934, the incompleted 
associations should b e  disregarded. 
According to  Table 4, 330 gin associations have been organized dur- 
ing 1934 and  later. Since 293 of these a r e  active today, the survival 
to date is 89 per cent. I t  is to be expected, however, t ha t  failures will 
occur among these 293 gin associations. 
The Houston Bank for  Cooperatives 11a.s had a decided influence on 
the type of cooperative gin association organized. The Bank has been 
rather  insistent tha t  its borrowing cooperatives be of the .stock type. 
r 
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1942. 
n Associations as 0 
This served to place the  ban on the  Society gins. Of associations or 
ized during 1934 and since, 30, or 9 per cent, were incorporated Ul 
the Society Act. Of these associations, but 20 a re  active today. 
the other hand as  pointed out above during 1934 and since, 2 1  So( 
gins have been reorganized under the  Cooperative Marketing Act. 
of these gins have been clients of the Houston Bank for Cooperat 
n'hile 76 per cent of the  active cooperative gins of 1933 were of 
Society type, but 16 per cent of the  active cooperative gins today 
of the Society type. 
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In this section of the Bul le t i~  periences of four cooperat 
associations a r e  discussed with conslaerable detail. The treatmei _- 
the nature of a case study. Emphasis is placed on the business phases 
of operations. These associations from widely scattered sections of the 
State  a r e  examples of a rather  limited number of highly successful gin 
associations. 
I t  is hoped that' this  analysis may reveal to cooperatives in . 
some of t he  more fundamental factors of successful business ope] 
I t  is also hoped tha t  managers and officials may obtain suggestic 
making better use of  data  and information in their own files as 
for effective membership education. 
general 
-ations. 
ons for 
Childress Farmers' Cooperat.iv@ Society 
The members of the  Childress Farmers'  cooperative Society hare rea- 
sons to be proud of the  accomplishments of their association. During 
the  20 seasons 1922 t o  1941, 122,530 bales of cotton were ginned. This 
is an  average of 6,127 bales a season, a truly remarkable per form~n-  
Patrons were paid a cash patronage dividend totaling $ 3  7 1,9 4 7 ,  
average of $3.03 on every bale ginned. The entire investment . 
ning facilities was financed from profits of operation. Accordin 
most conservative estimate, the  net mrorth of the association, as  of nlarcn 
31,. 1942, was $62,659. In  terms of the  total volume of ginning, this 
value of ginning facilities is equal to  51 cents a bale on the total volume 
of ginning. Thus, over the  20-year period, the Childress cooperative 
realized an  average net profit of about $3.54 on every bale ginned. 
Association Organized in 1 922 
Cotton growers 6rganizing a cooperative gin in the early 1920's i-.,,- 
problems distinctly different from those of growers organizing today. 
At t ha t  time, t o  organize mas to set sail on an  uncharted sea. The 
record of farmer gins the preceding 25 years was distinctly discouraging. 
No credit institutions existed specializing in serving cooperatives as do 
the  Cooperative Banks of today established under the Farm Credit Ad- 
ministration. Foreboding as  the outlook for organizing a cooperative 
might be, cotton growers in the Chi ld~ess  area were confrontecl n-it11 two 
problems. Ginning charges were exceedingly high (rates  of 5 0  cents a 
cwt. on picked cotton and 60 cents on snapped cotton were in force). 
Ginning facilities were so inadequate that  growers were greatly incon- 
venienced in securing ginning service. The success of two nearby co- 
ope~a t i ve  gins organized in 1920, and the steps being taken at Qnaaah , 
to  organize together with the influence wielded by W. TV. Cole, the pio- 
neer of the  cooperative gin movement, were factors turning the atten- 
tion of cotton growers in the Childress area to a cooperative gin as the 
means of solving local ginning problems. , 
The members decided to build a double battery plant involving an in- 
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~estment of $52 ,000:  Only 9 0  farmers could be found willing to chance 
the adventure of supporting the  cooperative. These members assumed a 
financial responsibility averaging $ 5 7 5  per member. The members could 
raise no more than $ 5 , 0 0 0  in cash ("Working Capital") to  apply on the  
investment in the gin plant. The financing of the  remaining $ 4 7 , 0 0 0  
aas made possible by the manufacturer of the gin machinery taking a 
first mortgage of $ 4 1 , 0 0 0  and a local lumber dealer taking a second lien 
of $6 ,000 .  The profits of operation t h e  first three seaeons were suf- 
ficient both to retire the indebtedness and to reimburse t h e  cash ad- 
rances of the members. To retire the  principal and t h e  cash advances 
and to pay the interest on t h e  indebtedness a t  the  ra te  of 1 0  per cent, 
profits on the 1 1 , 3 3 7  bales ginned during the  first three-year period 
must have been about $ 5 . 5 0  a bale. This early success together with 
the large cash patronage dividends paid members in  succeeding years 
has won substantial support from cotton growers. 
It is apparent that  a few farmers assumed all  the  risks of t h e  early 
perilous stages while the  many flocked in to reap the  benefits after 
success was assured. To this general statement, there is a t  least one 
notable exception. A farmer who still is not a membsr has refused many 
inritations to join. The reason he gives for  not joining is tha t  since he  
did not support the cooperative in  the  early days when his patronage 
mas urgently needed, he  has no moral r ight  to  share in the  later benefits. 
Co?t of Binning Service to Member 
Members of cooperative gins in Texas usually pay the  competitive 
charge for service a t  the time of ginning. This may be considered a s  
the "first money cost" of ginning. If tFe growers were patronizing a 
private gin, this charge would 'epresent their cost of ginning servict'. 
But in the cooperative, the  members a r e  credited with the  profit, or 
loss. realized in operating the gin. The first. money cost wit11 the  profit 
deducted, or with the  loss added, may be viewed a s  the  members' net 
"out-of-pocket" cost of ginning. 
Figure 5. Gin plant of the Farmers' Cooperative Society of Ghildress 
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Members of cooperative glns In .l>exas manifest a keen interest In tne  
patronage dividend they may receive a t  the end of the season. The total 
of the  dividend depends upon such factors as: the  amount of the charges 
made for ginning and bagging and tiess; the cost of operating the gin 
plant; the  cost of bagging and ties; the margin of profit on the cotton- 
seed handled; and the  relation between the net profit and the amount 
distributed as  dividends. I n  the final analysis, the  member of a co- 
operative gin should be mainly concerned about his out-of-pocket cost 
of ginning. Firs t  money costs, net profits, and out-of-p'ocket costs per 
bale for the.15-yeet period 1927-28 to 1941-42 are summarized in Table 5. 
Table 5. First Money Costs, Profits, and Out-of-pocket Costs of Ginning to  
Members of the Childress Farmers, Cooperative Society (Per Bale) 
First Money Cost Out-of-Pockrt Costs 
Per Relative Profits ' Percentage 
' Gin Pattern Total Average 
Toll i B . & T . I  1 0 0 . 0  1 
19n  
1925 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1 0:j9 
1934 
193.5 
19l::B 
19:;7 
193s 
15:39 
10401 
1941  
---- 
Average 
I 
Several features in Table 5 merit close scrutiny. The amounts listed 
under first money costs as  gin tolls and charges per pattern for bagging 
and ties show what the  member paid a t  the time of ginning. Since these I 
charges were, in the  main, competitive they indicate the cost of ginning 
service to  the cotton grower patronizing the privately operated gins. I 
( In  more recent years, while the  Childress cooperative has charged a 
toll of 25 cents per cwt. of seed cotton, competitive ginners have charged 
20 cents.) To the question, Did i t  pay growers in dollars and cents to 
belong to the Childress society? the answer is to be found in a com- 
parison of first money costs with out-of-pocket costs. For the four 
most favorable seasons, 1927-28, 1933-34, 1935-36, and 1941-42, out-of- 
pocket costs were 29, 34, 26, and 3 3  per cent of the first money costs. 
Fo r  the  four short-crop seasons 1930-31, 1934-35, 1936-37, and 1939-40, 1 
the first money cost fell short by 4 2 ,  64,  23, and 30 per cent of matching 
the  costs of operating the  gin plant. For the 15-year period 1927-28 to 
1941-42, the  average out-of-pocket cost was 49 per cent of the first money 
cost. I t  should be added, however, tha t  these computations do not take 
into account the cost of the capital invested in the gin plant which the 
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nembers had to furnish. Since the  fixed capital was financed out o 
profits', the cost of capital to the members has resulted in reducing tht 
part of the first money cost returnable as  cash patronage dividends fron 
5 1  per cent to 4 4  per cent. That  is, 7 cents of each dollar of firs 
money cost has financed the gin investment. For  the  15-year period out 
of every dollar of first money cost, members paid 81  cents for gin tolls 
and 19 cents for bagging and ties. 
An examination of the ratios of first money costs' with the average 
of the 15 seasons taken as  1 0 0  per cent, indicates a downward trend 
in the charges made for ginning service. The average first money costs 
by successive five-year periods were $7.93, $6.57, and $6.43. The aver- 
a.ges of the gin charges to members the  second and third periods werf 
lower by 17 and 19 per cent than those of the first period. While il 
cannot be said that  the lowering of gin charges was entirely the  result 
of the operation of the cooperative gin, the assumption seems valid that 
:ooperative was a big factor in effecting these savings to cottor 
ers in general. The decided drop in gin charges during 1931-32 
1932-33 indicates that  ginners made adjustments in favor of cottoll 
ers during ' the  depths of the  depression. 
, and Net P~ofit,s of Ginning 
e net profits shown in Table 5 a re  dependent upon three factors: 
the profit, or loss, on ginning which is the difference between the 
toll and the cost of operating the gin plant; ( 2 )  the  profit on bagging 
! ties which is the difference between the  sales price to the members 
+he purchase price to the cooperative; and ( 3 )  the profit 011 cotton- 
which is the difference between the sales price to oil mills and the 
Table 6. Costs and Profits of Operatio~s (Per Bale) 
Childress Farmers' Cooperative society 
- -  
I Costs 
Ginning 
Ginning T o t a l  
Bales 
' Ginned 
L', 461 
5,023 
9,722' 
- -- -- 
.lrierage 1 i i o.eo I 1.m / 0 . 4 5  
I 
'According t o  cost equation f o r  L a r g e  Gins, High and Low Plains Area.  See Appendix B. 
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purchase price paid members. Table 6 shows a breakdown of the vari- 
ous items of costs and profits. 
Over the  15-year period the  average cost of ginning was 6 per cent 
greater  than  the  standard cost. Out of every dollar of net cost of gin- 
ning service, members paid 82 cents t o  cover the  cost of operating the 
gin plant and 18 cents to  cover the  cost of bagging and ties. The sources 
of each dollar of net profit were: 47 cents from ginning; 13  cents from 
bagging and ties; and 4 0  cents from cottonseed. Ginning costs per bale 
ranged from a low of $2.28 in 1932 to  a high of $12.81 in 1934. 
The average profit of $3.51 a bale has made easy the profit-financing 
of t he  investment' in  the  gin plant; the  remainder of the profits dis- 
tributed a s  cash patronage dividends has served to emphasize the advan- 
tage of members operating their own cooperative gin. Nevertheless, the 
profits of $1.67 a bale on ginning and 45 cents a bale on bagging and 
ties signify that' the  first money costs of ginning were higher by those 
amounts than  t he  actual costs of the  service. These profits were in 
nature of "over-advances" paid by members to  insure a margin of sa 
in meeting operating costs. The profit of $1.39 a bale on cotton 
indicates tha t  members were paid tha t  much less than the  price ob'- 
on the  sale of the cottonseed. This profit was in the nature of a "re 
lbividend Rates I 
All cash dividend payments of the Childres's Society have been made 
on the  patronage basis. Beginning with 1925-26, the  first season cash 
dividends were paid, profits on ginning and bagging and ties were dis- 
tributed on the  running bale. The number of bales on which memhn*= 
left the  cottonseed with the  gin was determined. This number of 
divided into the  profit to  be distributed as  dividends on the cottc 
established the  ra te  per bale. Thus the  total dividend to a given 
ber was made up of two parts: the  rate  on ginning and bagging and 
ties was multiplied by the  number of bales he  ginned; the rate  on cotton- 
1 
seed per bale was multiplied by the  number of bales on which he  left' 
the  seed with the  gin. This plan of dividend distribution was in force 
from 1925-26 to 1936-37. 
Beginning with 1937-38, the  profit to be distributed on cottonseed is 
divided by the  number of cwt's. of cottonseed handled.' This establishes 
the dividend ra te  per cwt. of cottonseed. The cottonseed dividend to a 
given member is  .then determined by multiplying this rate  by the num- 
ber of cwts. of cottonseed he  leaves with the  gin. Table 7 summarizes 
the  dividend ra tes  for each season from 1925-26 to 1941-42. 
During the  17-year period 1925-26 to  194 1-42, the  Childress associa- 
profit years, cash dividends were paid in excess of net profits; in two of 
I 
tion enjoyed 1 3  profit years and suffered four loss years. In two of the I 
I 
the  loss years cash dividends were paid. 1 
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Table 7. Bases for Computing Patronage Dividends 
Childress Farmers' Cooperative Society 
l X ~ ~ l i e d  only'on bales from which all the cottonseed was left with-the gin. 
Tear 
1 e5.5 
I "c 
I F 7  
1 *lS 
11113 
1030 
I T 1  
1Q.32 
1QX5 
1034 
1 9 5  
lQ"G 
l K 7  
19:B 
IVY 
1940 
IN1  
Returns on Capital Invested 
As indicated above, members of the Childress organization have never 
received cash dividends on the capital invested in the  gin plant. Never- 
theless, the net profits computed as  re turns  on the investment should 
be indicative of the efficiency with which the productive capital has been 
employed. Table 8 shows the net' profit, or loss, of each season a s  a 
return on the investment. The average return on the  capital invested 
was 31 per cent. In a private corporation such a return capitalized 
Dividend Rate  
*able 8. Returns on the Capital Invested in Fixed Assets 
Childress Farmers' Cooperative Society 
Per RIB 
Ginning and 
B. & T. 
----- 
$3.00 
2.00 
3.iO 
2..w 
4.03 
---- 
1.15 
2'. 25 
3.50 
---- 
2.50 
1 .GO 
2.25 
2.00 
1.00 
l..iO 
2.30 
Co?t of Returns Investment 
Year Fxed  Net Profits Per Bale 
Assets Investment Ginned 
Cottonseed 
-- 
Total  Average 
- Dividend 
Per  Bale Per Cwt. Aver. Dividend 
on on on CIS 
C/S1 c/ s Per RIB , 2; 
- 
$2.75 $1.64 $4.64 
---- ---- 2.001 
2.65 2.25 5.9.2 
1.C0 1 .(I4 3.34 
1.45 0 .93  4 .93 
---- ---- ---- 
0.60 0.36 1.51 
0.75 0'. 50 2.75 
1.50 0 .97 4.47 
---- ---- ---- 
1.50 1 .17 3.87 
1.00 0 .60 1.  €0 
15.0 cents 1.W 3.2.5 
12.5 0.73 2.751 
---- ---- 1 .GQ 
12.5 0 .71 2.21 
20.0 1.40 5.90 
lThird battery added t o  gin plant. 
a t  a rate  of 8  per cent would have a market  value of $ 2 4 2 , 0 0 0 .  Still 
this cooperative has no opportunity of selling its plant a t  this capitalized 
figure. All the  association could sell would be the physical plant and 
hot t h e  patronage. The plant had a net  worth of $ 6 3 , 0 0 0  as of March 
3 1 ,  1 9 4 2 .  Evidently, the  patronage has a far  greater asset value, in 
this instance, than the  physical property. 
The profit prospects of charter members of a cooperative are  far  dif- 
ferent' from those of the  charter members of a private corporation. The 
organizers of a cooperative assume the  same risks of losses if the business 
fails a s  do t h e  organizers of a private corporation. But the members 
of a cooperative do not have the  same opportunity of great financial 
gain on capitalized net  profits if the business succeeds as  do the stock- 
holders of a private corporation. This difference results from the man- 
n'er of distributing the dividends: On the  stock in the private corDora- 
tion; on the  patronage in the  cooperative. 
igure 6 .  The Farmers' Cooperative Society of Childress h s s  never purchased 
the cotton of its  patrons. Instead facilities have been provided Oo aid 
the member in selling his cotton. Cotton office. 
Financing Program 
In  discussing the  financing program of the  Childress cooperative, the 
sources of the  funds which have been acquired and the disposition of 
these funds should be  of interest. Table 9  itemizes the funds a s  to 
sources and disposition. Profits of the  seasons prior to  1 9 2 7 - 2 8 ,  with 
the exception of 1 9 2 5 - 2 6 ,  had to be approximated. I t  should be evident 
tha t  the  assets of the  association have been financed out of profits and 
t h e  depreciation reserve. Of al l  funds acquired, 7 7  per cent has been 
paid out as  cash dividends. Of all  net  profits realized, 8 9  per cent has 
been distributed a s  cash patronage dividends. 
The Childress Society is  non-stock. The individual members have no 
concrete evidence of ownership either in  the form of certificates or book 
entries. While the  member holds a n  ascertainable equity in  the asso- 
ciation, the  net  worth divided by the  number of members, he  cannot sell 
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Sources o 
Dispositic 
Pr~rch 
Set d 
Incre: 
\r,,,.t.- 
Table 9. Analysis of Funds 
Childress Farmers9 Cooperative Society 
Seasons 1922-23 to 1941-42 
Percent age 
of 
f Funds: 
Yofits after Depreciation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  419,760 87.0 
sion for  Deprrciation (not jnvolvjng cash) ...................... 61,543 12.8 
ction of Surplus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 4  M6 
Depreciation Reserve Written OR 3 I , I Z ?  0.1 
In of Funds: 
ase of Investments1 ----------------------------------------------- 
.dditions t o  Permanent Assets ------------------------------------ 
ise in Jlrorking Capital------------------------------------------- 
:age Paid ---------------------------------------------------------- 
ncrs of Members Repaid ........................................... 
tse in Prepaid Expenses --------------------------------- - --------- 
- 
Used in Operations ........................................... ---- 
as Cash Patronage Dividends ------------------------------ ------ 
in Cooperative Gin Service and Supply Co.; Houston Bank f o r  Coperatives; Con- 
as and Oil Co. 
his equity if he ceases to be a member. Nor can a non-member enter 
into membership through the  purchase of his share of the equities. Only 
in the case of liquidation of the association would members share pro 
rata in the net proceeds of the sale of the property. I n  a sense, the  
gin facilities a re  owned in common by the  patrons. Members and officers 
of the association quite generally speak of their gin as  being owned by 
the community. 
The financial organization of the Childress Society is a reminder of 
the plan of Robert Owen who is considered the originator of the  coop- 
erative type of business enterprise. According to  Owen, the capital in- 
rested in a cooperative should be owned in common. The London 
Cooperative Congress of 1832,  meeting during the  time Owen was active 
in promoting workers' cooperatives, in  summarizing the essentials of 
cooperation declared: "The capital accumulated by such associations 
should be rendered indivisible . . ." 
Undoubtedly, the lack of tangible evidence of ownership on the  part  
of members in the  Childress cooperative is an  example of the  extremes 
of the reaction to  the farmers' stock type of organization. With no equi- 
ties assigned, or salable, members cannot jeopardize their own patron- 
age-interests by selling their equities to  investor-interests. 
Charter Members vs. Latelr Comers 
T& financial program of the Childress association leads into several 
complications. While no member paid a penny out-of-pocket to finance 
the investment, aside from a 10 per cent advance a t  the  time of organi- 
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~erative 
profits 
%rs and 
zation but later returned, the  members who patronized the cool 
the first three seasons paid for the  original plant by leaving all 
in the business. The member who was a patron those three ye: 
who very soon thereafter might have withdrawn could not recover any 
of the profits he  had lef t  in the business. 
Under the  plan of non-assignable and non-salable equities, charter 
members, as  against later comers, have experiences quite in contrast with 
those of charter members of private corporations. Not only ml 
organizing members of such a cooperative wage the fight to es 
a business, but they must furnish the capital to boot. The later ( 
instead of having to pay a premium commensurate with the s u c ~ ~ , ,  v L
t h e  buslness entered, make no contributions to capital require 
The inequity of this situation is flagrantly evident. 
Previous support and patronage of the Childress Cooperativ- -_- - 
no  bearing on present membership. The one and only way a 
growel*. may become a member currently is by paying a one dolla~ 
bership fee. As a rule, cotton growers in the vicinity are not int 
in  membership unless they have cotton to gin. In years of crop 
the  membership may shrink severely. Furthermore, the mem' 
fee is paid, almost universally, out of the  dividends credited 
members a t  the  end of the season. While 2 4 2  growers patroniz 
cooperative in 1934-35, only seven membership fees were paid i~ 
As for the other patrons, the fees were carried over as  a charge ; 
their dividends the following season. Under equal equities, the g 
gain t o  members through liquidation would occur during year 
small membership. As a safeguard against members ever sellin: 
gin plant, a resolution was passed a t  the annual meeting in Jz 
1930, forbidding sale except upon the  vote of 95  per cent of the 
bers. 
ust the 
;tablish 
:omers, 
nnnn nf 
?ments. 
P have 
cotton 
r mem- 
erested 
failure, 
bership 
to the 
:ed the 
n F Q C . ~  
,x U W " A * .  
against 
'reatest 
s of a 
- .  g their 
tnuary, 
! mem- 
No suggestion has ever been made tha t  members of the  Childress 
organization should receive equal portions of the  profits distributed as 
cash dividends. The patronage basis has been followed without ex- 
ception. Would i t  not  be just as  logical to establish equities of mem-, 
bers according to  the  profits left in  the business? In this way members 
would participate in the  ownership of the capital according to the 
patronage producing the  capital. The Rochdale Pioneers took a definite 
stand in the. matter  of the  ownership of the capital of a cooperative. 
These cooperators were convinced of the  urgency of workers establish- 
ing self-sufficient cooperative commonwealths. But as  to the imme- 
diate objective in establishing their cooperative store, they realized that  
the  sacrifices of poorly paid workers in making weekly contributions 
t o  the  capital of the  cooperative needed to  be concretely rewarded in 
the  form of shares of stock. This procedure recognized the  costs in 
creating capital by rewarding the  cooperators as  individual holders of 
dividend paying stock. 
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p i n g  of Equities 
1"' 
woul 
fin an 
profii 
alter 
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profii 
year 
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non-pa 
the as: 
years 1 
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assigni 
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are shc 
equirle 
Crogral 
design: 
tder the present set-up of the Childress Society, the  relations be- 
,l.c,n the members And their association a re  not satisfactory. Too many 
of the cotton growers ginning with the cooperative a r e  patrons -rather  
than members-patrons who gin with the  association only if they see 
tbe  immediate prospects of receiving patronage dividends. Nor is "corn- 
ty" ownership satisfactory. Comparing such ownership with tha t  
church overlooks the fact tha t  the  cooperative gin is a business 
1iza.tion while the church is not. If members were assigned definite 
rship in the assets of the association, this would undoubtedly re- 
in a closer tie between the  members and their cooperative. The 
ldure which might be followed in assigning equities leads into many 
~lications. 
?ally the  most equitable basis for ass ignkg  equities of members 
d be according to  the exact profits absorbed from year to year in 
cing the investment in the association. The determination of such 
ts per member, for all practical purposes, is impossible. The other 
native to profits left in  the business is the  assigning of equities 
ding to the patronage of the members, the number of bales ginned. 
the years the greatest contribution of a member to  his cooperative 
e patronage he furnishes. Without patronage there would be no 
ts, no business, no association. The question now arises as  to the  
or years to be used as  the base in assigning the patronage equities. 
e patronage over the whole life of the association were used equities 
-ing 6 0  per cent of the  investment would approximate 50  cents per 
bale. Tile great difficulty in this procedure, however, would be finding 
the former patrons who have moved away and the  heirs of the  former 
patrons who have died. Furthermore under this plan a large percent- 
nf the equities would pass into the hands of individuals who a r e  
trons a t  present. This would be most undesirable. Considering 
sociation as  a going concern, the  patronage of the  more recent 
las had greater significance than tha t  of the more remote years. 
:her possibility would be to  select certain years to  be used in 
ng patronage equities. Two plans of selected years a s  proposed 
L. McFarland, former office manager of the Childress cooperative, 
Iwn in Appendix C. In selecting years for assigning equities, no 
er how sound the reasons may be, the issue is raised why certain 
; mere selected rather  than other years. The interest of an  indi- 
11 member would be to have the years selected in which his relative 
l n l 1 l m ~  of the total was the largest. 
ould seem desirable to relate the assigning of equities to  a plan 
ating the capital. I t  would seem tha t  about seven years would 
suitable period for revolving the capital. The assignment of 
s might be based on the  patronage the next seven years af ter  a 
rn to this effect were enacted. The equity per bale could not be 
tted yntil the  end of the  period. This long period of waiting 
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would be undesirable. Furthermore, this plan would place the whole pre- 
mium on future patronage and would disregard the past patronage which 
has built the  association. 
Perhaps the  most' feasible plan would be to assign equities on the 
ginnings of t he  past seven years. If such a program had been adopted 
before the  opening of the 1942-43 ginning season, equities would have 
been applied on the  ginnings of the seasons 1935-36 to 1941-42. During 
this period, 48,221 bales were ginned. If about $60,000 had been as- 
signed, the  equity would have been $1.25 a bale. The certificates could 
be issued in seven series. Those of 1935-36 as  Series 1, those of 1936- 
37 as  Series 2, and so on. The member would get certificates of in- 
terest a t  t he  rate  of $1.25 per bale for the volume in such seasons of 
the  seven-year period as  he patronized the coopera.tive. Table 10 indi- 
cates the totals of the  certificates in each series. 
Table 10. Assignment of Equities to Members 
(at $1.25 Per Bale) 
Childress Farmers9 Cooperative Society 
Year Series I Bales Equities 
Ginned Assigned 
T o t a l  1 1 48,221 $M,2i7 
In rotating the  capital every seven years, the next problem is to de- 
termine the r a t e  needed per bale and the source of the funds to be used. 
Assuming the  same average volume in the  future as  that  of the past 
seven seasons, 60 per cent of the  investment could be revolved in seven 
gears a t  a ra te  of $1.25 a bale. 
As the  net profit per bale averaged $3.51 during the 15-year period, 
profits might be made the  source of the fund applied in revolving the 
capital. I t  would be preferable, however, to discontinue profit financing 
and instead make a deduction, or retain, of $1.25 a bale. Thus the per 
bale funds would be available during loss years as  well as  during profit 
years. Uhder this  arrangement, all net profits above the needs of the 
business would be available each year as  patronage dividends. A new 
member would be assessed $1.25 a bale over a seven-year period. But 
he would receive in full all patronage dividends paid. During the eighth 
year, deductions would be made as  usual, but he  would be reimbursed 
for  the  deductions made the  first year, and so on. A member retiring 
af ter  a patronage of seven years, or  more, would have his interest liqui- 
dated year by year during the  following seven seasons. 
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Proble~n of Maintaining Membership in Short Crop Seasons 
For the seasons 1930-3 1, 1934-35, 1936-37, and 1939-40, the  Childress 
association suffered a total ginning loss of $30,600 on a total volume 
of 7,395 bales for the four seasons, or a n  average loss of $4.14 a bale. 
This was not the net loss on operations but the difference between t h e  
cost of operating the gin plant. and the gin toll. On a n  average for the  
four 
On a1 
ginne 
- -..- 
a SiU 
Su11pc 
centa 
:Issur 
seasons, the cooperative ginned 24 per cent of the  county volume. 
3 average for the seasons preceding the  short crops, the  cooperative 
d 31 per cent of the  county volume. Thus the  cooperative suffered 
mp of 7 per cent in relative volume in the  short crop seasons. 
3se the drop in the ginnings of the cooperative expressed as  per- 
ges of county ginnings had been 6nly one-half of what it  was. 
ning the same relative efficiency of operations, the  total loss on 
8,563 bales would have been $26,164, or $3.06 a bale. Thus the total 
loss nroulcl have been reduced by 14 per cent. Suppose the  ginnings 
tive I 
been 
reduc 
t l 1 0  1,  
of the cooperative expressed as  percentages of county ginnings had been 
the same a s  those of the  preceding seasons. Assuming the same rela- 
efficiency of operations, the total loss on 9,730 bales would have 
$21,725, or $2.23 a bale. Thus the  total loss would have been 
led by 29 per cent. I t  should be clear that  a considerable part  of 
%.., .osses suffered by the Childress society on the four short crop sea- 
so~ls 1va.s the result of the  relative losses in patronage. 
It would seem that  the management of the Childress cooperative 
should consider what steps might be taken to  lessen the  drop in  mem- 
lrersh 
loss 
offset 
patro 
ill during the  short crop seasons. ,As now operated during the 
years, profits on bagging and ties and cottonseed a re  applied as  
s to ginning losses. This seems especially severe on the larger 
ns. Their greater volume makes a relatively greater contribution 
in redu 
on hag 
wonld I 
This r p  
cing ginning losses; a t  the same time the  greater profits furnished 
ging and ties and cottonseed are thrown in to lessen losses. I t  
seem tha t  a reserve against ginning losses might well be created.I3 
,..., ,-serve would be based on a per bale rate  assessed against ginnings 
@.wing 
operati 
reserve 
the profit years. Losses on ginning ( total  gin toll less cost of 
ng gin plant) during the  short crop years would be met  from the 
. Thus each ginning season, members would be certain of receiv- 
ing patronage dividends on profits from bagging and ties and cottonseed. 
This certainty of patronage dividend should offer a real inducement to 
patronize the cooperative during the short crop seasons. 
During the 15-year period 1927-28 to 1941-42, the Childress society 
suffered ginning losses during five seasons. These losses a r e  listed in 
Table 11.  A reserve assessed against the  volumes of the profit years a t  
a rate of 39 cents a bale would have offset these ginning losses. The 
additions to the.reserye during the profit years and the  deductions from 
the r 
- 
1: p. 
eserves during, the loss years a re  shown in Table 11. 
tulson, Reserves Against  Short-Season Losses. News f o r  F a r m e r  Coop- 
eratives. April, 1 9 4 1 .  pp. 5-6 and  31. F a r m  Credit Administration. 
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Figure 7. The Fanners' Cooperative Society of Childress is well equipped to do 
all necessary gin repairing. Machine shop. 
Table 11. Reserves Accumulated During Profit Years to Offset Losses 
of Deficit Years 
Chilclress Farmers' Cooperative Society 
Losses o n  Ginning Rescrves Aecnmnlated 
--A - ---- I Actual I O n f  I I l l  
Actual One-half 1 f i l l  Yoli~rne Recovery Rimrrry  
Recovery R~ecovery at 396 at 330 at 2 8 6  
Tear  
Volume of one-half recovery: 1 W ,  1 , m ;  1934, 1,?201; 1936, 2,820; 1m9, ?,Sf%. 
Volume of full recovery: 1910, 1,940; 1934, 1,341: 1936, 3,183: 1939, 5,268. 
Net ginning profit of 1938 was $308; this amount  was added t o  the reeerve t h a t  year 
Bale4 
Ginned 
I t  should be of interest to  apply the  reserve fund against the probable 
losses if t h e  drop in the  relative volumes of the  Childress society had 
been only one-half (one-half recovery) o r  if the  relative volumes had 
been t h e  same (full recovery), a s  the  relative volumes of the preced- 
ing years. Table 11 indicates the probable losses under one-half and 
full recovery of volume during t h e  loss years. The additions to the 
reserves during t h e  profit years and the  deductions from the reserves 
during t h e  loss years a r e  indicated. The rates unher one-half recovery 
and full recovery a r e  3 3  and 28 cents a bale on the volumes of the profit 
years. 
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The effects of a reserve against ginning losses on the  dividends paid 
to members should be of interest. Table 12 indicates the dividends per 
bale as  actually paid, and as .  they would have been under a reserve 
set-up with no change in volume and with one-half and full recovery in 
rclume during t he  loss years. During all the profit years, the  dividends 
Table 12. Patronage Dividends Per Bale 
Childress Farmersy Cooperative Society 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
I 93.5 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1910 
1941 
Average 
would be less by the  per bale deductions made for  the  reserves. Divi- 
dends following each loss year would be greater in tha t  losses of the  
preceding year would not be deducted in full from the  succeeding profit 
year. During the  seasons 1930-31 and 1934-35 when no dividends were 
paid, members would have obtained dividends of 85 cents and $1.91, 
the profits per bale on bagging and ties and cottonseed. In 1936-37, 
even though net losses were suffered, members were paid a dividend of 
$1.60 a bale. The profits on bagging and ties and cottonseed would 
have yielded a dividend of $2.01 a bale under the reserve system. Like- 
wise for the  loss season 1939-40 while a dividend of $1.00 a bale was 
paid, profits on bagging'and ties and cottonseed would have yielded a 
dividend of $1.53 a bale. 
Year 
nelnocrrttic Control 
As 
Paid 
Under Reserve System 
In the typical private corporation ownership of stock tends to concen- 
trate in a few hands. By voting shares, these few stockholders dominate 
the policies of the corporation. The members of the  board of directors 
usually own a substantial portion of the  stock outstanding. Thus, the 
personal business interest's of the board members a re  a significant factor 
in their conduct of the corporation. In  this  connection i t  should be of 
concern to notice, from the patronage standpoint, the relative importance 
~f the directors of the Childress' association. In  the first place, these 
directors a r e  chosen by the  vote of the  members. Each member has one 
rote, no more, regardless of the  amount of his patronage. Table 13  
Actual 
Volume 
p- 
One-half Fuil 
Recovery Recovery 
-
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Table 13. Volume of Ginning of Directors and members 
Childress Farmers9 Cooperative Society 
Years 
Volume ( ~ v e f  ' age 
-- 
Average Bales 
Directors ------ -- ----------------- 
Average Bales 
Members -------------------------- 
Percentage Total Volum,e 
Ginned by Directors------ -------  4 .3  3.5 2.7 4 . 0  2.5 
Number Directors with Volume 
Less than Average Member------, 0 B 1 2 2 
I 
shows the  average volume of ginning of the  seven directors, the per- 
centage their patronage was of the  total volume, and the average volume 
gjnned by the  members. 
During the  nine-year period, the directors furnished from 2.5 to 4.9 
per. cent of t h e  total patronage and an  average of 3.6 per cent. The 
average patronage of t he  directors was slightly over twice as  great as 
the  average patronage of all  members. In eight of the nine years, from 
one to five directors had a volume less than the average of all members. 
Under such circumstances, the interest of the directors are quite the 
same as  those of the rank  and file of the membership. 
Contribntions to Maintenance of Co~nmunity I 
In  this story of the Childress cooperative the emphasis has been placed 
on the  benefits accruing t o  t h e  members. The fact should not be over- 
looked, however, that' this  association operates a thriving succesSful 
business in  t he  city of Childress. Somewhat of & picture of the im- 
portance of the  association to  t he  community, aside from tha t  to the 
farmer members, ma.y be gained from the data on taxes paid and on the 
payroll of salaries and wages. These data are shown in Table 1 4 .  ! 
Table 14, Taxes Paid and Payroll 
Childress Farmers' Cooperative Society 
1 Taxes 
Year 
1 State  and 1 
County 1 City S c h o ~ l  Total 
--- 
Wages 
and 
Salaries 
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The taxes paid make a sizable contribution towards the  maintenance 
of state, county, and local institutions. Wages and salaries paid create 
purchasing power tha t  is of considerable importance to  merchants and 
service men doing business in Childress. 
Snrnl~zarizi~ 
The record of the Childress organization isa one scarcely duplicated 
bp any other cooperative gin association in Texas. A very large volume 
of ginning, about average costs of operation, a satisfactory gin income 
per bale, and competent management have resulted in large profits 
viewed as  returns either on the  patronage or  on the  investment in fixed 
a?sets. 
The wisdom of adding the second plant in 1 9 3 6  may be questioned. 
The added plant ha s  greatly increased the fixed costs which require a 
considerable increase in volume to  make the  same profit showing as  
with the original plant. Fixed costs of the  Childress society a re  about 
$15,000 annually. About 3,000 bales a re  needed t o  "break even" with 
a gin income of $6.87 per bale, the  average of t he  past five years. I t  
seems that  loyal members of not much over one-half the  patrons equipped 
themselves with a very large gin unit the  services of which may be 
sought, or not, by other cotton growers as  they see fit. A smaller gin 
unit serving- the loyal members might greatly reduce the risks and wor- 
ries of the management and the loyal members. 
An assignment. of equities to  members according to their ginnings 
orer a period of seasons past and a maintenance of members' equities 
in the future according to a revolving fund plan of capital structure 
might greatly strengthen the  tie between members and their ass'ociation. 
The Childress association has been operating a n  almost exclusive gin- 
ning business. The management is beginning t o  feel the  desirability, 
if not the  necessity, of expanding the scope of the  services furnished 
members even though some of the  services may not add to the  net 
profits of the business. Year round contact may prove most valuable 
in maintaining patronage during the  ginning season. 
Danevang Farmem' Cooperative Society 
The Danevang Farmers'  Cooperative Society is- unique among coopera- 
tive associations in Texas. The members of one nationality, until re- 
cently, form a solid and complete community. The development of the 
community from the very beginlling represented group action through 
the sponsorship of the  DANSK FOLKESAMFUND'S I AMERIKA. This 
organization was engaged in stimulating Danish settlements in many 
parts of the United States. 
D'anevang was settled by Danes who had migrated, in  great part,  f rom 
Denmark to  the Middle West in the  1880's. The lure  of Texas was, the  
epportunity of purchasing a large t ract  of land a t  a price considerably 
below that  prevailing in the Middle West. The purpose in forming the 
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settlement was to develop a successful agricultural community in which 
the  Danish culture and language and the Lutheran Church might be 
preserved. 
The settlement was begun in 1594.14 The experience of the settlers 
the  first five or six years were excruciating. These Danes with their 
background of farming in Denmark and the Middle West came to Tesas 
with every intention of carrying on a type of agriculture based on grain 
crops and livestock. Even the  thought of raising cotton was abhorrent. 
With a small measure of conceit, these settlers were going to show Texas 
farmers how farming should be done. Very speedily, the Danes had to 
a s k  the  Texas farmers to show them how to raise cotton. Sufficient 
cotton was produced by 1897 to  warrant the building of a cotton gin in 
t he  community. Cotton acreage first gained significance in 1900. But 
{.he entire crop of tha t  season was utterly destroyed by- the "Galveston 
Storm." 
The failure of Middle West agriculture, the difficulty of adjusting to 
cotton production, the  loss of 70 horses from Charbon during 1898, and 
finally the  storm disaster of 1900 were obstacles almost beyond the 
power of these sturdy pioneering Danes to surmount. The decision nras 
reached to  abandon the settlement. But  to pull stakes and leave were 
found not  easy to  do. All the  savings of these people was invested in 
t%e settlement. In abandoning the colony, nothing of value could be 
salvaged. Without resources, these people had nothing with which to 
finance the cost of -moving to  some other territory. The land company 
from which the t ract  of land had been purchased, expressed confidence 
t ha t  success could still be attained. This faith was suppcrted by a 
proposal to give the  settlers more time in paying for their land. After 
the whole situation had been carefully surveyed, there seemed but one 
choice-to remain and continue every possible effort to overcome the han- 
dicaps that ,  thus far, had proved so formidable. From 1901 onward, 
success smiled on t he  efforts of the  settlers of Danevang. 
The  manner in which Danevang was first developed and the hardships 
of the  early years, fostered among the settlers a profound sense of mutual 
dependence and a clear-cut understanding tha t  cooperative enterprise is 
the  open door to  the  best the community has to offer. The spirit of 
cooperation developed early and e-nmeshed the  whole community. 
The first formal business cooperative started was the Danish Mutual 
Insurance Company, organized in 1897 and incorporated in 1901. In 
this  company t he  members share the  risks of fire hazards to their build- 
ings and personal properties. This company has operated most success- 
fully up to the  present day. Over a 'period of more than 40 years, the 
annual net cost of the  insurance to members has been a t  the rate  of 
about six cents per $100 of insured property. The second cooperative 
enterprise was the  telephone company organized to  serve the community. 
This company was started in 1913 but  it  was not incorporated until 1936. 
14Petersen, P. J. Danevang, Wharton County, Texas. Danske i Amerika, 1918. 
pp. 421-43s .  C. Rasmussen Company, Minneapolis. 
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8. What cotton, cooperation, thrift, and industry have accomplishes. 
Danevang homes. 
Cooperative Organized in 1920 
The D'anevang Farmers'  Cooperative Society was organized in 1 9 2 0  
and incorporated February 2 ,  1 9 2 1 .  The purposes for which this asso- 
cia.tion was created a r e  broad enough to include every kind of business 
relating to the marketing and processing of farm commodities and the  
purchasing of products and supplies needed by t h e  members. Regard- 
ing the origin of the  Danevang society, Peter  Harton makes this state- 
ment in a personal letter: '!The immediate impetus to  this organization 
s a s  the high war-time ginning charges adhered to by ginners in  this 
and nearby territories, in spite of the  recent drastic drop in cotton prices. 
A. three-acre t ract  for  a gin was bought ( $ 9 0 0 )  immediately and this 
imestment served as  an anchor to  hold the  coop. ship steady during the  
first few years.'' The minutes of the  meetings of the  board of directors 
and of the members from the  pre-organization date  of August 1 ,  1 9 2 0 ,  
~ : p  to the present a r e  available. These minutes a r e  a revelation of the  
thinking and action of the  Danevang group. 
The early years of the  Danevang cooperative were a time of prepara- 
tion-preparation for  a n  expanding program which has been slowly and 
methodically unfolding. Every proposal, no matter  how promising and 
alluring, has been subjected to  critical consideration and investigation. 
The enthusiasm .of t h e  first-blossoming of a n  idea has  never spurred 
these members into hasty ill-advised action. The members have never 
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left important decisions to  be made by leaders, chosen or self-appointed. 
Questions of moment a r e  always settled in membership meetings. The 
deciding vote invariably follows free, open, and full discussioh. 1n 
many instances years  have passed before a proposed enterprise has been 
actually pu t  into operation. - 
The advisability of starting a oooperative grocery store was thoroughly 
investigated- in 1922. The cooperative grocery store came in for fre- 
quent consideration thereafter. A grocery department' was installed No- 
vember 1 ,  1939. The handling of kerosene, gasoline, and lubricating 
oil was proposed in 1924. The installation of a filling ntation was dis- 
cussed in  the  board meeting of April 3, 1926. All the  directors were in 
favor provided "satisfactory arrangements could be made." The minutes 
of t he  following board meeting recorded: "Satisfactory arrangements 
could not  be made on t he  gasoline station." A filling station became 
a n  actuality in 1932. The possibilities of a cooperative creamery were 
discussed in 1922. But  nothing developed out of this proposal. Han- 
dling of farm implements, in  a small way, was started in 1923. 
From t h e  very beginning the  Danevang association handled feed. The 
first form of the  business was to  assemble orders from the  members. 
In 1922 arrangements were made with a feed dealer in  El  Campo allow- 
ing members a rebate of 8 per cent  on feed purchased for  cash. In  
July 1923, the  proposal was advanced to  build a small warehouse to 
facilitate the  feed business. This feed warehouse became the main topic 
of discussion in  many of the  board and membership meetings which fol- 
lowed. One may raise the  question whether this $600 warehouse was 
wort% al l  the  t ime and effort spent on the  part  of members and officials. 
But  a t  least this  enterprise was developed the democratic way and the 
technique of the  procedure followed became especially valuable later 
when enterprises of greater importance had to be developed. The 
hauling of materials and the  labor needed in the construction of the 
building were pro-rated among the members. The minutes of the  board 
meeting of October 8, 1924, refer to a new member as  having been 
"unanimously elected to  membership, and his entrance costs were fixed 
a t  $15 cash and 1 %  days' work on the  warehouse building." The an- 
nual  meeting on January 14, 1925, was held in the new warehouse. 
A general impression of the  amount of business transacted during 
the  period 1921-1926 may be gained from Table 15. The upward trend 
in the  amount  of business done is quite marked. Included in the busi- 
ness was the  total of ginning charges members paid the local ginners on 
which a rebate of 5 per cent was obtained. During the six-year period 
t he  members sold but  a small part' of their cottonseed to  the  ginners. 
Fo r  a number of years the  cooperative helped members in an  informal 
manner to  sell their cottonseed. An example of how members were 
aided in  selling their  cottonseed is reported by Peter Harton. "In 1924 
(Dec.) the  D. F. Co-op shipped three carloads of seed to a Houston oil 
mill, thereby proving to  the  nearby oil mill tha t  we were not forced to 
accept their lower price. Since then t he  oil mill (nearby) has offered 
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Table 15. Profits and Costs of merchandise and Services 
Danevang Farmersy Cooperative Society 
I 
'Season 
Profits Cost of 
Merchandise 
Dividends and Services1 
Total 
Eer . Per 
Total 1 Member Total I Member 
s of 1921 and 19'24 estimated. 
top pric 
- - L L - - -  CUCtUI 
of bu 
centa 
ning 
:e and been getting our seed." But  in 1926, members sold their 
lseed through their cooperative. This added $10,867 to the volume 
isiness. I n  1926, the  various items furnished the  following per- 
ges of the total volume of business: feed, 31 ; cottonseed, 22; gin- 
service, 20; implements, tractors, etc., 12 ;  cotton poison, 7;  and 
her, 5 .  
states 
until 
per n 
-..--- purpu 
very 
on th 
tc  ea 
* for suc 
creased 
equival 
tho Qfl l  
. L Y  " 3 .  
times, 
the full 
is to be noted tha t  20 per cent of the net profits each year was 
1 the business. A reserve of $1,270 was accumulated in this man- 
Regarding t he  financing program of the  early years, Peter Harton 
"This practice (20 0J, Reserve) was continued for 6 years, or  
we built our own gin (1927),  increased our Working Capital to  $6 5 
zember and commenced to borrow money for operating and other 
lses on a larger scale. However, i t  should be noted, tha t  from the  
beginning each member h a s  been credited with his actual profits 
e business furnished by him and a statement was annually furnished 
ch member showing how much he  had in the  reserve fund. This 
fund furnished operating capital, went into stocks of merchandise car- 
e t ~ .  To finance real  estate -(lot, building and improvements on 
) we used our membership fund and levied ann'ually a n  assessment 
layual) on each member and in this way gradually paid off loans made 
!h purposes. The value of each share of Working Capital in- 
thus' from year to year and a new member had to  furnish a n  
ent share of Working Capital in order to be accepted. I n  short :  
lity of each member has been kept readily ascertainable a t  a l l  
and where a membership was ended (by death or  withdrawal) 
1 share of his contribution was computed and paid out'," 
wards : 
two pla 
ing of 
naries to the Building of s Gin Plant 
of the  earliest problems considered by t he  Danevang organization 
4 providing of ginning facilities. The  local gin was operated by 
,nes of tke  community. This fact colored the  early attitude to- 
B cooperative gin. A s  the  first step in developing a gin program 
Ins were examined: the purchasing of t he  local gin; and the  leas- 
the local gin. The members rejected both proposals. Several 
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weeks later, an  agreement was entered into with the local ginners; this 
agreement continued substantially unchanged for six years. Accord- 
ing to the minutes of a called membership meeting of February 9,  1921, 
the agreement of the ginners read as follows: "We hereby agree to gin 
your cotton and if possible give satisfatory service a t  the same price as 
other gins charge in this vicinity (El  Campo, Bay City, Markham, Louise). 
We will give a 5 % discount on all cotton ginned. Provided we receive 
cash in hand not later than Saturday evening of each week. There 
shall be formed a grievance committee consisting of one man selected 
by the ginners, one man selected by the D. F. C. S., and a third man 
selected by these two. This committee shall act as  a tribunal in all 
controversies arising between the ginners and members of the society." 
Further interest in a cooperative gin developed in 1923. A second- 
hand plant in Bay City was offered. for sale. A special committee of 
directors and members was appointed to investigate. The machinery 
was found unsatisfactory. A little later a secondhand plant in Palacios 
was offered for sale. This gin too was found unsatisfactory. 
The directors in a meeting of December 17, 1924, "decided to sound 
the  entire membership a t  the general meeting in ,regard to building a 
gin." At the general meeting of January 14, 1925, "The question of 
building a new gin was introduced but did not receive much interest from 
members . . ." Not until early in 1927 was the situation propitious 
for building a gin. At a general meeting, February 5, 1927, a motion 
was made "to see how many were in favor of building a cooperative gin 
provided the money could be raised." Forty or more members voted 
for the motion and none against. At' a general meeting nine days later, 
a motion was made "to see how many would raise $300 as a loan for 
building a new gin (or less if not that  much needed)." On a roll call vote, 
53 members voted for the motion; eight against; and 18 did not commit 
themselves. The program for financing the gin plant is discussed in a 
later section. 
Success of Ginning Operations 
The success of ginning operations of the Danevang cooperative has 
been most outstanding. In the 15-year period, 1927-28 to 1941-42, 
a total of 53,880 bales was ginned, or an  average of 3,592 per season. 
Profits of the ginning business totaled $155,390, or a t  the rate of $2.88 
per bale. These profits yielded an  average return of 27 per cent on the 
investment. For the whole period, the gin income per bale averaged 
$5.37. At the standard gin income of $6.40 per bale the profit would 
have been $3.91 per bale and the return on the investment would have 
been 37 per cent. At the  same gin income per bale as the Childress 
Farmers' Cooperative Society obtained during the same period, the profit 
would have been $4.95 per bale and the return on the investment would 
have been 47 per cent. 
Detailed records on the seasons 1927-28 and 1928-29 are lacking. 
For many years the business records of the D'anevang society have been 
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Fery poorly kept. Until recently these records were not  audited. Fo r  
a number of years officials had felt tha t  a n  annual audit  was urgently 
needed. Happily, with the  decision t o  have the records audited a n  ac- 
ceptable system of records was installed. The records of operations 
the past three seasons have been kept and audited in a most satisfactory 
manner. 
Cost, of Ginning Service to Members 
First money costs and out-of-pocket costs per bale to members over 
the 13-year period 1929-30 to 1941-42 a re  summarized in Table 16. I t  
Table 16. First  Money Costs, Profits, and Ont-of-Pocket Costs 
o f  Ginning t o  Members 
Danevang Farmers7 Cooperative Society (Per Bale) 
I First Money Cost Out-of-Pockbet Costs 
Net 
Per Relative Profits Percentage 
Average of First 
100.0 Money Cost 
---- 
Net I 
would appear tha t  the average gin toll paid by members was about 27 
cents per cwt. of seed cotton. Even though the gin tolls have been 
considerably below the  average for the Gulf Coast Area the.out-of-pocket 
cost has averaged but 47 per cent of the  first money cost. There h a s  
been a slight upward trend in the  first money cost to  members. The 
weighted average was $5.04 per bale for the  period 1929-30 to 1933-34; 
$5.11 per bale for the  period 1934-35 t o  1937-38; and $5.36 per bale 
for the period 1938-39 to 1941-42. 'For the 13-year period out  of every 
dollar of first money cost, members have paid 75 cents for gin tolls and 
2 5  cents for bagging and ties. 
Costs of ginning and of bagging and ties per bale and profits on gin- 
ning, bagging and ties, and cottonseed per bale a re  summarized in 
Table 17. over  the 13-year period out  of every dollar of net cost of 
ginning service, members paid 74 cents to  cover the  cost of operating the  
gin plant and 26 cents to cover the  cost of bagging and ties. The sources 
of each dollar of net profit were: 5 1  cents from ginning; 15 cents from 
bagging and ties; and 34 cents from cottonseed. 
A ginning cost of $1.77 per bale for  the  season T937-38 was the lowest 
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Tal rosts and profits of Operations (Per Bale) 
vang Farmers7 Cooperative Society 
Year Ginned 
-- 
Ginning 
- - 
XEstimated Costs according to  the equation: Cost = $2689 + $0.09101 + $1.22V. 
I 
for the  whole period; the volume that  season was 5,198 bales. -4 gin- 
ning cost of $5.03 per bale for the season 1929-30 was the highest for the 
whole period; the  volume that  season was 1,248 bales. Over the 13- 
year period the average cost was 1 6  per cent below the standard cost. 
I 
Profits 
-- 
Supply Business 
B. & T. Ginning B. 61 T. 1 C/S Total 
Standard1 Actual 
1930 2.64 2.47 3.49 1 
1931 2.33 1.95 0.75 0.94 2.02 
1932 3.081 2.14 0.73 1.32 
1933 
1934 
1035 
1936 5.38 4.15 0.96 1.06 1.33 1 
1927 2.42 1.77 0.84 1.17 3.27 
3.09 2.84 1.20 
5.52 
------ 
z.53 I 
-,--- 
Average $2.95 $2.49 $0.81 $1.42 $8.40 j '$0.93 $2.75 
I This Bulletin is chiefly concerned with the business of ginning. But 
a large percentage of the cooperative gin associations of Texas must make 
the  decision whether or not to enter the supply business. Many ad- 1 
vantages may arise from a diversified business. An opportunity is af- ~ 
forded of serving members the year round rather than only during the 
ginning season. Savings on the supply business may add materially 
to the  advantages of operating a cooperative gin. 
The Danevang society reversed the usual procedure as the  ginning I 
business was added to a supply business rather than the other way ,  
round. Items of the supply business expressed as volumes per member 1 
a re  summarized in Table 18. Note tha t  the average value of the business 1 
per member for the period 1925-1941 was $447. The average cash divi- 
dend was $29. The dividend a s  a rate on the cost of the merchandise 
was 6.6 per cent. But savings may be other than on the operating mar- 
gin. As for products like tractors, radios, and refrigerators, the say- 1 
ings may be effected in the lowered purchase price. Savings of this type 1 
are  summarized in Table 19. On an  average these savings amount to 
$13 per member annually. These savings are quite a s  real as those 
represented in  the cash dividend. Thes'e savings added to the cash divi- 
dend made a total of $43 per member annually. These savings are 
equivalent to 9.5 per cent on the average purchase of $447. If farmers I 
through their own cooperative organization can stretch their purchasing 
power by 9.5 per cent, the effort should be worth while. Furthermore, 
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Table 18. Supply Business Per Member 
Danevang Farmers9 Cooperative Society 
able 19. Savings in the Purchase Price of Products Bought by 
members of the 
Danevang Farmers9 Cooperative Society 
Feed 
NO. of I Savings 
Items , Kind of Product 
PerUnit Total 
---- 
$ 6,OW 
600 
7,SO 
5,600 
it seems reasonable to assume that  many less refrigerators, radios, and 
tractors would have been bought by Danevang farmers a.t the  full retail 
- 
$ 1 6 1 . ~  $19.49 $ -----, $32.24 $49.29 $ T O . ~  $PP~.OO $10.92 
1926 W . 6 5  15.38 -----, 51.42 '79.03 24.68 378.16 14.W 
19%: 128.Ol 8.M) 30.49 39.60 138.38 10.88 336.16 15.42 
1923 10S.13 11.25 45.05 31.93 390.85 25.73; 632.96 9.67 
1929 121.38 16.42 E7.18 5 0 . 3 5 '  a.11 21.54 359.98 2.48 
1830 139.77 6.36 (5.15 601.2? 14.78 12.30 308.63 10.45 
1931 54.47 5.56 70.05 25.05 1l .W 8.19 175.12 6.97 
1932 27.65 3.76 92.W 12.65 16.99 13.58 166.66 8.90 
1923 33.50 10.24 140.03 8.46 36.02 11.19 239.44 15.78 
1934 49.17 12.25 153.521 17.27 116.06 11.6' 339.94 31.90 
19n5 51.12 11.36 :64.69 70.53 277.74 7.70 51'5.14 53.47 
1936 p.39 7.45 23.73 158.31 144.45 37.20 560.55 45.011 
1837 19.29 9.96 170.19 42.77 141.38 64.20 50i.79 43.07 
23.41 8.32 214.36 49.07 1 6 . 1  49.55 513.08 442.23 
4.03 9.08 229.11 34.92 261.53 58.65 593.36 48.09 
28.27 15.68 212.32 18.11 244.69 E8.25 607.32 44.0s 
i 3.42 9.34 204.10 39.31 235.19 44.13 565.49 36.35 
price than a t  the reduced wholesale price. 
A cooperative on t'he alert may capitalize on many opportunities to 
serve its members. Several years ago the Danevang cooperative in- 
stalled a repair service as a branch of the supply department'. Farm 
Total 
Supplies Paint 
machinery, trucks, tractors, and automobiles a re  the  main items repaired. 
The repair work on the gin plant is also taken care of. Rates charged 
are in line with those of garages and repair shops a t  neighboring points. 
Repair parts are obtained a t  cost by the  supply department. The main 
Clash 
Div. 
Gasoline, 
Oil, 
Tires, 
Etc. 
Poison 
interest of the members is not so much in the cost of the service as in 
the convenience of obtaining repair work near home rather than 10 or 
1 2  miles away. During the  years 1939, 1940, and 1 9 4 1 ,  the gross in- 
comes of the repair section were $4,700, $5,200, and $5,700. 
Hardware 
and 
Imple 
ments 
Miscel- 
laneous 
- 
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Financing Program I 
I 
From the  standpoint of the association, the Danevang organization 
was, and is being, financed with the profits earned in the various depart- 
ments. Hence the  gin profits shown as  returns on the investment in 
the  fixed assets of the  gin plant as  in Table 2 0  should be of interest. 
Table 20. Returns on the Capital Invested in Fixed Assets 
Danevang Farmers7 Cooperative Society 
Cost of Returns 
Year 1 Fixed Net Profits 
Assets ' I Investment 
Investment 
P.er Bale 
Ginned 
Average 1 38,265 I 9,811 / 2 5 . 6  1 10.71 
The return of 2 per cent in  1929 was the  low and the return of 46 per 
cent in  1 9 3 7  was t he  high; the  average for the  period 192 9 to 1941 1vas 
26 per cent. The sources of funds of the gin department and the dis- 
position of those funds should be of concern. Table 2 1  itemizes the 
Table 21. Anglysis of Funds 
Danevang Farmers7 Cooperative Society 
Seasons 1927-28 to 1941-42 
I 1 
' Percent age 
Dollars of 
I Total 
i Sources of Funds.: 
Net Profits after ~epreeia t ion -------------------------------------------- 1 155.398 $1.0 
Provision fo r  Depreciation (not involving cash) ,----------------------- 5 17.5 
Increase in Capital contribution - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  2 ,  1.1 
Notes for  Capital Contribution Paid --------.-----.-------- -- ---- --  WG I D.4 
I - - - -  Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 100.0 
-- I _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _  
Disposition of Funds: I 
To Increase Permanent Assets ------------- --------- - - - - - - - - - - - -  1 6 , W  
T o  Pay  OR Mortgage ----------------------------------I - 19,s" 
T o  Increase Working Capital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,.?97 
Investments- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - !  16!> 
Prepaid Expenses (Insurance) ............................................ I 3s 
A4djustment of Profits ------------------------ 5,053 1 
Write Off Depreciation Reserve from R.evaluation --------------- 7,197 1 12,250 
-- j_____-- 
Total  Used in Operations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Paid a s  Cash Dividends ------------_------------------ - -  - 
~ o t a l ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
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funds as  to sources and disposition. Of the total net profit over the 
15-year period, more than 90 per cent has' been distributed to the mem- 
bers as cash dividends. Profits left in the business to  finance the gjn 
investment have absorbed five cents out  of each dollar of first money 
cost paid by members for ginning service. 
The financing of the  Danevang organization has followed a pattern 
d'stinctly different from that  of any other cooperative in Texas. The 
manner in which the  gin plant was financed in 1927 gives a clue to  the 
plocedure which has been followed since. The  secretary's report sum- 
marized the financing program of 1927 as  follows: 
Sumber of members, 84 
JIembership fees paid in _ _ _  __-.-__._. $ 840.00 
Working capital (cash)  ---------_------ 4,780.28 $65.00 per member 
Korking capital (notes) .___ --_ _ _ _ _  6 9 6.0 9 
Loans made to Society by members 16,942.36 Due on or before 10 years 
Loans made to Society by members 3,450.00 Due on or before 3 years 
Loan of $16,942.36 made by 54 members 
Loan of 3,450.00 made by 16 members 
30 members made neither loan 
Loans From Non-Members 
Paid 
(due on or  before 3 years) --_______- $ 100.00 6-13-27 
......__-__-_____--_First National Bank (6  mo.) ._____--__ 5,000.00 6-14-27 
----.---.----------- ( 5  yea.rs) _---_---__-_-_--__---_------------------ 1,000.00 6-28-27 
Danish Mutual Insurance Co. (10 years) __---_---- 2,000.00 5- 8-29 
All the members paid the membership fee of $10. This became the  
permanent property of the  Society and was assigned to the  "Educational 
Fund." In addition, each member was required to subscribe $65 ( later  
raised to $100) in "Working Capital." The surplus left in the  business 
during the period 1921-1926 furnished $1,270 of the  "Working Capital." 
At the time the gin was built, 87 per cent of the "Working Capital" had 
been paid in cash either directly or through profits left in the business. 
Of the fund in the "Working Capital," however, $2,500 was assigned to  
the gin business and the remainder to the  supply business. 
Of the $34,112.64 raised in cash to finance the  gin plant, members 
furnished $26,012.64, or  76 per cent. Of the  $8,100 raised from outside 
sources, $6,100 was repaid by August 1,  1927. The $2,000 borrowed 
from outside sources and not repaid until two years'later was obtained 
from the Danish Mutual Insurance Company, a cooperative belonging t o  
the members of the Danevang society. The association borrowed an 
ayerage of $530 from 16 of the members on the  ten- and three-year 
notes and a n  average of $314 from 38 members on the ten-year notes. 
It should be clear tha t  as  of August 1,  1927, members furnished directly, 
cr indirectly, 100 per cent of the funds required to build the'gin plant. 
At the end of two years all the notes of t he  association in favor of 
the members were liquidated with funds derived from the profits of t h e  
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ginning business. At the  annual membership meeting of Januar 
1929, a n  important decision which has  controlled the  financing proc 
followed thereafter,  p a s  made by the  members. The minutes o 
meeting record: "After discussing the  gin business of the past two 
years, three plans numbered 1 ,  2 , land 3 having been outlined by the  
directors, was read by the secretary. Plan No. 1 being recommended 
as  the most favorable of the  three, i t  being as  follows: total cost of gin 
fixtures and property $3 3,3 28.89-appraised value of 2 5 % less, present 
w l u e  $24,997.42. Stock on hand $472.30, cash in Bank $3,806.15 mak- 
ing a total value of $29,275.87 th i s  being divided a t  the ra te  of $2.50 
per bale on 7,462 bales totalling $18,655. The  seed -being divided a t  
t he  r a t e  of $3.75 per ton on 4,721,025 Ibs., making a total of $8,851.87. 
The two totals added together equal $27,506.87 which is to be divided 
equally to  each member in proportion to the  number of bales ginned and 
quantity of seed left a t  the gin. After issuing notes for the said amount 
there being a total of $1,679 left for the beginning of a new period. 
This plan was carried by a unanimous vote . .. ," 
'y 25, 
:edure 
f this 
"Gin Notes" 
The notes issued to  the  members in  the  annual meeting of 1929 are 
~?sual ly referred to a s  "gin notes." Several features of the "gin notes" 
need explanation. At the beginning members lent 87 per cent of the 
func?s needed to  build t h e  gin plant. I t  would seem tha t  this a.ct of the 
members in lending funds was viewed as  a special favor to the associa- 
i-icn, a favor which the association had to reciprocate later. As soon as 
the  loans of t h e  members had been liquidated from the  profits of the 
gianing business, the  association was under obligation to mortgage its 
assets almost to  their full value in notes issued to the members in 
accordance with the  patronage of the  first two years, these notes in turn 
to be liquidated from the  profits of the ginning business through the 
second cycle of operations. This relation between the member and his 
association seems t o  create a conflict of interest. The interest of the 
member is unduly recognized to  the  detriment of the interest of the 
ac:sociation. At  the  time the  "gin notes" were first issued, and a t  each 
re-issue thereafter,  the  association loses most of its credit standing in 
tha t  its assets other than  "Working Capital" a re  mortgaged almost to 
iheir full value. 
Tlnder a program of "gin notes" patronage dividends a re  never 
on current ginnings. The profits of 1927 and 1928 paid for th 
plant. These two seasons constituted the first cycle. The "gin I 
issued a t  t h e  close of the  1 9 2 8  season became the first claim on the 
profits of the  subsequent seasons until paid in full. These folloming 
seasons became the  second cycle. A t  the  end of the  second cycle the gin 
plant was re-appraised and "gin notes" issued to members based on the 
patronage of this period. These "gin notes" then became a first claim 
on the  profits of the third cycle, and so on. 
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At the  beginning of a cycle when the  "gin notes" a r e  issued a revolv- 
ing fund plan of financing would seem to  be put  -into operation. But  this 
is not so. In the first place, the members a s  the  holders of notes against 
their gin a.ssociation do not  stand in the  relationship of owners of t h e  
assets of their association; instead they are creditors; their association 
is indebted to them. In  the second place, as  the  profit of the  patronage 
of niembers is  applied against the  "gin notes," t he  members a r e  not  
given an  assignment of equity corresponding t o  the  profit furnished. 
Instead as  the notes are paid off the net worth of the  association increases 
by iilre amount. In the balance sheet this net worth is designated as  
undivided profits. This, however, is not undivided profits in  the usual 
sense. I n  reality profits are not being left in the business. The profits 
are used to retire the  notes. What  happens is t ha t  a n  unencumbered 
and unassigned equity of the members comes into being which becomes 
the basis ?or the  "gin notes" issued on current business to be repaid 
from profits of the subsequent cycle. 
Finally, the issue must be raised as  to advantages and disadvantages 
of "gin notes" as  against the  various forms of certificates available in 
the financing of non-stock- cooperatives. Clearly the  Danevang group 
wishes to bring patronage into the  financial plan. Whatever is accom- 
plished in reaching this  end by the  use of "gin notes" may be accom- 
plished fully as  well with some form of certificate. While the certificate 
enjoys all the advantages possessed by the "gin notes," it  is free from 
the serious objections of the "gin notes." "Gin note" financing while 
tied into the patronage dividend policy also affects the  whole financing 
pattern. For  instance, the balance sheet of the Danevang cooperative 
as of December 31, 1941, showed tha t  the  hardware department had 
notes to  members outstanding to a n  amount of $12,100 and the  grocery 
department to  an  amount of $8,400. This represented funds which had 
L, 
"orrowed from the  members to carry on the  business and which 
ntirely independent from "gin notes." On this total of $20,500 
,ociation was paying interest at the  ra te  of 6 per cent. This is  a 
ble arrangement to  the fortunate members who have money to 
lend to their cooperative but expensive financing to the  unfortunate 
members who have no money to  lend. This money could be borrowed 
from the Houston Bank for Cooperatives a t  the  ra te  of 2 %  per cent. 
But under the present financing plan of the  Danevang cooperative, the 
Houston Bank for Cooperatives cannot possibly extend credit. A co- 
operative which may have a net worth of $40,000 today but which may 
have a net worth greatly depleted tomorrow because its assets have 
keen mortgaged to t h e  members in  the  form of "gin, hardware, and 
y notes" cannot qualify as  a good bank risk no matter how suc- 
its business operations may have been. 
.e is evidence tha t  the  "gin note" has been questioned in recent 
The minutes of t he  board meeting of February 9,  1940, contain 
 try: "Motion of ............................ and seconded by _-------_--_---_ 
st igate  2 1/2 % loan of the Houston Bank for Cooperatives, and to  
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issue earning certificates to members in place of notes if that  became 
necessary and advisable to  secure loan. Carried." The minutes of the 
board meeting of March 1, 1940, contain this entry: "Loan from Hous- 
ton Cooperative Bank discussed. Motion to table application for this 
loan on account of the  requirement from the Houston Cooperative Bank 
to obtain such a loan in conflict with our present rules of distribution of 
profits a s  in Article 5. Par .  2. Motion carried unanimously." At the 
annual meeting of January 24, 1941, members "discussed whether coop- 
erative should issue promissory notes or earning certificates for distri- 
bution; motion for  promissory notes carried." 
Substitoting Certificates for "Gin Notes" 
The Danevang association has much to gain by adopting the certificate 
form as  a substitute for t he  "gin note." The certificate could yield 
the  same rate  of re turn  as  the  note; i t  would be as  salable as  the note 
by members who cannot hold until maturity. The members would be 
in the  s tatus of owners of t he  assets of their association as  holders of 
certificates rather  than in the status of creditors as  holders of "gin 
notes." Under the  certificate plan the net worth of the association 
would not be wiped out periodically, in  great part, as  is the case with 
the re-issue of "gin notes" a t  the  beginning of each successive financing 
cycle. With the  certificate the  association, so far  as  its financing pro- 
gram is concerned, would be eligible to make loans from the Houston 
Bank for ~oopera t ives .  
I t  would seem desirable to substitute certificates for the member's 
investment of $100 to  the  "Working Capital." . In tha t  this capital re- 
quirement is the  same for members with a small volume of business as 
for members with a large volume of business, the principle of contribu- 
tion to  capital according to  patronage is violated. 
The certificate form of ownership facilitates' a revolving fund plan 
of financing. In  a financing program of this kind, current contributions 
to capital should be based on a definite retain per bale rather than on 
the total net profit. I n  revolving all the  profit, the cycle would become 
unduly short. I f  a period of about seven years were adopted, an  as- 
signment of eeuities a t  the  rate  of one dollar per bale on the volume 
of ginning the  past seven years would approximate 60 per cent of the 
cost of the  fixed assets in the gin plant. If the volume in future aver- 
ages about the  same as  in the  past, a retain of one dollar a bale would 
t u rn  60 per cent of the  fixed assets about every seven years. The re- 
tain of one dollar a bale could be assessed a t  the time of ginning as  an 
added charge or it could be assessed against the  returns from the sale 
of cottonseed. Under this' plan all the  net profit of the  gin department 
other than tha t  needed for  reserves, for operations, and the like, would 
be available currently as  cash patronage dividends. 
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First and Second Generation Members 
An interesting development in the Danevang society is what is  usually 
referred to as  the contest between the "old men" and the  "young men." 
In general this was a conflict between members of the  first generation 
and members of the second generation. This rivalry came to  a head 
in the early 1930's. The  cause of the  second generation was aided 
materially by some of the  outstanding leaders among the first genera- 
tion. Rather speedily the  victory went to the "young men." With the  
rictory, in large part,  went the  leadership in official capacity. The  
average age of the seven members and the alternate of the  board of 
directors of 1942 was 43 years. Three of these members were in their 
30's: two were in their 40's; and three were 50, or older. 
In the Danevang cooperative, control has very wisely been passed on 
to the younger men while the  older men were still in  a position to give 
advice and counsel out of their richer experiences. Thus the situation, 
all too common, has been avoided in which the  leaders of the  first gen- 
eration stay in control until t h e  very end of their lives and then all of 
a sudden control must be passed on to  the  younger men who a r e  totally 
untrained and who, too late, cannot then profit by the  advice of the  men 
who fought the  battles of the early years of the cooperative. 
Question of Eligibility of Members 
The success of the Danevang cooperative made membership very at-  
tractive There is evidence tha t  cotton growers outside the community 
clamored for the  right to  become members. The minutes of the  annual 
membership meeting of January 25, 1929, contain this entry: :'After 
considerable discussion as  to where the  line should be in taking in new 
members i t  was left to  the  Board of Directors to  agree upon . . ." For  
a number of years members were accepted only from the  "community" 
which meant from within the boundary of the  D'anish settlement. 
The question of defining the qualification of members entered into 
the contest between the  "old men" and the "young men." The older 
members were more inclined to  be ruled by the  purposes for which the 
community was originally started. Thus the cooperative should be oP- 
erated exclusively for t he  Danish farmers of the  community. One argu- 
ment advanced was tha t  if outsiders were admitted to  membership the  
increased volume of ginning would quickly wear out the gin machinery. 
The younger men with a keener eye to the  business principles involved 
maintained tha t  the increased volume of ginning would so reduce costs 
of ginning that  the  worn out machinery could be replaced from the  added 
profit with profit to spare. 
Another question arose, which a first thought would seem to have no 
bearing on membership, tha t  of providing a second gin plant. The 
Daaevang society ginned 4,138 bales in 1930. As is the  case almost 
aithout exception with cooperative gins, after the  first season of heavy 
- 
rolume, an agitation was started to build a second gin plant. This 
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Figure 9. Daring the rush of the ginning season the Danevang Farmers' Coop- 
erative Society operates on a 24 hour day. I 
matter  was discussed a t  t h e  annual  membership meeting of January 23, 
1931. To the  credit of the Danevang members on a motion to build a 
second plant only eight votes were cast in  favor and more than 5 0  against. 
I n  1931, 5 , 3 2 3  bales were ginned. This tended to keep alive the in- 1 
terest in  a second gin plant. I n  1933 a group of Bohemian farmers at  1 
Midfield, nine miles south of Danevang, organized a cooperative gin I association. The  volume of ginning t h e  next four seasons was so lorn r 
t h a t  t h e  association faced bankruptcy. This gin plant was offered to 
t h e  Danevang cooperative i n  1937 a t  a bargain price. This proved the 
opportunity of acquiring t h e  second plant. But  what  action t o  be taken 1 
regarding the  patronage of t h e  Bohemian farmers in  the  vicinity became 1 
a persistent question. Should these farmers be taken into full mem- 
bership? The  settling of this  crucial question was delayed for several 
years. I n  the  meantime the  Danevang association accepted the  patronage 
of these outsiders. The cost of operating t h e  Midfield plant was aver- 
aged with t h e  cost of operating the Danevang plant. At the end of 
each season t h e  same dividends were voted for  the  outside patrons as  for 
t h e  members. The outsiders, however, received their dividends in cash 
whereas members had their dividends applied on the outstanding "gin 
notes." Thus  t h e  outsiders received al l  the  benefits w i k o u t  being called 
upon to help finance the  association. 
Even before t h e  issue regarding the acceptance to  membership of the 
Midfield group had been settled, one of the  leaders of tha t  group was 
received a s  a member. The Midfield farmers  even though receiving 
dividends in  full were not satisfied with their status. They wanted 
either t o  buy  t h e  gin plant o r  to  be taken into full membership in the 
Danevang organization. With t h e  Danevang group t h e  possible action 
seemed t o  be: accept the  Midfield group a s  members and leave the gin 
a t  t h e  present site; o r  sell the  gin to  t h e  Midfield group and then build 
a second gin a t  Danevang; o r  move t h e  Midfield gin to  Danevang which 
would force t h e  Midfield farmers  to  work out their own solution for 
ginning service. T h e  issue of extending the  membership was faced 
a t  t h e  annual  meeting of February 2 0 ,  1941. The minutes of this meet- 
ing record: "considerable discussion concerning Midfield gin; motion 
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carried to leave gin a t  Midfield and accept members from Bohemian 
farmers, if of good standing and dependable." These Bohemian farmers, 
however, were not accepted wholesale. In  the  minutes of the  board 
meeting of April 4, 1941, is this entry:  "About 25 membership appli- 
cations before the  board; each case analyzed separately; 18  accepted 
(Midfield Bohemians) ." At the board meeting of April 25, 19 41, "Twenty 
applications for membership; nine accepted; 11 tabled." 
Membership today in the  Danevang cooperative is not open to  al l  
comers. Membership is  restricted to  what is characterized as  the  "trade 
territory," a term* somewhat more vague than  the  term "community." 
The duty of defining the  trade territory rests with t h e  board of direc- 
tors. Regarding the  matter  of gaining new members and retaining t he  
support of old members, Peter Harton states: "To have t o  go around 
and try to entice new members and keep older ones every year in .order 
to keep enough volume of business is something which we D'aneuang 
folks can hardly imagine, especially since we never have solicited any- 
one to become a member of any of our co-ops, but on the  contrary have 
turned down lots of applications for membership. Truly, we can realize 
from such facts tha t  circumstances have been exceptionally favorable 
for our organizations, and besides congratulate ourselves tha t  we have 
not fallen for the temptation to believe tha t  'bigger' also means 'better.' " 
One of the  impressive features about the  Danevang society is the  fre- 
quency with which general membership meetings a re  held. The habit 
of the general meeting was developed during the early troublesome days 
a-hen the settlers held frequent gatherings to buoy up their drooping 
spirits. Important decisions a re  always made in a membership meeting 
rather than by the  board of directors. For  instance, until  recently 
the board had to submit the  question to a membership meeting if re- 
placements in the gin plant were made in excess of $500. At the  mem- 
bership meeting of February 20, 1941, the  upper limit on replacement 
under the control of the  board was raised to  $1,500. 
The relation among the  members is not  always free from discord. 
Pronounced clashes of opinion develop a t  times. E'ach member has 
too much opportunity for expressing his own views to  make possible a 
peaceful harmony which may flow from a powerful, centralized, and 
dictatorial leadership giving orders subserviently followed. But  this can 
be said of the Danevang cooperators tha t  after a decision has been 
reached as  to a given course of action, harmony prevails in carrying out  
the expressed will of the majority. 
The Danevang group is governed by a board of directors of seven mem- 
bers, elected for a one-year period. Thus the  whole board is elected at 
each annual membership meeting. At the  annual meeting of 1938, an  
alternate was added to  the  board and a rule  adopted tha t  not  more than  
five board members may be re-elected. It' would seem tha t  the  Dane- 
vang group has no fear of changes in the  board. Rather, changes a r e  
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encouraged. Nominations a re  made by secret ballot. On the first vote 
in 1938, 7 1  ballots were cast and 58 members received one or more 
votes. The sixteen members receiving the  highest votes, including not 
more than five board members, were placed in nomination. Balloting 
was then continued until eight members received majority votes. Of 
tkese eight, the last man elected became the alternate. 
The office of alternate may serve several purposes. I t  offers an op- 
portunity of training for fu ture  service on the  board. So far the  alter- 
nate  is usually elected to the  board the  succeeding season. If the man- 
ager should be chosen from the board, his membership as  a director is 
automatically canceled and the alternate becomes a full-fledged mem- 
ber of the  board. Through a later provision, a t  any meeting of the 
board, if a member be absent, the  alternate may serve in his stead. 
Feed for Improvement Pelt 1 
By every criteria which may be applied, the Danevang cooperative has ' 
been outstanding in its success. Nevertheless, leaders in the associa- 
tion a r e  not  satisfied with present attainments. The minutes of a _special 
board meeting of February 1 2 ,  1940 record: "There was a general 
discussion for  the  purpose of determining if possible in any way our 
cooperative business could be improved." There is a decided feeling 
tha t  many of the members do not understand the workings and philos- 
ophy of a cooperative as  well as  they should. The need for educational 
activities is recognized. A small 1ibrai.y has been assembled. At the I 
annual meeting in 1938 one of the  members "reported on cooperative , 
literature; urged members to  read what books and pamphlets were avail- i 
able; brought out  the  point t ha t  a better and more conspicuous place 
for  the  cooperative library was needed." An Educational Committee of , 
two members has been created recently for the express purpose of pro- 
moting educational activities. ) 
In connection with the  general plan of educational activities the an- 
nual meeting of 1942 took steps to  select a group of five members to 
serve on a committee which has been designated as  the Apprentice 
I 
Board. These members a re  expected to attend all the meetings of the 1 
board of directors. These members a fe  not to participate in the delibera- 
tions of the  board of directors but to observe the manner in which the j 
board transacts i ts  regular business. It is hoped tha t  the members of 
the Apprentice Board will receive essential training which will enable 
them later t o  serve effectively upon the  board of directors, or in other 
official capacities or  posts of leadership. The comments of Peter Har- 1 
ton concerning the  Apprentice Board should be of interest. "Apprentice 1 
Board: I think this name is not quite right, and in a letter to H. A. 1 
Hansen I had proposed: Assistants ( to  the B. of Dl.). However, as I ' 
was prevented from being a t  t he  meeting, some one of our . . . members 1 
made a motion to  call i t  Apprentice and with no opposition it  carried , 
and was entered in the  minutes (I suppose). My special reasons; the 
term Committee or  Board should not be used, as  such body is (generally) I 
I 
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given certain tasks and powers. and might lead to  confusion in regard t o  
tbe full power and responsibility which ought to belong exclusively to 
the elected Board of Directors. Assistants do not imply any such power. 
H. A. Hansen who was the originator of the proposal had thought t o  
call it  Junior Board. -The term Apprentice has a certain legal value, 
presupposes 'Master,' contract, etc.-I wish you c ~ u l d  help to get rid of 
that term. Too pretentious. Our directors a re  not 'Masters' in co-op 
business." 
At the time a member joins t he  Danevang society, he pays a member- 
ship fee of $10. According to ' the by-laws, the  fee must be used for  
educational purposes. As yet this fund has been used for the designated 
purpose only to  a minor extent. This fund has now grown to  82,000. 
-4 proposal was' maRe recently tha t  this fund be used in financing a 
huilding to serve as  the meeting place for the board of directors and 
the members. In  connection with this building, a library could be de- 
veloped. The building could also serve as  a recreational center for . the 
- 
members. 
For years members of cooperative gin associations in Texas have ac- 
quiesced in using profits to pay for the  gin plant. Thereafter, members 
have been rather insistent that  profits be used in paying cash patronage 
dividends. If i t  is legitimate and advisable to use profits in paying for  
the gin plant, may i t  not also be both legitimate and advisable to  set 
aside a small part  of the profits t o  finance activities and facilities which 
may serve the entire membership especially in the educational and re- 
creational sphere? The Danevang cooperative is in a most favorable 
position to develop th i s  aspect of th-e cooperative movement. 
Summarizing 
The Danevang settlement is more nearly a complete cooperative com- 
monwealth than any other community in Texas. The working parts of 
the present cooperative machinery have been added little, by little over 
the years. Each new part  has been carefully adapted to fit into the  
general working machinery before becoming a permanent addition. 
A large volume of ginning, efficient operations, and good management 
have resulted in unusually low costs of ginning. Over a 13-year period 
the cost has been lower by 46 cents a bale than the  average standard 
cost of the Gulf Coast Area. The average profit even though the  gin 
income has been $1.16 a bale -lower than  the  average of the  Gulf Coast 
Area has yielded an  average annual return of 26 per cent on the invgst- 
ment in fixed assets of the  gin plant. 
During the past ten years net profits of all the cooperative activities 
of the Danevang cooperative have averaged $15,4 0 0 annually; annual 
profits ranged from $7,300 to  $29,100. The supply business has ac- 
counted for 34 per cent of these savings and the  gin business for 66 per 
cent. Members have been receiving cash patronage dividends averag- 
ing $109 annually per member; average annual dividends range( 
$60 to $168. Thus the net profits have been widely distributed 
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urchasing of a considerable number of families. This 
could ea ? been operated by a n  individual for  private 
hus a h a  ncome would be concentrated in one pocket. 
Besides enjoying tne  pronts of a lucrative business, the chances a re  that  
such a business man would "own and run" the  Community. Under the 
cooperative set-up t h e  farmers own and manage their business. This 
is democracy in business. The members of the  Danevang society are  
proving every day t h a t  the  old adage "That which is everybody's business 
is nobody's business" is  fa r  from being t rue in  this instance. In  D'ane- 
vang "everybody's business" is  quite a s  carefully and scrupulously hus- 
banded and managed a s  t h a t  of the  individual sharing responsibility 
one except himself. 
. 
Farmers  Cooperative Association No. 1 of Taholra 
The  Farmers  Cooperative Association No. 1 of Tahoka, was organized 
as  a Society gin i n  1930  during a period of rapid expansion of Society 
gins i n  West  Texas. Lynn County has, a t  present, eight active coopera- 
tive gins. The territory i n  which the  members of t h e  Tahoka associa- 
tion a r e  located is shared in whole, or in part,  with a number of other 
cooperative gin associations. Hence the  membership does not present 
a solid compact a rea  a s  with t h e  D'anevang Farmers'  Cooperative Society. 
As t h e  members a r e  restricted t o  Lynn County they a r e  not scattered 
over several counties a s  with t h e  Childress Farmers'  Cooperative Society. 
igure 10. A member of the Farmers Cooperative Association 
of Tahoka on his way to the gin with nine bales of 
seed cotton, January 9, 1943. 
inutes  of board and membership meetings of the Tahoka coop- 
erative display a keen sense of specific obligation in the cooperative 
movement, especially on the  part  of t h e  board members and the man- 
ager. This accountability extends beyond t h e  local membership to  the 
outside cotton growers of the  gin area and beyond the  boundaries of the  
local association. This feeling of responsibility carries with i t  a posi- 
tive hopeful sense of the  vast  opportunities for  furthering the coopera- 
tive movement over a wide area. 
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Xnnllnl Membership Meetings 
The annual membership meeting in April has become a very important 
event with the Tahoka cooperative. There seems to  have been nothing 
special about these meetings until  tha t  of 1937. For instance, the 
meeting in 1935 was reported as  having but 50 persons in attendance. 
Local business men, members of the  local Rotary Club, and officials of 
nearby cooperative gin associations a r e  usually specially invited to  attend 
the all-day affair. The  morning is  usually given over to short ta lks by 
visitors. The climax is  reached a t  noon when lunch is served. At the  
various meetings from 400 to  800 persons have been served. The min- 
utes after reporting sand storms year after year as  causing incon- 
venience and annoyance a t  the  annual meeting recorded cheerfully "a 
quiet summer day" for the  meeting of 1939. At the meeting of 1938, 
the women and children in attendance were treated to an  afternoon 
theatre party a t  the local movie house. 
The regular business session is held after lunch. I n  a number of 
instances the -minutes recorded the  meeting as  being thrown open t o  
general discussion. I n  each case t he  discussion seemed to lag because 
of the reticence of the  members to  ask questions or to  express them- 
selves. 
A general idea of the nature of these meetings may be gained from 
the minutes of the meeting of April 26, 1939. "Morning program of 
short speeches. . . Lunch was served on paper plates, with a cup of slaw, 
two sandwiches (meat  and pimento cheese), potato chips, a roll and 
Orange Crush or  coffee. ( 18 0 0 sandwiches were prepared-8 00 bottles 
of pop on hand.) Estimated 800 were fed. Special guests were mem- 
bers of the Band. After a concert by the  Tahoka School Band, meeting 
mas called to order a t  1:15 P.  M. by the  President. Manager briefly 
explained the basis of the  dividend calculation and distributed mimeo- 
r a p h e d  statements with calculations for each member, which also con- 
tained financial report of the year and the  past year's business. At- 
tached to  each was stock certificate, or the  dividend checks, according 
to member's equity. In  open meeting the members seemed to  be in 
favor of continuing annual affairs l ike the one just held. The dividend 
being paid on this date was briefly outlined. Manager reported further  
c!iscussion with the  Auditor, Mr. Campbell, and suggestions tha t  a larger 
and more substantial reserve be set up for the  gin each year, out  of the  
profits. Suggestion was made tha t  since such a reserve was not  set 
aside out of the exceptionally large profits of 1937-38, but a n  Allocated 
Reserve or Contingency Reserve for the  members' accounts was set up, 
that' 25 % of this be put into the  Gin Surplus or Reserve. Fifty per cent 
of this is being distributed to the  members in stock a t  this time. This 
would leave from 20 to  25 per cent in the  fund or around $1,800 besides 
putting into the Gin Surplus over $2,000. Motion to effect above alan 
passed." 
Called membership meetings a re  held infrequently when some ! special 
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Table 23. Costs and Profits of Operation (Per Bale) 
Farmers Cooperative Association no. 1 
Costs Profits 
Bales 
Tear 1 Ginning Ginned 
;Standard11 ActuaI 
lSingle plant-according t o  equation fo r  Diesel gins,; double plant-according t o  equation fo r  
Large Gins, High and Low Plains Area. See Appendix B. 
lar of net profit were: 3 7  cents from ginning; 1 9  cents from bagging 
and ties; and 4 4  cents from cottonseed. 
A ginning cost of $2.8  1 per bale for the season 1937-38  was the lowest 
for the whole period; the volume of ginning tha t  season was 8,107  bales, 
the highest for the whole period. A ginning cost of $ 8 . 6 5  per bale for  
the season 1934-35  was the highest for the whole period; the volume of 
ginning that  season was 7 3 5  bales, t he  lowest for the whole period. Gin- 
ning losses-the cost of operating the gin plant being greater than the  
income from gin tolls-were suffered in two seasons, $3.75  per bale in 
1934-35, and $ 0 . 4 4  per bale in 1940-41 .  In only one season, however, 
was there a loss in net gln income, a less of $ 2 . 0 9  per bale in 1934-35 .  
Since the Tahoka cooperative has been, and is being, financed from the  
profits of the gin business, gin profits shown as returns on the  invest- 
ment in fixed assets should have significance. Annual gin profits for  
the 12-year period expressed as returns on the investment are shown in 
Table 24. The most profitable season was 1937-38  with a return of 7 3  
Table 24. Returns on Capital Invested in Fixed Assets 
Farmers Cooperative Association Ao. 1 
Year 
1930 
1951 
1932 
1Fd 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
19351 
13% 
19-10 
'1841 
Averwe 
Net Proflts 
---- 
$ 3,456 
2,638 4,587 
10,114 
-1,544 
7,0% 
6,720 
'28,230 6,874 
11,611 
3,925 
16.592 
----- 
E.372 
Cost of 
Ffxed 
Assets 
$30,000 %m 3,m 
31,393 
31,191 31,191 
32,6W 
Y8,&59 
68,053 
69,534 
fS3,GY2 
75,222 
44,2G9 
Returns 
on 
Investment 
11.5% 8.8 
15.3 
32.2 
-5.0 
22.7 20.6 
52.6 
10.9 . 16.7 
6.8 
D.3 
18.9 
Investment 
Per Bale 
Ginned 
$ 29.50 
11.44 
11.17 
8.58 
42.44 
12.35 
11. ES 
4.79 
11.46 12.77 
20.78 
14.03 
12.16 
ULLETIN 
m v .  - - Ier cent. .l.ne only seaso: 
>er cent on the  investmen 
n with a 
t. I 
4L EXPER 
net loss was 1934-35 with a loss of 5 
)n of suc 
D 
The sources of all  funds acquired by the Tahoka organization and the 
:h funds marized in Table 25. Of the total net a r e  sum 
Table 25. Analysis of Funds 
Farmers Cooperative Association No. 1 
Seasons 1930-31 t o  1941-42 
Percentage 
--- 
Total 
1--1---- 
jources of Funds: 
S e t  Profits after Depreciation .----------------------------------------- 101 292 1 57.5 
Provision for  Depreciation (not involving cash) ........................ 23:116 1 13.1 
Increase in Capital Stock ........................ -- - - - - - - - - - -  46,543 26.4 
Correction t o  Surplus: correcting profits shown fo r  pr ior  periods I 
'. rr A 
-----ss of Depreciation Reserve on Assets sold --------------------- 1,590 0.9 
1 Current Liabilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3,675 , 2.1 
--- P 
------------ -------;---------------------- ~ ~ G , P I L ~  I IW.G 
---- I '-- 
lrofits earned, 43 per cent has been distributed to the members as  cash 
lividends. By the  end of the  1941-42 season, profits left in the busi- 
less to finance t h e  investment in fixed assets have absorbed 1 0  cents of 
ach dollar of first money cost. 
icquiring a Second Gin Plant 
The average volume of ginning per season of the Tahoka association 
or  the  6-year period 1930-31 to  1936-37 was 2,285 bales; the largest 
.olume for  any one of these seasons was 3,657 bales. The volume of 
.inning in 1937-38 was 8,107 bales, 122 per cent greater than the largest 
lrevious season and 255 per cent greater than  the  average volume of the 
rreceding six seasons. Following the heavy volume of 1937-38, an  agi- 
tation was started for increasing ginning facilities before the opening 
of the  1938-39 season. The first official mention of a second plant was 
made in the  minutes of the, board meeting of June  7, 1938. At this ses- 
ion a letter from Sterling Evans, President of the Houston Bank for 
:ooperatives, was read regarding the  expansion of ginning facilities. He 
uggested either increasing the  capacity of the  cotton house or leasing a 
llant rather  than the outright' purchase of a n  added plant. He made 
he point t ha t  the  association needed to  pay dividends one or two years 
nore and get on a more substantial footing. After a discussion of the  
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Figure 11. A sea of seed cotton on the gin lot. A situation like this explains 
the reason members with a single plant sometimes clamor for a double 
plant. 
letter, one of the  directors made a motion to drop t h e  whole matter  of 
buying a second plant; h i s  motion died for  want of a second. 
At a board meeting three weeks la ter  one proposal discussed was the  
adding of a sixth gin s tand;  a second proposal discussed was t h e  pur- 
chase of a gin plant on a n  adjoining lot. The question of a second plant 
was finally settled a t  a called membership meeting, Ju ly  1 2 ,  1 9 3 8 .  After 
an explanation of the  proposed purchase the  motion was made and sec- 
onded to empower the  board of directors to  purchase a second plant. All 
the discussion to the  motion was in  favor. A rising vote was called for. 
Nearly all  the members voted for  t h e  motion; no one voted against t h e  
motion; so the  vote was declared unanimous in favor of the  purchase. 
The profits of t h e  first seven seasons with a portion of the  profits of 
the eighth season were required to  pay for  t h e  original plant.  Members 
aere paid very small cash dividends in  1 9 3 5 - 3 6  and 1 9 3 6 - 3 7 .  Consider- 
ing the long period of but  scanty cash dividends together with the  great 
emphasis placed on cash patronage dividends, one wonders a t  the  en- 
thusiasm of t h e  members of t h e  Tahoka association to  expand ginning 
facilities. Certainly any business providing itself with facilities to  carry 
the occasional peak load, burdens itself with expensive excess capacity. 
In the drives to  increase t h e  capacity of cooperative gins there seldom 
seems to be any suggestion t h a t  t h e  membership be increased in keep- 
ing with t h e  expanded capacity. Adding a second plant without increas- 
ing the membership is i n  substance very much the  same a s  i f  t h e  single 
plant be maintained and the  membership be reduced to about  one-half. 
One wonders what enthusiasm might be generated for a program of re- 
ducing the membership of the  single plant a s  the  way out t o  maintain 
capacity for  t h e  peak load. 
The net  effect of the  added plant, membership remaining the same, 
can best be illustrated by comparing costs and profits a t  various volumes 
of ginning for the  single plant a t  i ts  investment 8 s  of 1 9 3 7 - 3 8  with costs 
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and  profits a t  the same volumes for the  double, plant a t  its investment as 
of 1938-39. These comparisons m'ay be made under the asiumption that 
costs for the two plants be standard. Such comparisons are analyzed 
in  Table 26. The investment in the  gin plant is a most important factor 
Table 26. Comparisons of Costs and Profits of Single Plant of 1937-38 
With Those of Double Plant of 1938-391 , 
Farmers Cooperative Association No. 1 I 
1 Fixed Costs ' Profits Total Returns on 1 Inv. Per Bale 1 
RIB / Per Bale Per Bale 1 Profits 1 Investment , Ginned I 
Ginned -------- ------ -- ------- --- I____________-- I 1 Single Double Double / Single Double 1 Single , Double 1 Single Double i 
, Plant  I P lant  1 Plant Piarit Plant Plant Plant I Flant Plant 1 
%in Income P~er Bale: $6.46. 
Investment: Single Plant,  P3P,85g1: Double Plant ,  $63.053. 
Fixed Cost: Single Plant ,  $G,325: Double Plant ,  $11,719. 
Variable Cost Per Bale: Single Plant ,  91.76: Double Plant ,  8.75. 
"Break Even" Volume: Single Plant ,  1,243; Doub1.e Plant ,  2,400 Bales. 
in  fixed costs. The  fixed cost of the  single plant was $6,325 and of the 
double plant, $11,713. The fixed cost per bale varies inversely with the 
volume of ginning. The fixed costs per bale decreased from $6.33 to 
$0.79 for  t he  single plant and from $11.71 to $1.46 for the  double 
plant  as  the  volume increased from 1,000 to  8,000 bales. The relative / 
disadvantage of the  double plant is much more prcnounced in the lower 
volumes than in  the higher volumes. With t he  low volume of 735 bales , 
a s  of 1934-35, and with a gin income of $6.46 a bale, the losses for the 1 
single plant as  of 1937-38 would have totaled $2,871, or  $3.91 per bale 1 
and losses for  the  double plant as  of 1938-39 would have totaled $8,251, 1 
o r  $11.23 per bale. In  a territory like West Texas with violent swings 1 
in cotton production, members of a cooperative gin association in equip- 
ping themselves for the bumper crop seasons should also give some \ 
thought to  the  short crop seasons. I 
Profits per bale a re  significant' to members receiving cash patronage 
dividends; returns on the  investment a re  significant during the period 
of paying for  the  gin plant out of the  profits of the  ginning business. 
According t o  Table 26 t h e  t rend of profits per bale as  the volume in- 
creased from 1,000 to  8,000 bales was upward from a loss of $1.63 to 
a profit of $3.91 for the  single plant and from a loss of $7.00 to a profit 
of $3.25 for  the  double plant. The trend in  returns on the  investment as 
the  volume increased from 1,000 to  8,000 bales was upward from a loss 
of 4 per cent t o  a profit of 81 per cent for  t h e  single plant and from a 
loss of 11 per cent to  a profit of 4 1  per cent for  the  double plant. At 
a volume of 5,000 bales per season, slightly above the average ginned 
t h e  past four years, the  single plant could not  quite pay out  its invest- 
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ment from the  profits of two seasons; the double plant would require 
the profits of six seasons. At a volume of 5,000 bales, the  pro rata  
share of the investment of a 25-bale member would be'$194 in the single 
p!ant and $315 in the double plant. 
Another approach to the effect of the change in size of plant is to  
determine the increase of volume needed in th-e double plant to  earn the  
same profit per bale, on the one hand, and the same return on the  invest- 
me:lt, on the other hand, as  in the single plant with a given volume. 
Such increases 'are indicated in Figure 12. Any specific volume of the 
single plant requires an  increase of about 85 per cent in the double plant 
1 1 1 ' 1 '  ' l ' l ' l '  1 ~ ' 1 ' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ ~  
l o 4 z 4 4 A o b = o s z L ~ s w c 2 u ~ - m  
VOLUME OF GINNING (00 BALES) 
LAW-SAME PROFIT (LOSS) PER BALE A5 51 
VOLUME IN DOUBLE PLANT 
SAME RETURN ONINM5TMENT A5 
VOLUME OF GINNING (00 BALES) 
AodZ 44464850 52 Y 5 6 I d 6 0 C Z  6466687D 
~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l ~ l r l t l ~ l ~ l r I  
Figure 12. Percentage increases in volnmes of dorible plant over specific volumes 
of single plant to yield the same profits per bale or the same per- 
centage returns on the investment in fixed assets. Farmers Coopera- 
tive Association No. 1 of Tahoka. 
to gfeld the same results per bale-losses in the low volumes and profits 
in the higher volumes. The returns on the investment of the  single 
plant at volumes of 1,000 and 8,000 bales require increases in  volume 
of 9 4  and 66 per cent to yield the same returns on the  investment in the  
double plant. Volumes of 3,000, 4,000, and 5,000 bales yield returns of 
29 ,  3 2 ,  and 44 per cent on the investment in t he  single plant. Increases 
of 7 2 ,  70, and 68 per cent, or volumes of 5,160, 6,800, and 8,400 bales 
yield returns of 20, 32, and 44 per cent on the  investment in the double 
plant. 
A special type of problem facing a board of directors op 
plant gin is' revealed in the minutes of the  board meeting 
lerating : 
; of Nov 
3 two- 
ember 
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5, 1938-"Operating policy of the  two plants for  end of season briefly 
discussed; i t  was concensus of the  Board tha t  when one gin could take 
care of the  ginniflg, tha t  one be closed down one week and the other 
operated, this to follow on alternate weeks. I t  was thought this nrould 
be fair to  employees, the  customers and each plant. The cotton houses 
to  be open a t  all  times, if a customer preferred to house rather than 
gin his cotton." 
I n  fairness to  the  Tahoka cooperative attention should be called to 
the  fact t ha t  the  average volume of the  four seasons of the double plant 
was 39 per cent larger than the  average volume of the  last four seasons 
of the  single plant. 
Trend in the Size of Gins 
I 
In  connection with this discussion of plant size of the Tahoka organi- 
zation, attention may be called to  t rends in  size of Texas gins. The 
Bureau of the  Census made special surveys of ginning facilities in 1906, 
1909, 1914, 1919, 1935, and 1940. The average size of gins in Texas 
increased, without a break, from 204 saws in 1906 to 337 saws in '1933. 
The  average size of gins in  1940, however, was exactly the same as in 
1935. This ha l t  in  the  t rend of increasing size may be significant. The 
number ~ f - ~ i n s  i  1940 was 10 per cent less than in 1935. The average 
size was maintained by a balance between t he  small gins and large gins 
abandoned. The number of gins of 1940 according to  size and the de- 
crease in the  number of gins between 1935 and 1940 according to size 
a r e  indicated in  Table 27. 
Table 27. Size of Texas Gins1 
One ---------- 14 
Two - - ---- -- - 52 
Three ---,---- 31 3 
Four -------- 1,396 
Five --------- 1,167 
Six- --------- 78 
Multibattery 146 
Size of 
Gins in 
Relative 
Sumber 
of Gins 
1940 
of 1935 
h'umber of Gins 
1940 Less in 1940 thah 1935 
- - - -  - 
1Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census: Cotton Ginning Machinery and Equipment 
in the United States 1940. 
The  four- and five-stand gins were predominant in 1935 and 1940 
making up 40 and 37 and 44 and 3 6  pel' cent of the total number of 
gins. The three-stand gins were a poor third. A s  between 1935 and 
1940, the  one-, two-, and three-stand gins decreased by 20 per cent, the 
five- and six-stand and multibattery gins decreased by 14  per cent, and 
the  four-stand gins decreased by but  1 per cent. In absolute number 
Numbe~ of - l _ _ l _ _ -  
Stands / Percentage 
Actual of Total j Reduction 
7- 
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of gins the heavy reduction was in the five-stand gins, 42 per cent of 
the total reduction. 
Instead of giving all attention to increasing the size of the gin plant 
in this matter of adjusting capacity to needs, cooperatives might profit- 
ably consider the advisability of decreasing capacity either through the 
actual reduction in facilities or through a-relat ive reduction by increas- 
ing the membership. The possibilities of a three-stand or  a four-stand 
gin operated with a large cotton house of 1,000 bales capacity, or  more, 
have not yet been explored. In such a set-up in areas of relative heavy 
production per grower, lots of five, 10, 15, or  more bales of seed cot- 
ton of a patron could be assembled and ginned in a continuous run.  A 
rery large part  of the  loss of time between bales could thus be avoided. 
3luch of the loss of ginning time resulting from adverse weather condi- 
tions might also be avoided. In connection with the  cotton house the 
cleaning equipment could be operated as  could the cotton dryer if one 
nere installed. A great saving in investment may be effected in chang- 
ing from a five-stand to  a four-stand gin when the power unit needs to 
be replaced. The cost of a unit of sufficient power to operate a four- 
stand gin is decidedly less than the cost of a unit of sufficient power to 
operate a five-stand gin. Considering the  greater control which a coop- 
erative exercises over its patrons than tha t  of the  private ginner and 
considering further the direct gain to  members from every measure which 
reduces costs of ginning, the cooperative gin association should be in a 
strong position to give the small-gin-large-cotton-house combination a 
fair trial. 
The leaders in the Tahoka organization have given much thought to 
the various aspects of a constructive educational program. In  the  educa- 
tional activities, the needs of the  membership have been considered a s  
re11 as the  possibilities of reaching the  leaders of other cooperatives 
rithin the county and in surrounding counties. At the  board meeting 
of February 16, 1937, the "manager reported on the need for education 
among the members on the  value of their cooperative organization and 
bulletins available." At the following board meeting, "favorable com- 
ment mas made on policy of mailing members a n  informational letter 
at stated intervals, such having been done in December and February. 
The next is to go out in April, advising members of annual meeting, 
purposes and such other necessary information as  they a r e  entitled to  
have." This marked t he  beginning of the  COOP-0-GRAM of which 
Volume 7, Number 6, was issued in December, 1942 (See Appendix D) .  
In this two-page mimeographed release matters of current interest and 
timely information regarding the affairs of the  association a re  called 
tc! the atten<ion of the members. 
The Tahoka association has made notable progress in the  type of 
annual report prepared for the  members. The report for t he  season 
1939-40, for instance, contained 1 4  pages. The more important features 
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Side Line Bnsiness 
of the  report were: the  president's letter to  the  members (See Appen- 
dix D ) ;  a list of the  active stockholders; a comparative statement of 
incomes and expenditures, and balance sheet for the seasons ending March 
31, 1939, and March 31, 1940; a summary of results by seasons of gin- 
ning operations as  to volume of ginning, net profits, stock dividends, 
cash dividends, and of station operations as  to volume in gallons, amount 
of sales, and profits; a form for reporting to each member his cash and 
stock dividends for the  season and his balance in the equity account at 
the  beginning and end of the  season; and a number of sections of a gen- 
eral  educational nature (See Appendix D) . 
Several years ago provisions were made for a second membership meet- 
ing for  the  Fall "to be on educational lines which would be in addition 
t o  the  annual meeting in April as  called for  in the by-laws." The first 
meeting of this  type was held September 4, 1941. The minutes of the 
board meeting of September 16, 1941 made reference to this' meeting. 
"Members and friends began to  gather after 6 p. m. with their basket 
lunches. The band played a concert and the children played in the parfi. 
I t  was estimated about 200 attended. Instead of moving to the Court 
room for the  final part  of the  program, the  crowd was held in the park 
and a short  program given with Mr. Leonard Cowden of the CCA of 
Amarillo making t he  main talk. Watermelons were cut, and 100 Dixie 
ice cream cups were added as  dessert. Many were very busy in the field 
poisoning or  gathering which with the  weather caused changes in some 
of the  plans and cut the  attendance very much." 
At the  board meeting of December 10, 1935, the "suggestion was made 
for a Rally of Cooperative Directors and Managers of the territory a t  
some future date, to  stimulate interest in Cooperatives." At the board 
meeting of March 13, 1940, "The County Council for Cooperatives sug- 
gested by this Association met  with a favorable response and the Board 
voted to  $all a general organization meeting for March 18, with Manager 
sending out  immediate notices." The  South Plains Cooperative CounciI 
was organized May 1 6 ,  1940. About a dozen cooperative gins and sev- 
eral other types of cooperatives joined. A number of meetings were held 
At the board meeting of October 10, 1934, the question of leasing ~ 
a filling station was discussed. The  manager was instructed to investi- 
~ 
gate. Two months later the board decided tha t  a service station would 
be of more benefit to  the  members if located a t  the gin. The acquiring 
~ 
and a program of activities was worked out. Whatever the reason, after / 
a few months, the  council became inactive. 1 
The Tahoka association took active interest in promoting the SchooI , 
for Cooperators sponsored by the Texas Agricultural Extension Service , 
and held a t  t he  Texas Technological College a t  Lubbock, June 2'4-26, 1 
1940. The  president reported on the  school to  t he  board meeting of I 
July 9, 1940. The thought was expressed tha t  the information given at 
the school was greatly needed by t he  members of cooperatives in general. 1 
I 
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of a filling station was the special business of a called membership meet- 
ing of December 2 0 ,  1 9 3 4 .  The question was thoroughly d:scussed. When 
put to a vote, the adding of a filling station won by a majority of 2 4  
votes. According to the original plans the  gin and the  filling station 
aere to have the same board of directors but each enterprise was to be 
a separate corporation. In  this way it was hoped tha t  the  business of 
the two branches would not become confused. The plan was to sell stock 
to members of-the gin in amounts of from $5 to $ 4 0 .  Before the  close 
of the special meeting more than $ 2 0 0  in  cash was collected for financ- 
ing the new business. When the  filling station was organized early in 
1935,  i t  was not set up a s  a separate enterprise but a s  a department of 
the gin association. 
Lower-Filling station anc2 office bullt in 
1979 Farmers Czcyerative .'Isso- 
ciation of Tahobs. 
The volunle df business of the  fillin: stztion has h i d  a rapid and 
steady growth. The business in gasoline, tractor fuels and oils has in- 
creased from 5 7 , 0 0 0  gallons in  1 9 3 5  to  4 2 7 , 0 0 0  gallons in  1 9 4 2 .  Gross 
sales reached a total of $ 7 6 , 0 0 0  in  1 9 4 2 .  For  the  four-year period 1 9 3 8  
to  1 9 4 1 ,  gross margins averaged 17 .5  per cent and t h e  net  profit averaged 
5.8 per cent of gross sales. A patronage dividend of 5 per cent on the 
I member's purchases has been paid quarterly thus far. 
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Special effort is made to gain the  business for the station of the farm- 
ers  moving into the territory about the first of the year. This has great- 
ly simplified the  matter of securing the interest of these farmers in the 
cooperative ginning business. Experience has demonstrated that  the  
filling station members make the  best gin members. 
Rather  recently, some attention has been given to broadening the 
scope of the side line business. During the summer of 1939 much a t -  
tention was given to the organizing of a cold storage locker plant. 
than 100 members were gained for the proposed enterprise. Fi 
however, the Plains Cooperative of Plainview installed a cold st 
locker plant in Tahoka. According to  the minutes of the board rnf 
of August 13, 1940, "A suggestion tha t  the Board be thinking of 
ing a .Garage for repairs on cars and tractors was made and re( 
favorably by the directors, this business to be strictly on cash basi 
a t  prevailing rates, with dividends quarterly as in the Station. The 0 
nell Cooperative has made the initial step in this direction and 
success is to be watched." At the board meeting of April 4 ,  194: 
"subject of entering the feed business was discussed, pro and con, u u ~  
. . . no decision was reached; the  President suggested that  each mc 
study the question for later action." 
The filling station introduced the vexing question of what to do 
the  persistent demand of members to  be granted the privilege of b 
supplies on credit. At nearly one-half the board meetings from 
1938, to December, 1940, the matter of accounts receivable wa: 
cussed. As a n  indication of attempts made to solve this questior 
minutes of a few of these discussions are given below: 
"September 17, 19 40-Recommendation was made that  the Diri 
consider putting the Station business on a cash basis beginning Ja '  
1, 1941. Approval of such a plan was expressed by some while c 
withheld comment: 
"October 8, 1940-Cash basis for the  operation of the Station wa 
cussed, rules and plans for operation of the same to be submitted to 
effect January 1st. 
"November 12, 194 0-Charge accounts were discussed and the 
for a systematic manner of handling and opening as  well as  col!~ 
the same. I t  was suggested to  train all the  employees in the meth 
handling and as  to whom is entitled to  credit and whom to turn ( 
Certain rules to follow were suggested a s  follomrs: 
1. Obtain local Retail Merchants Credit Bureau rating. 
2. Must be active stockholder-can be waived. 
3 .  A credit limit placed on each account and held to. (Credit 
mittee to assis t)  
4. Accounts must be paid promptly or no more charges allowed. 
5 .  Pay days 1st  and 15th-employees to send notices. 
Manager instructed ,to handle carefully and tactfully, with each ca: 
its own merits, and always leave the customer in good humer. 
"December 10, 1940-Brief discussion was had on charge accc 
the  policy of a stricter system of allowing credit and collections an 
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propaganda now being spread by competition tha t  our customers were 
to be cut off on first of the year." 
The attention given to accounts receivable by the  board of directors 
and the manager has been effective in maintaining control over this item. 
.Is shown in the balance sheet, the  highest amount reached during t h e  
first six seasons was $ 7 0 0 ,  t h a t  of the  end of the 1 9 3 5 - 3 6  season. The 
nest three seasons accounts receivable became progressively larger be- 
ing $ 1 , 1 0 0 ,  $ 4 , 4 0 0 ,  and $ 5 , 4 0 0 .  At the end of 1 9 3 9 - 4 0 ,  this item 
ilropped slightly to $ 5 , 0 0 0 .  At the end of 1 9 4 0 - 4 1 ,  the season so 
much special consideration was given to accounts receivable, the item 
dropped to $ 2 , 3 0 0 .  At the end of 1 9 4 1 - 4 2 ,  accounts receivable had in- 
creased to $ 4 , 1 0 0 .  
Figure 14. Oil trucks used in making deliveries of fuel 
oils to the farms of members. Farmera 
Cooperative Association of Tahoka. 
In the audit of 1 9 4 1 - 4 2  a careful examillation was made of accounts 
receivable of the seasons 1 9 3 6 - 3 7  to 1 9 4 1 - 4 2 .  All accounts charged of 
as xorth1r;ss amounted to $ 2 5 3  for the  station business and $ 7 1 3  for th  
ginning business. The auditor made this comment in his reports: "A re 
serve for Bad Notes and Accounts is carried in  the  amount of $ 8 0  
. . . ; the above amount ( t h e  $ 2 5 3  and $ 7 1 3  charged off) represents t h  
entire amount determined worthless to this date. This is a remarkabl 
record, considering the  volume of turnover in Accounts Receivable. 
Xotes receivable amounted to but $ 6 0 0  a t  the end of 1 9 4 1 - 4 2 .  In  t h  
light of the past experience, the  reserve of $ 8 0 0  should be ample protec 
tion against bad accounts and notes. 
I) i~ide~id Policy 
Since reorganizing on the  stock basis, the  Tahoka association has  not 
follon~ed t h e  plan of paying off all indebtedness before declaring cash 
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dividends. Instead the dividends voted have usually been divided into 
about 50 per cent cash and 50 per cent stock credits. 
For  a number of years dividends of 8 per cent were voted on, the out- 
standing stock, either as  cash or to be applied as  stock credits. At the 
board meeting of March 13, 1940, the dividend rate  was lowered to 6 
per cent. "The Board discussed the interest rate (dividend) to be paid 
on  stock and agreed tha t  i t  was to the greatest good to pay as  much as 
possible on the patronage basis, rather than a big cash dividend on the 
stock owned, the advancement and success of the Association depending 
on patronage, rather  than stock outstanding." 
The  losses suffered in 1934-35 were originally set up as  charges 
against the equity accounts of the members according to the patronage 
of tha t  season. Charging losses as  negative dividends is a rather un- 
usual procedure. The minutes of the board meeting of March 9, 1 9 2 ;  
record the final action taken. "Manager reported that  the loss suffered 
in the season 1934-35 had been charged to individual equity or stock 
accounts of the members, but found that  there was sufficient surplus to 
absorb this, without such charge and permission was given to reverse 
these entries as  of this date;  . . . " 
Dividend rates, both stock and cash, according to the stock held by 
the  members and the patronage are summarized in Table 28 
Table 28. Diviilend Rates-Farmers Cooperative Association 
Stock Dividends 1 Cash Drvidends 
Sene 0 n ------------------ -- 
CIS / C I S  I Statiou 
, Stock ' RIB 1 Per  C r t .  , Stork RIB Per Cwt .  ; Purchases 
lAverage ~ t o c k  dividend pcr running bale.  The  etock a s  actually issued was according t o  thp  
pa t ronage  dividrnd credits established season by Ecaqon. 
I 
The Tahoka association has made provisions for two reserves which 
have a bearing on dividend policy. A reserve designated as  "Gin Sur- 
plus" was started in 1938. This reserve is to absorb losses suffered in 
short crop seasons. Ten per cent of the net profits are set aside for this / 
reserve. The maximum of the reserve has been fixed a t  $5,000. In- 
stead of issuing stock to members a t  the end of the season to the full , 
amount of their stock credits, a considerable percentage, 2 6  or more, is 
withheld in what is ternled the ''Conting3ncy Reserve." The purpose of 
this reserve is to maintain the value of the stock a t  par, or above, by 
making certain tha t  the stock outstanding will be less than the net worth 
of the association. These two reserves are most desirable and should i 
do much to give financial stability to  the  association. I 
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Financing F'rogram 
The Tahoka association purchased a secondhand gin plant in  1930 a t  
a cost of $30,000. No down payment was made. During the period of 
operation as  a Society gin, all profits were applied against the  indebted- 
ness. These profits were computed as  patronage dividends and an  equity 
account was opened for each member. I n  the  reorganized stock asso- 
ciation, common and preferred stock were provided for. The par v-alue of 
the common stock was fixed a t  $10 a share and of the preferred a t  $25 
a share. The common stock became the voting, or  membership stock, 
one share to the member. The remainder of a member's equity was 
evidenced in preferred stock. Members received their first stock in 
1 9 3 6  based on the equities accumulated under the  Society organization. 
The amount issued a t  tha t  time was $1,520 in common and $10,130 in 
preferred, or  a total of $11,650. 
The heavy turnover of members has introduced a vexing problem in 
developing a policy in the refunding the  stock holdings of tlie retiring 
members. The nature of this problem ma.y be indicated by quoting from 
the minutes of the board meetings: 
"1\Iarch 10, 1936-The Manager reported tha t  some members wanted 
to dispose of their stock because of removal from the territory. Motion 
passed that Manager be authorized to act for the Eoard in aiding mem- 
bers to dispose of their stock, th ru  sale or trading. Passed. AIs30 to take 
proper steps to  protect the  stock and not let it  become worthless in the 
eyes of stockholders or the public. 
"January 11, 193 8-President suggested and others agreed that  Man- 
agement assist in all ways ~os s ib l e  to aid members in selling stock, but 
in our present financial status, not feasible for Gin to take up stock a s  . 
regular practice. 
"Sovember 14, 1939-It was the sense of Board tha t  not able to  take 
up stock of any farmers now moving or show any favor over those .re- 
maining in this regard, but assist in disposition as fa r  as  possible in find- 
ing buyer and transferring. Board realized tha t  not practical to retire 
any member's stock upon his demand, for any cause, but in  matter  of 
those withdrawing would a t  once work on plans to take up part of stock 
and do all could in expediting revolving of stock for all. 
"December 12, 1939-Manager reported . . . tha t  there were between 
6 0  and 70 common stockholders who had moved away in last 5 years 
and whose accounts were not active. I t  was the opinion of the  Board 
that a plan should be adopted to  take up a t  least the member's $10 com- 
mon stock immediately upon his removal and push the retirement of 
the preferred as  we were able. 
"Jlarch 13, 1940-The retirement of the  membership stock of $10 of 
those having moved away was discussed, but definite action delayed." 
In the effort to solve the problem of refunding the  stock of retiring 
members, several definite changes in the  stock structure of the  associa- 
tion developed. The plan of substituting preferred stock for the  com- 
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mon stock necessitated lowering the  par value of the preferred stock. 
The membership meeting of April 21, 1938, changed the par value of pre- 
ferred stock from $25  to one dollar a share. In working out a. solution 
for liquidating the  preferred stock of the  retired members, the plan 
emerged of revolving the  stock not only of the retired members but also 
of the  active members. The first official mention of revolving the stock 
was contained in the  minutes of the called membership meeting of J u l y  
12, 1938. "Revolving Stock Dividend checks were then distributed and 
explanation made of this  feature of our operations; 50 % of the earnings 
for 1930-31 were returned to  the patrons and checks totaled over $1.500 
a t  this time.'' 
Official action on the transference of the common stock of retired 
members to  preferred stock was taken a t  t he  board meeting of April 1 2 .  
1941. "The matter  of taking up the  common or voting stock of mem- 
bers who have moved away and issue therefor preferred stock was pre- 
sented; explanation was made tha t  it  might affect our income tax es- 
emption, on account of 50 or  60 voting members not being active, havinz 
moved away and i t  would make i t  possible to keep voting membership 
in current status. Also tha t  i t  would be in favor of the stockholder, who 
would be entitled to  interest in case of dissolution, his interest on pre- 
ferred stock. Motion made and carried that  we take up  the common 
stock and issue therefor preferred stock." 
- At the  membership meeting of April 24, 1941, an amendment to the 
by-laws authorizing the  revolving of the  preferred stock was passed. 
"After an 'adequate amount of capital has been provided for the asso- 
ciation through amounts retained from net profits, as  provided in Article 
V, Subsection 3 a ,  b, and c, a n  amount of the oldest outstanding prefer- 
red stock may, in t h e  discretion of t he  Board of Directors, be redeemed 
or  retired a s  provided in th i s  article first mentioned above." 
The revolving stock plan as  kdopted by the Tahoka association is 
based on profits as  the  source of the  funds revolved. No definite pro- 
gram is followed "i revolving the stock other than on the direct action 
of the  board of directors from time to  time. The desirability of acquir- 
ing the funds revolved from a retain per bale and of revolving the equity 
over a definite period of time as  outlined for the Childress Farmers' Co- 
operative Society (Assigning of Equities) and the Danevang Farmers' 
Cooperative Society (Substituting Certificates for "Gin Notes") applies 
with equal force to the  cooperative association of Tahoka. With the 
average volume of the  past four seasons, 60 per cent of the investment 
in the  gin plant could be revolved in  seven years on a retain of about 
$1.25 per bale. The heavy turnover of members might make a shorter 
period more desirable. If a cycle of five years were adopted, a retain of 
about $1.80 per bale would be required. 
I t  might be worth the  attention of the  cooperative gin associations 
of Texas to  give some thought to  the  possibilities of establishing an ex- 
change to  act  a s  a clearing house for transferring the  equities of mem- 
bers moving from one cooperative gin area t o  another. Such an exchange 
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? operated by the Texas Cooperative Ginners' Federation, or  by 
ous cooperative oil mills for their member gins, or by a service 
tio on like the Gin Service and Supply Company. The services 
ot such an  exchange would be greatly facilitated if steps were taken to 
attain greater standardization of the capital structure of the various 
cooperative gin associations. The opportunity of a member to transfer 
his equities from one gin association to  another should make  member- 
% cooperative gin much more attractive to tenant  farmers. 
; expressed as  percentages of the total under the classifications: 
fixed; investments; and others, as  of the end of the seasons 
2930-31 to 1941-42 a r e  indicated in Table 29. Current assets reflect the 
e of the side line business. For  the s'easons 1930-31 to 1934-35, 
TabIe 29. Assets 
Farmers Cooperative Association No. 1 
1 Total Percentages 
rear Assets - p- 
I Current 1 Fixed I Investments I Other 
before the side line business was added, current assets averaged $1,400 
per season. Of this amount 64 per cent was in cash; 19 per cent in  ac- 
counts and notes receivable; and 17 per cent in inventory. For  the  sea- 
sons 1935-36 to 1941-42, after the side line business was added, current  
assets averaged $13,700 per season. Of this amount 3 8  per cent was in 
cash; 27 per cent in accounts and notes receivable; ind 35 per con+ in  
inventories. 
Liabilities expressed as  percentages of the  total under the clas 
tions: current; fixed; capital; and surpluss, as  of the end of the  st 
1930-31 to 1941-42 a re  indicated in Table 30. Of special interest is the  
relative status of net worth rising from 7 per cent a t  the end of 1930-31 
to 9 1  per cent #at the  end of 193 7-3 8 when all fixed liabilitf es were re- 
tired. With the purchase of the  second gin plant on credit in  1938, the  
net worth as  of the end of 19 3 8-3 9 season dropped to 66 per cent; ' 
end of 1941-42, net worth rose to 76 per cent while fixed lialr 
stood a t  20 per cent. As may be noted in the  COOP-0-GRAM of L 
ber. 1942, quoted in Appendix D, all  outstanding fixed liabilities - - 
retired out of profits of the 1942-43 season. 
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Table 30. Liabilities and met Worth 
Farmers Cooperative Association No. 1 
Year 
Total  
Lia bili- 
ties 
I . .  Percent ages 
Summarizing ~ 
Liabilities Net Worth 
The Farmers Cooperative Association of Tahoka is doing pioneering 
work in the educational field. The type of annual meeting held, the an- 
nual report furnished the members, and the monthly house organ, the 
COOP-0-GRAM a re  most effective in  maintaining a n  informed member- 
ship. These constructive activities reflect intelligent and alert manage- 
Curren" Fixed I T o  
ment and leadership. 1 
----- 
a t  I Su?pIw Total I-- 
The association has demonstrated clearly how to handle the problem 
of a rapid turnover of members due to a high percentage of tenancy. 
The side line business is proving most effective not only in reducing 
the  cost of supplies but also as  a means of acquiring members for the gin 
business. The substituting of preferred stock for t he  common stock of 1 
retiring members and the liquidating of the  non-member equities through 1 
a revolving stock plan should help materially in solving the vexing prob- ~ 
lem of what to  do about' the  stock of retiring members. 
The Tahoka associa,tion +is one of the  very few cooperative gin associa- 
tions of Texas whicli have created a reserve against losses of short crop 
seasons. The association is also setting a good example in maintaining 1 
a reserve to  protect the value of the  stock outstanding. 
While t he  adding of a second plant in  1938 may have been unwise, the 
fact tha t  t h e  average volume has since been increased by about 40 per 
cent, has, in  part,  offset the  disadvantages of the  increased ginning fa- 
cilities. ~ 
Farmers' Cooperative Gin Association of Mabank 
The Farmers'  Cooperative Gin Association of Mabank was organized 
in 1935. I t  is the  only association of the  four considered in detail in  this 
Bulletin t ha t  was financed from the  beginning by the Houston Bank for 
Cooperatives. 
I n  the  seven-year period, 1935-36 to 1941-42, the Mabank association 
ginned a total of 19,437 bales, or  an  average of 2,777 bales per season. 
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Ket profits on gin operations totaled $56,118, or  a return of 49 per cent 
on the average investment in fixed assets. Cotton trading and other 
profits added an  average of $1,378 per season. The total net profits on 
all activities of $67,496 yielded an  average return of 59 per cent on. the  
investment. Successful operations like these a r e  what' popularize profit 
financing of cooperative gin associations. 
The Mabank association is in a territory of low production of cotton 
per farm. This situation is reflected in the ginnings of the patrons. 
During the three-year period 1939-40 to 1941-42, the average volume 
in bales per patron for the various cooperatives was as  follows: Chil- 
dress, 19; Danevang, 28; Tahoka, 21 ; and Mabank, five. Ginnings of 
patrons according to volume for t he  Childress, Tahoka, and Mabank 
associations a re  summarized in Table 31. Seventy per cent' of the  Mabank 
Table 31. Volume of Ginning of Patrons 
Childress Farmers' Cooperative Society 
Farmers Cooperative Association of Tahoka 
Farmers9 Cooperative Gin Association of Mabank 
36- 30  
41- 13 
.It>- 31 
51- CO 
61- 7fl 
71- sf? 
bl- N 
ol-lcWI 
1@up 
Total 
Bales 
Pcr 
Patron 
Childress 
Percentages 
-- 
Patrons 1 Volume of Ginning 
Tahoka , Mabank I Childress / Tahoka I Mabank 
patrons furnishing 36 per cent of the  total volume delivered five bales, 
or less. Twenty-eight and 26  per cent of the  patrons of Childress and  
Tahoka furnishing 4 and 3 per cent of the total volumes delivered five 
bales or less. While 30 per cent of the  patrons of Mabank delivered 
six bales, or more, 31 per cent of the  patrons of Childress delivered 2 1  
bales, or more, and 31 per cent of the patrons of Tahoka delivered 26 
bales, or more. 
An association having members with a low average cotton production 
requires a large membership to attain an  economic volume of ginning. 
A large membership complicates the  problems of a cooperative. This is 
especially the case in a n  area like t ha t  of Mabank with a high percent- 
age of tenants. About two-thirds.of the  members of t h e  Maban'k asso- 
ciation are tenants. .Thus a large membership necessitates a heavy turn- 
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f members each season. I n  no section of Texas is the gin income 
le a s  low and in no section is the relative over-capacity of gin plants 
~nounced. These factors would seem to indicate that  the general 
situation surrounding t he  Mabank cooperative is most adverse to a suc- 
cessful association. These unfavorable conditions, however, have all 
been surmounted. The high volume of ginning secured, the high gin 
income per bale maintained, and the  unusually profitable operations at- 
, all attest to the extraordinary success of the Mabank coopera- 
ing the three-year period 1939-40 to 1941-42, 43 per cent of the 
, , , L , ~ L ~  of the  Mabank association was non-members. These non-mem- 
bers delivered 30 per cent of the  total volume of ginning. During the 
period annual profits on gin operations averaged $8,017. At a volume 
30 per cent less, assuming the  same relative efficiency and gin income 
per bale, the  average net profit would have dropped by 42 per cent to 
$4,643. The average volume per patron was 3.5 bales for non-members 
and 6.2 bales for  the members. 
!+lainLqining Gin Charges First Season I 
The Mabank association had a n  experience of far-reaching consequences 
the  first season. For  a number of years growers in this territory had 
. been paying a gin toll of 35 cents per cwt. of seed cotton. Before the 
opening of the  1935 season, the cooperative and the private competitors 
seemed agreed to maintain the  35-cent rate. Very shortly after the open- 
ing of the  season, the  competitors dropped to 30 cents; the cooperatire 
followed sui t ;  the  competitors then dropped to 20 cents. To the great 
credit of the  members, they seemed to  realize exactly what mas happen- 
ing. The cooperative decided to  maintain the  30-cent rate  and not more 
than  about a half dozen members deserted to  obtain the immediate bene- 
fit of the  20-cent rate. 
As t h e  volume was maintained and gratifying profits earned, the 
management decided tha t  all patrons should be paid a cash dividend of 
one dollar a bale a t  the  end of the  season. This was in conflict with a 
rather  strict ruling of t he  Houston Bank for Cooperatives that  no cash 
dividends be distributed until the  first mortgage-is paid off. As profits 
were sufficient to  take care of both the 1935 and the 1936 installments 
to  the  Bank, with sufficient profit left' over to  pay the one dollar d 
with still a surplus to be used for operations the coming season, th 
finally agreed to  the  cash dividend. . 
ividend 
,e Bank 
This cash dividend paid in 1935 spoke so eloquently of the sue,,,, ", ; 
the  cooperative gin, tha t  many new members were gained the following 
and succeeding seasons. Even a number of the members who deserted ~ 
their  cooperative in 1935, paid up the installment on their notes and ' 
acknowledged that  they had made a mistake in not ginning with their 
association. 1 
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Cost. of Ginning Service to Members 
First money costs, profits, and out-of-pocket costs of ginning service to 
members are summarized in Table 32 .  The average first money cost 
Table 32. First Money Costs, Profits, and Out-of-Pocket Costs Of 
Ginning to members (Per Bale) 
Farmers' Cooperative Gin Association of Mabank 
Cor 
dolla~ 
ale for the seven-year period was' $5.67 per bale. Out of every d0l- 
embers paid for ginning service, 7 8  cents was for ginning tolls and 
nts for bagging and ties. On an  average for the  seven-year period, 
ut-of-pocket cost was but 4 9  per cent of the  first money cost. 
;ts and profits per bale a r e  summarized in Table 3 3 .  Out of every 
- members paid for ginning service a t  cost, 80 cents was for the  cost 
Table 33. Costs and Profits of Operations (Per Bale) 
Farmers9 Cooperative Gin Association of Mabank1 
Out-of-Pockset Costs First  Money Cost 1- - 
I 
I costs  I Profits 
Per 1 Relative . Profit Percentage 1 Gin Pattern Total 1 Average S e t  ' of First 
B. & T. 1m.O Money Cost 
-- I - - !  -- ----- 
Net 
Bales 
Ginned year Ginning 
-1 R.  L T. 
Standa rd1  Actual 1 
----- 
! I-- 
1According t o  equation for  Electric Gins. Blackland Area. See Appendix B. 
Ginning 1 B. & T. ' C/S Total 
I 
-i- I I- 
of operating the  gin plant and 20  cents for the  cost of bagging and ties. 
Out of every dollar of net  profit earned from gin operations, 37 cents was 
derived from profits on ginning; 1 4  cents from profits on bagging and 
ties; and 49 cents from profits on cottonseed. Considering all sources 
of profit, the components of the  profit dollar were: ginning, 3 2  cents; 
bagging and ties, 1 2  cents; cottonseed, 4 1  cents; cotton trading, 5 cents: 
and other activities, 1 0  cents. 
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lntmest in Adding Second Gin Plant ' 
An average of 2,777 bales for a 4/70 gin plant is a volume quite other 
than  ordinary. Certain members of the  Mabank association have been 
clamoring for  a second plant. I t  is quite evident that  these advocates 
of increased ginning capacity have not given considered thought to conse- 
quences of such expansion. To permit an  analysis of what the results of 
a double plant might have been, le t  i t  be assumed that  a double electric 
plant had been acquired in  1935 and t ha t  the  investment in fixed assets 
from year t'o year would have been 80 per cent greater than that  of the 
single plant. Let i t  be further  assumed tha t  the actual costs of opera- 
tion of t h e  double plant would have been of the same relative efficiency 
from year to year as  for the single plant. In a situation of this nature, 
estimated standard costs of the double plant with a given investment 
and volume of ginning may be approximated by assuming a single plant 
of one-half the  given investment and volume. Cost's per bale thus esti- 
mated would apply to the double plant with the given investment and 
volume of ginning. 
Assuming the  same relative efficiency, the actual cost of the double 
plant a t  a volume of 2,777 bales would have been $4.43 a bale. Thus the 
average net profit with a gin income of $6.23 a bale would have been 
$4,999. While the  total net profits of the double plant' would hare 
been but  62 per cent as great as  those of the  single plant, the  investment 
of the double plant would have been greater by 80 per cent than that 
of the  single plant. Thus the net returns of 49 per cent' on the invest- 
ment in the  single plant  would have dropped to  17 per cent on the invest- 
ment in the  double plant. The average profit of two seasons have been 
sufficient to pay out t&e investment in the single plant; the average 
profit of six seasons would be required to pay out the investment i n  the 
double plant'. 
To earh a net profit of $2.89 per bale, the same as that  of the single 
plant a t  a volume of 2,777 bales, the double plant would have needed a 
volume of about 4,594 bales, a n  increase of 65 per cent. To earn a re- 
tu rn  of 49 per cent on the investment', the  double plant would have 
needed a volume of about 4,870 bales, an increase of 75 per cent. 
Returns on the Investment, 
Annual net profits on ginning operations expressed as returns on the 
investment in fixed .assets a re  reported in Table 34. The average return 
was 49 per cent; the  lowest return, 20  per cent, was realized in 1941-42; 
the  highest return,  7 3 per cent, was realized in 1940-41. On an average, 
the  investment per bale of annual ginnings ,was $5.90. Thus the pro 
ra ta  share of a 5-bale member was but $30, a n  exceedingly low invest- 
ment. s 
The sources of all  funds acquired byvthe Mabank cooperative and the 
disposition made of those funds a re  summarized in Table 35. Eighty- 
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Table 34. Returns on the Capital Invested in 
Fixed Assets 
Farmers' Cooperative Gin Association of Mabank 
I Year 
Cost of 1 :; 1 
. - 
Net Profits 
Returns 
Investment 
Investment 
Per Bale 
Ginn,ed 
Table 35. Analysis of Funds 
Farmers9 Cooperative Gin Association of Mabank 
I I 
/ Percent age I Dollars of 
i Tota l  
I - ! - - -  
Source? of Funds: I I 
Set Profits after Depreciation --------: ----.------------------.----------- 65,767 83.6 
Decrcnse in Investments --_---------------------------- ------------------- 
Increase in Invested Capital - - - - - - - - - - - - ,_ - .................................. 2,351 1 2.9 
T o t a l _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .  81,609 / 100.0 
Diepo~ition of Funds: I To Increase Working Capital----: 1 15 6C9 1 19.1 
To Increase Permanent Assets -------------------------------------------- i c8;fi::< 1 7.4 
Paid on 3Zortgnge- --------------- 1 1 3  I 16.2 
Pr~pnid Insurance--------------------------------------------------------- 0.4 
Total Used in Operations -------- + ....................................... 43.1 
Paid in Dirirlends: i 
Paid on Stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 4,749 
Paid on Patronage- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  41,671 46,420 56.9 
Total .-.----.--.-..------------------------------------------------------ P1,6D9 1 100.0 I 
one per cent of all funds has originated in the  profits of the  business. 
Payments on stock notes and investment in stock other than from profits, 
accounted for 6 per cent of all funds acquired. Forty-three per cent of 
all funds has been left in the business-19 per cent to increase working 
capital and 2 4  per cent to  increase fixed capital. Of all funds acquired, 
57 per cent has been paid as  dividends on stock and patronage. Of all 
net profits earned, 7 1  per cent has been paid as  dividends. Total net  
profits earned have averaged $ 3 . 2 8  per bale ginned and patronage divi- 
dends paid members have averaged $2 .1  4 per bale. Profits left in  the 
business to furnish operating and fixed capital have absorbed nine cents 
out of each dollar of first money cost. 
Financing Policy 
The financing program followed by the  Mabank association i s  unique 
in some respects. I t  is a combination of stock purchase and profit financ- 
URAL EXE 
ing. Each member in subscribing for stock, if not paid for in cash, signs 1 
a note providing for ten equal annual installments. Regardless of profits 
or losses of a season, the current installment on the  note is due a t  the 
end of the  season. In instances when patronage dividends were paid, a 
member who had paid up his installment in full, received his pro rata 
share of the dividends in cash; in case he had not paid up, the install- 
ment 011 the note had the first claim on his dividend. 
In  addition to equities in stock accumulated by members, the associa- 
tion has enhanced its net worth through-profi ts  left in the surplus ac- 
count. As of February 28, 1942, the  surplus account was $19,377. This 
was 172 per cent of the stock outstanding. Of this surplus, $10,531 was 
represented by the depreciation reserve. Thus the Mabank associatio~l 
is one of t he  very few cooperative gin associations which maintain their 
depreciation reserve intact. 
Only one type of stock, common, is issued. With the heavy turnover 
of stockholders this is somewhat objectionable. The cooperative has had 1 
a total of 558 stockholders as  of- the end of the 1941-42 season. The ( 
stock of 165, or 30 per cent of the total,  has been canceled. The rea- 
sons for retiring the  stock of members are not always given in the rec- 
ords. The stock of 42, or 26  per cent of the  members retired, was can- 
celed because of nonpatronage. The association has a rule that a member 
failing to patronize his gin for two consecutive seasons is automatically 
discharged. Members moving away accounted for 37, or  23 per cent 
of the total. No reasons were given for 86 members who retired b11t 
most of them moved away. 
Of the 393 stockholders listed in good standing as  of February '76. 
1942, 134 were inactive, or one-third of the total. Under the non- 
patronage rule  many of these stockholders mill soon have their stock 
canceled. The liability of a stock cooperative to refund the common 
stock of a retired member not later than one year after withdrawal may 1 
prove burdensome especially when e-xperiencing a heavy turnover of 
members. I f  the  Mabank cooperative would use common stoclr of a 
nominal par value as  the  voting stock, only one share to the member 1 
and issue preferred stock revolved according to a definite schedule to i 
represent the main part  of the  members' equity, the matter of han I 
retiring members would be greatly simplified. _ I 
The low investment in the  gin plant, the high volume of ginning 
the  rapid turnover in members of the Mabank association emphasiz, L L L L  
desirability of shortening the period in revolving the stock. Sixty Per 
cent of the present investment in fixed assets is about $12,000. On 
t h e  basis of the  average volume of ginning the past seven years, this 
amount of stock could be turned in about four years on a retain of one 
dollar a bale. The member moving away could have his share of com- 
mon stock repaid a t  the  time of retirement and his preferred stock-re- 
paid in the  regular cycle of four  years. The member failing to patronize 
h i s  cooperative but who made no declaration as  to his intentions could 
have his common stock retired a t  the end of' two years and his pre- 
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The success of the Farmers'  Cooperative Gin Association of Mabank 
should be of special concern to cotton growers in East  Texas and in the 
southeastern part  of the Cotton 'Belt. The Mabank association is dem- 
onstrating that  an  economic volume of ginning may be gained and 
maintained in a territory of small production per growel* and with an  
o~er-capacity of gin plants. This association is proving that  an  ade- 
quate gin income may be maintained in spite of price-cutting competition. 
The success of the  Mabank cooperative has been attained through a 
membership and strong and vigorous management. In some re- 
s, a t  least, the Mabank association is the outstanding success 
g cooperative gin associations in Texas. 
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FACTORS OF SUCCESS OR FAILURE: 
;s than 2 0  per cent of the gin associations of Texas are as  success- 
s the four associations discussed above. The greater part  of the 
,ssociations are moderately successful; a considerable number are 
iencing difficulties of various kinds; a few are on the very brink 
nkruptcy both in financial affairs and in membership relations. The 
-e of a large percentage of gin associations to attain a degree of 
ss desirable presents an opportunity for constructive action aimed 
neral and extensive improvement. This situation emphasizes the  
s ~ ~ u ~ d c a n c e  of an analysis of successful gins. To the  extent tha t  the 
less successful associations may profit from the experiences of the more 
successful associations, the cooperative gin movement may be strength- 
ened. 
As has been pointed out in the historical section of this Bulletin, 
failures of cooperative gins in Texas have been many. Improper organi- 
zation and lack of experience with the cooperative type of enterprise 
were the principal causes for  ill for tune among the Farmers'  Alliance 
and Farmers' Union gins. Improvements in organization and a back- 
ground of experience, however, have not eliminated reverses. Two gins 
out of every five established under the society act have failed; one gin 
out of every ten organized since 1 9 3 4  has failed. 
Genera.1 Reasons for Failure 
Many gin associations have started in Texas as  a direct result of the  
success of nearby cooperatives. In many instances scant attention has 
been given to an  analysis of the factors underlying the success of the 
associations emulated. Too often, the high hopes aroused during t h e  
organizational campaign have failed to materialize. The experiences 
of the successful associations should serve as  a trustworthy guide t o  
a group chancing the adventu new cooperative. But n nost im- 
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bortant, the details of the pattern of success must be adapted to  fit the 
!xacting and peculiar situation of the organizing group. 
A few gin associations have failed because too high a price has been i laid for  the gin plant. The price paid is not only a matter of agree- I 
nent with the appraised value but also a matter of the volume attained. 1 
f the volume of ginning of the members be exceedingly small, even a low I 
)rice may be too high. Members a r e  most likely to  pay too high a price 1 
n consumating a "gin sale." The owner in promoting a cooperative 
,ssociation to buy his plant naturally attempts to  get the highest price 1 
~ossible. Particularly is this the case if the owner be heavily in debt. 1 
,s then his only possible chance of m~ in t a in ing  an equity for himself 1 
s through a high price. Frequently as  one of the  stipulations of the I 
'gin sale" the seller becomes the manager of the association until all 
ndebtedness to him has been liquidated. Under such circumstances the 
nanager, particularly if the salary agreed upon be favorable to him. I 
may find his interest enhanced by a long period of liquidation. A low- 
ering of gin charges or the  paying of cash dividends lengthens the pay- 
ing out period. Some of the  gin associations have not been seriously 
handicapped in paying a price somewhat above a fair appraised value or 
in accepting the seller as  the manager. In  such instances, a large volume 
of ginning with an  adequate gin income per bale has resulted in favor- 
able profits. The appraising service of the  Houston Bank for Coopera- 
+ives furnished to its clients and potential borrowers has greatly helped 
he gin associations in  determining a fair value of the plants purchased. 
A few associations in Texas have suffered as  a result of having been 
~rganized by professional promoters. In  the  main, handicaps of tnTo 
kinds have resulted. The organizational set-up was faulty; the fee 
paid the  organizers were too high in light of the type of service offered 
By and large, the  cooperative gin movement in Texas has been quite fre 
of the  professional promoter. 
Competition among cooperative gins, in a few instances, has led t~ 
iifficulties and even to  failures. The rival associations may be locate1 
,t the  same gin point or  a t  neighboring points. The symbol of compe 
ition seems to be crystallized in the patronage dividend. At time, 
,arious forms of manipulation have been resorted to as  the means of 
ncreasing t he  dividend above tha t  of the  rival. For  instance, one asso- 
iation shortweighted i ts  members on the  cottonseed purchased. Thus 
laving more pounds to sell than purchased, large profits were realized 
In the  cottonseed handled. This was reflected in the  high patronage 
lividends paid the  members a t  the  end of the  season. The association 
vhich may be slow in  paying off its indebtedness and hence tardy in 
baying cash dividends may find its members deserting to the cooperative 
vhich is paid ou t  and in position to  pay cash dividends. Especially 
~nhappy is the lot of a weak cooperative gin association which may find 
tself located between two strong dividend paying associations. 
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Management as a Factor of Success or Failure 
Competent management is the  mainspring of a successful cooperative 
association. One of the  most important contributions of a n  able man- 
ager is that of creating and maintaining of membership interest in the  
affairs of the association. A successful association requires complete 
and harmonious cooperation between management and members. A sound 
financial policy involves not only expertness on the  par t  of the  manage- 
ment but also a recognition on the part  of the members tha t  they must 
meet the financial needs of their association either through cash invest- 
ments or through profits left in the business. 
A large percentage of the cooperative gins in Texas could profit greatly 
n increased volume of ginning. The manager and leaders have 
an opportunity and a responsibility in 'promoting greater support 
eir cooperative. The magic of increasing volume operates in two 
Lions: increasing volume decreases the  cost per bale thereby in- 
ing the profit per bale; increasing volume decreases the investment 
ale in the gin plant. Thus in terms of profit financing, with increas- 
olume: the member has a n  increasing profit with which to pay his 
of the investment; the member has a decreasing pro r a t a  share 
e investment. 
-ong and competent management is essential to the success of any 
ana all cooperative gin associations. But the  manager must operate 
truly democratic fashion. Some managers, who judged by the 
~ce sheet and operating statement may be highly successful, seem to 
ne that so long as they produce results the  members a re  to  ask no 
ions. Some managers even go so fa r  as  to take the stand tha t  the 
they tell the members about the affairs of their association the bet- 
,4 sound cooperative cannot be developed on such a philosophy. In 
ine  very nature of a cooperative organization, the  final responsibility 
rest on the individual members. The principles of self-help and 
,ule cannot be abrogated. Teamwork is required among members, 
~oard of directors, and the manager. 
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(hers quite generally demand services tha t  only efficient gin asso- 
s can furnish. If the manager is lax and careless in the control 
?rises he may not  only be unable to give t h e  service members de- 
but also be in danger of jeopardizing the profits of the season. 
: members a re  proud and appreciative of an  efficient organization. 
end of the season they should be interested in the  total profit, 
, to the association as  well as  in their own pro r a t a  share 
or loss. The management should furnish the members wit1 
snalysis of the business for the season which explains the  pr 
the loss. If expenses a re  exorbitant t he  morale of the members I 
veakened and the members may lose interest. To keep t h e  coop 
of the  
h a de- 
,ofit, or 
may be 
erat ive 
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cessf ul ager must be ever alert to keep expenses under control. 
Control 
the  man 
Over Gi 
Many gins have failed because of a n  inadequate gin income per bale. 
This may result either from an  insistence on the part of the members 
on a low first money cost or from competition with other gins for patron- 
age. In  too many instances, members focus their attention on the charge 
and give little or  no thought to the actual cost of ginning. If the gin 
income per bale sinks too low, net profits may become most disappointing 
even with a large volume of ginning. With a large rolume of ginning 
and low costs, the profit may still be too low to pay out the gin plant 
within a reasonable time if profit financing be followed. Thus the life 
of the  association may be placed in jeopardy. 
If a cooperative does not drop its charge in conformity with competi- 
tion, the grave danger arises of desertion by members to take advantage 
of t he  first money cost exacted by the competing gins. The immediate 
savings may seem too alluring to many members to be resisted. The 
first deserting member may set the style for others  to follow. The 
volume lost because of non-delivery may become so large as  to cause 
failure. 
The gin income per bale may suffer because the cotton is bought from 
the patrons a t  a price above the  market. Cooperatives overpay for cotton 
either to  increase the volume above normal or to maintain the rolume at 
normal.1.i Estimates of increases in volume are  usually too optimistic. 
In most instances the  cooperative overpaying for cotton has competitors 
following the  same practice. The net result is a relative position as be- 
fore as  to  patronage appeal but with depleted profits for all gins. The 
manager of a cooperative gin has a heavy responsibility in convincing 
his members of the folly of reducing charges to too low levels or of 
overpaying for cotton purchased from patrons. 
Personal Relations of G i n  Manager 
Of greatest importance, perhaps, the  manager must attract patronage. 
This means tha t  he  must capture and hold secqre the confidence and 
good-will of the  members. Unless the member 'can be shown 11's patron- 
age is sought he can usually find some reas'on for taking his cotton else- 
where. The  manager must be courteous and fair in his treatment of all 
members. Favoritism t o  individual members or  groups of members usu- 
ally destroys membership morale. 
The manager should have a pleasing personal relationship nTith mem- 
bers of the  board of directors. In some instances the manager has shown 
favoritism to some of the more influential members of the board. This 
may take the  form of a premium price paid for  the cotton of the favored 
- *  
l5 Bulletin 606, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station. pp. 52-55. 
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members. In such cases as  these, the  members not favored may feel 
resentful causing a drif t  towards a factional split in  the  board. 
Occasionally managers of Texas cooperative gins have been chosen 
largely because of being related to many members of the association. 
The a s sum ~ t ion  seems to be that' such a choice insures a large volume of 
ginning. As a rule a manager with a large relationship as. his chief 
qualification has not proved very satisfactory. 
In a cooperative the keeping of good records is a prime necessity. 
The records must be detailed so as  to show contributions to  the business 
made by each member and non-member such as  bales ginned, cotton- 
seed left with the gin, cot ton,  bought, and equities owned in the gin, 
Records of expenses should be itemized in detail and prorated precisely 
to the various departments so as  to  facilitate the  computation of costs 
and profits by departments with reasonable accuracy. An equitable dis- 
tribution of patronage dividends to the members requires records to 
show the contributions made by the members to the various depart- 
ments of the business. 
The gin manager must not only make certain tha t  the  books are kept 
currently in proper form but he must also make certain that  all  perti- 
nent information reaches the bookkeeper. A filing space should be pro- 
vided in which to keep all canceled and returned checks, duplicate de- 
posit slips, all invoices and all statements made by creditors. In  most 
instances cooperative associations use practicing public accountants in 
making financial statements a t  the close of the ginning season. Unless 
the books have been properly kept and all records systematically filed, 
the duties of the auditor may be changed from tha t  of verifying records 
to that of preparing records. If the auditor must also prepare the 
records, the cost of the auditing service may be greatly increased because 
r t  the greater length of time needed in making the audit. 
.\tlequate Control on Credit 
Many cooperative gin associations have taken on side line business. 
In selling supplies to  members the demand for the privilege of buying 
on credit becomes almost irresistible. The minutes of many of the gin 
associations reveal tha t  the boards of directors have gone on record with 
striking regularity to the effect tha t  only cash sales be permitted. The 
fact that such resolutions a re  repeated is positive proof of the difficulties 
encountered in attempts to enforce strict cash sales. An association, 
in permitting credit business, places great responsibility upon the man- 
ager in that  wise control becomes essential. The  manager who fixes his 
attention on large sales may accumulate accounts receivable to dis- 
atrous proportions. One of the Society gins in the  Low Plains Area 
after operating for 1 5  years was thrown into bankruptcy by over-exten- 
sion of credit in its filling station and farm machinery sales. 
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The Danevang Farmers'  Cooperative Society permits credit sales with 
these restrictions: credit is granted for a maximum period of 30 days; 
credit is  granted not to  exceed $100. If the credit sales to a member 
does not  reach $100 within the time limit, the 30-day rule is applied; 
if t he  credit sales to a member amountss to $100 before the time limit has 
been reached, the $100 rule is  applied. 
Profits before being assigned to  definite purposes scarcely ever are 
represented by cash alone. In many instances profits a r e  tied up in 
inventories and receivables. If these receivables are allowed to become 
delinquent and carried over from year to year they eventually become 
worthless and thus profits are. wasted. At present no gin allowing 
profits to  be wasted can maintain a place among the  successful coopera- 
tive associations. 
Blminess Requisites of Success 
The three oustanding requisites involved in operating a cooperative 
gin as  a successful business are: a n  economic volume of ginning; opera- 
tions a t  a reasonable efficiency; and an adequate gin income per bale. 
Strictly from the  business standpoint, the essential interest of a mem- 
ber in  his association is in low cost ginning. If cooperative associations 
do not reduce costs below those of the  general run of competing gins 
through a larger than average volume, no sound argument can be ad- 
vanced for organizing cooperatives. 
I 
Economic Volume of Ginning 
In more recent years the Houston Bank for Cooperatives in emphasiz- 
ing the  necessity of large volume for its gin borrowers has exercised 
a significant influence in raising the general level of successful opera- 
tions. Even with this emphasis a considerable number of gins financed 
by the  Houston Bank has failed to attain a desirable volume. Great 
care needs to  be taken by the  organizing committee in estiinatirig the 
potential volume of the members. The volume of a single year is not of 
utmost importance. I t  is  the average volume over a period of pears 
tha t  counts. Organizers tend to be too optimistic as to yields. An ex- 
amination of the  records of the, organizational period of a considerable 
number of gin associations shows tha t  rather  frequently the position 
is  taken t ha t  the  yield da ta  for the  county of the Agricultural Adjust- 
ment Administration a re  too low for  the particular sections included in 
the  membership. Most associations place too little emphasis on increas- 
ing their volume through adding new members from year to year. 
Special care needs to be taken in organizing an association in an 
area of low production. Whether a gin in such an  area be isolated or 
subject to competition from neighboring gins is also an important con- 
sideration. I n  either event members should make every effort to obtain 
a small gin plant with a low investment. This would insure a low fixed 
cost which is so essential in keeping costs under control with a small 
volume. 
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Crop failures the  first season or two of the new association a re  most 
disturbing. This is especially so if profit financing is followed. The 
Houston Bank for Cooperatives, however, ha s  exercised wise discretion in 
making allowances for crop failures tha t  come with considerable regu- 
larity especially in the Plains Area of the  State. 
Practically, the absolute minimum on which a cooperative gin asso- 
ciation could operate would be .its "break even" volume. But with a 
"break even" volume the  gin income per bale is most significant. Fo r  
instance, a steam gin of average efficiency a.nd a n  investment of $15,000 
in the Blackland Area has a "break even" volume of 1,408 bales a t  a 
gin income of $4.00 a bale %nd a "break even" volume of 741 bales at 
a gin income of $6.00 a bale. In the  former case, a 10-bale member 
mould have a first money cost and a net out-of-pocket cost of $40; and in 
the latter case, of $60. Furthermore, a t  the  "break even" volume no 
profit financing would be possible. At the larger volume a 10-bale mem- 
ber mould have a pro ra ta  share of $107 in financing the  gin investment 
and at the lower volume of $202. 
Efficiency of 0pera.tions 
The cost of ginning per bale has no definite meaning unless related 
to a standard as  the average cost. That is, a cost of $10 a bale map 
not be "high" in a given circumstance while a cost of $4.00 a bale may 
be "high" in anot'her. For  instance, a $15,000 steam gin of average 
efficiency in the  Blackland Area would have a cost of $12 a bale a t  a 
rolume of 306 bales and a cost of $3 a bale a t  a volume of 2,561 bales. 
If such a gin had an  actual cost of $10 a bale a t  a volume of 306 bales, 
its efficiency would be 20 per cent greater than the  average; if such a 
gin had an actual cost of $4 a bale a t  a volume of 2,561 bales, its 
efficiency would be 33 per cent below the  average. 
A gin with a cost greater than the average needs added volume to  
attain the profit of a gin of average efficiency. For instance, a gin of 
aTerage efficiency and a gin income of $6 a bale realizes a profit of $4,543 
on a volume of 1,817 bales. If this gin should have a cost 10 per cent 
greater than the average and a gin income of $ 6  a bale, a. volume sf 
1 ,975 bales, or an increase of 9 per cent, would be required to  realize 
this same profit. But this added volume is not a n  entirely satisfactory 
substitute for efficiency. If this gin a.t the larger volume operated a t  
arerage efficiency its net profit would be $5;209, an  increase of 15 per 
cent. 
;\deqcluate G i n  Incolne Per Bale 
The prevalence of profit financing among cooperative gin associations 
in Texas places great emphasis on the  gin income per bale. Obviously, 
the gin income must be greater than the  cost if profits are to be avail- 
able for financing t he  gin plant. Only as  the members pay a first money 
cost for ginning service above the  cost of operating the gin plant and 
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the  business. These profits a r e  in  the  nature of over-advances on the 
part  of the members. Only as  the  gin association pays its members less 
than  the  oil mill price for  their cottonseed can there be profits in this 
department of the business. These profits a r e  in the nature of a retain. 
Theoretically the  charge made for ginning service could be main- 
tained a t  the  cost level of the  service. Fluctuations in costs because of 
unpredictable variations both in the volume of ginning and in the rela- 
tive efficiency of operation preclude a preseasonal estimate of costs ap- 
proaching actual costs. To delay collecting gin charges until the end of 
the  season when costs can be determined would be most undesirable. 
Under such program the  gin association would have the problem of fi- 
nancing current expenses. The collection of gin charges from the pa- 
trons a t  the  end of the  season would introduce many difficulties. The 
easiest t ime to collect the charges from members is when they obtain the 
service. The better system is to c!~arge the going rate  throughout the 
season as  members obtain the  service. In charging the going rate the 
cooperative takes its place in the competitive field with the least dis- 
turbance to itself and i ts  private competitors. The members obtain 
ginning service a t  actual cost. The excess of the gin income over the 
cost of the service accumulates to  the credit of the members and may be ' 
finally realized either in the form of increased equities in the associa- 
tion or  as  cash dividends. 
Every successful cooperative gin in Texas has had, without exception, 
a large volume of ginning. Efficiency greater than average and gin 
income greater than average as  the means of compensa.ting for the 
paralyzing effects of low volume of ginning fail as  alternatives for 1: 
volume. There is no substitute for large volume. 
Leaders of the  successful cooperative gin association in Texas c 
a heavy load of responsibility to their own members. But these lea 
also carry a heavy load of responsibility to the  cooperative gin m 
ment in general. Each successful gin association should realize 
other groups will view its type of organization and program of op 
tion a s  models to be followed. If such a n  association has cer 
features in its program tha t  apply only to very specific circumsta 
and tha t  would not apply rather  universally, such association 1 
greatly in  prestige as  a n  example to be emulated. Each strong coop 
tive gin association in Texas should feel tha t  a worthwhile contril 
may be made by so shaping its form of organization and its fin 
and operating programs tha t  other cooperative groups may copy to 
own gain and advantage. 
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SUMMAR.Y 
The successful cooperative gins, of Texas today are based on tl 
periences gained from thirty to forty years of experimentation 
farmers' gins. 
le ex- 
.,. 
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The Farmers' Alliance and Farmers'  Union gins failed largely because 
of being organized on the  farmer stock plan. Farmers shared in the  
profits of such gins according to  capital invested and not according to 
the patronage furnished. Of the  six Farmers'  Union gins still active, 
fcur were organized originally as  cooperatives', or  with distinct coopera- 
tive features. 
The Society gins organized in 1920, and later,  ushered in the coopera- 
tive gin as  a successful going concern in Texas. These gins succeeded 
because members benefited from their patronage relations and not from 
their investment relations to the  association. Thus individuals with money 
to invest never had the  opportunity of gaining control and then convert- 
ing the business into one distributing profits on the  investment basis. 
Of 133 Society gins organized in Texas, 40 per cent have failed; 44 per 
cent continue as  originally organized; and 16 per cent have been re- 
organized under the Cooperative Marketing Act. 
Since the organization of the Houston Bank for Cooperatives in 1934, 
the number of active cooperative gins in Texas Bas increased five-fold. 
The cooperative bank ha s  made credit available a t  a reasonable cost and 
under terms suited to the needs of farmer associations. The bank has 
helped place cooperative gins on a sound operating basis by insisting on 
a substantial volume of ginning and on the adoption of acceptable busi- 
ness practices. From about 78 cooperative gins in 1933, the number 
had grown to about 375 in 1942. 
The Childress Farmers' Cooperative Society ginned 12 3,O 0 0 bales dur- 
ing the twenty-year period 1922-23 to  1941-42. Net profits of $420,000 
were realized and patronage dividends of $3 7 2,O 0 0 were distributed to 
members. Of each dollar members paid for ginning service, the cost of 
operating the gin plant absorbed but 49 cents; seven cents of the dollar 
financed the gin plant with an  investment reaching $97,000 in 1942. 
Thus of each dollar members paid for ginning service, 44 cents was 
returned as  patronage dividends. 
For the 15-year period 1927-28 to 1941-42, the average cost of gin- 
ning of the Childress association was $3.93 a bale. Costs were about 
6 per cent higher than the average standard cost of multi-battery gins 
in the Plains Area. 
All the capital of the Childress cooperative was obtained from profits 
left in the business. As profits were appropriated to pay for the  orig- 
inal plant and later additions no patronage equities were established 
for the members. Equities of members are equal but unassigned. Thus 
equities ape neither salable nor transferable. Active membership de- 
pends upon the payment of the annual membership fee of one dollar. 
Membership may be gained too easily in the  Childress society. If 
equities were assigned on ginnings of the past seven seasons and then 
rotated about every seven years on a retain per bale ginned, the  new 
members would be required to carry their share of the financial load. 
Patronage in the Childress cooperative over a period of seasons has 
tended to increase relatively during years of heavy production and t o  
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decrease relatively during years of short production. .A reserve to ab- 
sorb losses of the  short  crop seasons should be effective in righting this 
tendency. With such a reserve even in the loss years profits on bagging 
and ties and cottonseed would be available for  dividend payments. This 
assurance of cash dividends should be attractive to  the  patrons. 
The Danevang Farmers'  Cooperative Society operates in a territory 
settled by a group of Danes bent upon developing a community to serve 
their needs. The hardships encountered in the  early years of the settle- 
ment had much to do with the  fostering and acceptance of the cooperative 
philosophy. - 
The Danevang group had considerable experience in various types of 
cooperative effort in  the  mutual insurance company organized in 1897, 
the  telephone company organized in 1913, and the supply business of 
the  Danevang association organized in 1920 before building a gin in 1927. 
Many cooperative gin associations in Texas are also in the supply 
business. The usual procedure i s  t o  begin with the  gin and later to  add 
the  side line business. In D'anevang the supply business was developed 
first and the gin added later. 
Over the  15-year period 1927-28 to 1941-42, the Danevang society 
ginned 54,000 bales of cotton. Net profits of $155,000 were realized 
in t he  ginning business and patronage dividends of $141,000 were dis- 
tributed to members. Of each dollar members paid for ginning service, 
the  cost of operating the  gin plant absorbed 46 cents; 5 cents .of the 
dollar financed the  gin plant. Thus of each dollar members paid for 
ginning service, 49 cents was returned as  patronage dividends. 
The average cost of the  13-year period 1929-30 to 1941-42 was $2 .49  
a bale. The average standard cost was $2.95 a bale. Thus the Dane- 
vang society had a relative cost of but 84 per cent of the standard and 
a per bale cost of 46 cents less than the  standard. 
During the  past five years supply purchases averaged $559 per mem- 
ber annually. Cash dividends averaged $43 per member. Savings on 
the purchase price below retail averaged $13 per member. The average 
savings to members were $56. Thus members of the Danevang coopera- 
tive increased the  purchasing power of the  dollar by 10 cents through 
their supply business. 
The investment in the  gin plant of the  Danevang cooperative was 
financed almost in  full from gin profits left in the business. At the 
time the  gin plant was built, the  association borrowed $20,400 from its 
members. These loans averaged $314 for 38 members and $530 for 16 
members. All these loans were repaid by the end of the first two gin- 
ning seasons. . 
I n  no other  cooperative gin association in Texas a re  membership meet- 
ings held so frequently a s  in  t he  Danevang cooperative. A wide range 
of business matters t%at a r e  taken care of by the boards of directors 
of other associations a re  passed upon by the  members in Danevang. 
During t h e  past 10  years annual proflts of the  Danevang association 
averaged $15,400. An average annual  dividend of $109 was paid the 
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members. Thus the savings of the  cooperative business was distributed 
to a relatively large group adding t o  t he  purchasing power of many f a rm  
families. 
The members of the  Farmers Cooperative Association No. 1 of Tahoka 
are confined to Lynn County. Thus the  members a re  not scattered over 
several counties as  with the  Childress society. Lynn County has eight  
active cooperative gin associations a t  present. The territory of the  mem- 
bers of the  Tahoka association is shared in whole, or in  part,  by members 
of several other cooperative gins. Thus the  members do not  form a 
compact area as  with the Danevang cooperative. 
The Tahoka group is  placing great stress on i ts  annual  meeting in  
April. The morning meeting is usually devoted to short  speeches by 
visitors. Lunch is served a t  noon and a s  many as  800 members and 
visitors have been served. The afternoon meeting is given over to the  
business matters  of the association. 
During the  12-year period 1930-31 to 1941-42, the  Tahoka associa- 
tion ginned 44,000 bales of cotton. Net profits of $101,000 were earned. 
Cash patronage dividends distributed to  members totaled $7 5,O 00. Of 
each dollar members paid for ginning service, the  cost of operating t h e  
gin plant absorbed 63 cents. The financing of the  gin plant required 
10 cents out of the  dollar. Of each dollar the  members paid for gin- 
ning service, 27 cents was returned in the form of cash dividends. 
The Tahoka organization has  made notable progress in its educational 
activities. A small mimeographed house organ, the COOP-0-GRAM i s  
issued monthly. The annual report prepared for the  members is a fund 
of information concerning the  many activities of the  association. 
The side line business of the  Tahoka cooperative ha s  become a very 
significant part  of business activities. Gross sales reached a total of 
$76,000 in 1941. The past four years gross margins averaged 17.5 per 
cent and net margins 5.8 per cent. Cash dividends of 5 per cent on 
members' purchases a re  paid quarterly. 
A stock cooperative with a heavy turnover of members may have a 
vexing problem in taking up the stock of the retired members. The  
Tahoka association has made much progress in solving this problem. 
The 10 dollar share of voting, or membership stock, is taken up .and 
preferred stock issued instead. A11 t he  preferred stock is revolved ,which 
means that  in due time the  equities of the  retiring members will be 
liquidated. 
During the seven-year period 1935-36 to  1941-42, The Farmers'  Co- 
operative Gin Association of Mabank ginned a n  average volume of 2,777 
bales. This is a remarkable record for a cooperative with a 4/70 gin 
plant in an area of very low production per grower, a high percentage 
of tenancy, a decided over-capacity of ginning facilities, and a low gin 
income per bale. 
The ability of the Mabank association to maintain delivery ,of  i t s  
members almost intact the  first season even though charging 30 cents 
per cwt. of seed cotton for ginning service while competing gins were 
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charging 20 cents was largely responsible for the success of this associa- 
tion the  first season and following seasons. 
On the total volume of 19,000 bales, gin profits of $56,000 were earned. 
The dollar members spent for ginning service was divided as  follows: 
cost of operating the gin, 49 cents; financing of the gin plant, nine cents; 
and cash dividends distributed to members, 42 cents. 
During the  three seasons 1939 to  1941, 30 per cent of the volume of 
ginning of the  Mabank cooperative was delivered by non-member patrons. 
If the  volume of those seasons had been 30 per cent less, assuming the 
same relative efficiency, average annual net profits would have dropped 
from $8,017 to $4,643. 
The Mabank association issues but one type of stock, common. As 
this  association loses many members each year, the problem of how to 
deal with the  stock of the retiring members arises. I f  the association 
would change its stock structure so tha t  one share of common of nominal 
value would be sold to each member and the  rest of the equity evidenced 
in preferred stock revolved according to a definite schedule, the matter 
of what to do with the stock of the  retiring member would be largely 
solved. 
Less than 20 per cent of the gin associations of Texas are as sl 
ful  a s  the  four associations discussed in this Bulletin. The 1 
of a large percentage of gin associations to  attain a degree of S u ~ ~ c a a  
desirable presents an  opportunity for constructive action aimed a t  gen- 
eral and extensive improvement. 
Competition among cooperative gins, in a few instances, has led to 
difficulties and even to failure. The relative success of the rival 
ciations is usually measured in terms of patronage dividends paid. 
Strong and competent management is essential to the success ( 
and all cooperative gin associations. But  the  manager must operate in 
a truly democratic fashion. In the  very nature of a cooperative organi- 
zation, the  final responsibility must  rest  on the  individual members. The 
principles of self-help and self-rule cannot be abrogated. Teamwork is 
required among members, the board of directors, and the manager. 
If expenses a r e  exorbitant the  morale of the  members may be weakened 
and  the  members may lose interest. To keep the cooperative highly 
successful, operations must be successful; to keep operations successful 
t he  manager must  be ever aler t  to keep expenses under control. 
The manager must at t ract  patronage. This means that  he must 
t u r e  and hold secure the  confidence and good-will of the members. 
manager must be courteous and fair in his treatment of all membei 
In  a cooperative the  keeping of good records is a prime necessity. 
The records must  be detailed so as  to show contributions to the busi- 
ness made by each member and non-member. An equitable distribution 
of patronage dividends to  the members requires records to show the 
contributions made by t he  members to the  various departments of the 
business. 
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issociation, in permitting credit busingss, places great responsibil- 
on the manager in tha t  wise control becomes essential. Profits 
berore being assigned to definite purposes scarcely ever a re  represented 
h alone. In  many instances profits a re  tied up in inventories and 
.bles. If these receivables a r e  allowed to  become worthless, profits 
,sted. At present' no gin allowing profits to  be wasted can main- 
L ~ I I I  a place among the successful cooperative associations. 
The three outstanding requisites involved in operating a cooperative 
gin as a successful business are:  an  economic volume of ginning; opera- 
tions a t  a reasonable efficiency; and an  adequate gin income per bale. 
Every successful cooperative gin in Texas has had, without exception, 
I a large volume of ginning. Efficiency greater than average and gin 
income greater than average as  the  means of compensating for the par- 
alyzing effects *of low volume of ginning fail a s  alternatives for l a rge  
rolume. There is no substitute for large volume. . 
The leaders of successful cooperative gin association in Texa 
I 
a heavy load of responsibility both to  their members and to  
operative gins in general. The successful gins sliould strive to  O J ~ ~ L L I A -  
inancial structure and their operating procedure in such fashion 
ther cooperatives in following their example could do so to their  
.ofit and adva.ntage. 
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APPENDIX A 
Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws of Early Farmers' Gins 
DEXTER G'TN AWD MILL COOPERATIVE ASSN. Oct. 7 ,  1889. 
Plan of Dexter Gin & mill Cooperative Association 
1st. We recommend that  the Alliance of Dexter establish a cooperative gin 
& mill cooperative association with a capital stock of not less than three thon- 
sand dollars ($3,004)) t o  be raised by shares of twenty-five dollars ($25.00) 
each to be taken by members of the Farmers Alliance. 
2nd. Said gin & mill shall be located in the town of Dexter, Cooke County, 
Texas. 
3rd. The business of said gin 8s mill cooperative association shall be to 
operate a general gin and milling business. 
4th. It shall be conducted by a member of the Farmers Alliance to  be elected 
by the Board of Directors said Board to be share holders. 
- 5th. That there be elected bv the share holders a Board of Directors con- 
sisting of five active business members of the Alliance, Whose duty it shall be 
to examine the  books relating to gin & mill and make a report to the share- 
holders semi-annually in March and September or a t  any called meeting that 
the business mav demand. 
6th. This coolperative Association shall exist for  a term of fifty years. 
7th. The superintendent shall have power with the advice of the Board of 
Directors to employ a sufficient number of hands to do the work1 of the asso- 
ciation but the scperintendent shall have power to  discharge employees a t  his 
discretion. 
8th. No person shall be connected in  any way with said gin & mill who 1s 
not a member of the Farmers Alliance in good standing. 
9th. The superintendent and board of directors shall have power to make 
arrangements for  defraying all  incidental expenses connected with said gin 
86 mill. 
'10th. At the close of each year if a profit has accrued it shall be divided 
amonc the stockholders according to the share of each. 
11th. No persons interest in  said gin & mill shall exceed two hundred dollars ($200) and no person shall be allowed to withdraw his stock before the expira- 
tion of five years after which time he may withdraw his stock provided he 
gives ninety days notice. 
12th. The superintendent shall be required to execute a bond to  the board 
of directors and their successors in  office for  double the amount liable to pass 
through his hands annually. 
13th. Each shareholder shall have one vote on all  questions coming before 
the association regardless of stock taken. . . . 
Buda Milling and Ginning Association of the  Farmer's Alliance, Feb. 6,' 1892. 
Article I 
The name of this corporation shall be the Buda Milling and G+inning Asso- 
ciation of the Farmer's Alliance. 
Article I1 
This corporation is formed and created for  the Purpose of owning and man- 
aging a milling and ginning establishment upon a cooperative plan, of buying 
and selling s ~ c h  real estate and other property a s  may be necessary to promote 
the  object of i t s  creation and of transacting any and all kinds of business inci- 
dent or appertaining thereto for the mutual profit and benefit of the stock- 
holders and patrons who are members of t h e  order of the Farmer's Alliance. 
prticle VI 
The capital stock of this corporation shall be twenty thousand dollars divided 
into shares of five dollars each which shall be transferable but cannot be 
withdrawn. 
Farmers Union Gin Co. of Chillicothe, July 2, 1906. 
Art. 1. The name of th is  corporation shall be "The Farmers Union Gin 
Company ." 
Art. 2. This corporation is formed for the purpose of constructing purchas- 
ing, operating and maintaining, and doing a general gin, mill, grain elevator 
and warehouse business, and for  the purpose of buying, selling and storing 
grain and other products and commodities by grain elevators and public ware- 
house companies. 
Art. 3. The principal office an& place of business of this corporation shall 
be a t  Chillicothe, Xardeman County, Texas. 
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Art. 4. Said Corporation shall exist for a term of twenty years. 
Art. 5. The number of the Directors of this corporation shall be five: and 
those appointed for the first year are a s  follows, towit: W. W. Cole, Chillicothe, 
Texas; J. S. Haynes, Chillicothe, Texas; J. L. Potts, Chillicothe. Texas; J W. 
Austing, Chillicothe, Texas; and S. E. Swim, Jr., Chillicothe, Texas. 
Ar t .  6. The Capital Stock of this corporation shall be twelve thousand dOl- 
lars to  be divided into twelve hundred shares of ten dollars each. 
Certificate of Dissolution, June 26, 1909 carried 61 names. 
CONSTITUTION AND BY LAWS 
FARMERS DISTRICT UNION GIN ASSOCIATION 
RULE, HASKELL COUNTY, TEXAS 
Article 1: DECLAmATION OF PURPOSE 
The purpose of this association shall be the  ginning of cotton; the buying 
and selling of cotton; the buying and selling of cotton seed for the benefit of 
the stockholders of the association. 
Article 2: NAME OF ASSOCIATION 
The name of this association shall be the  ''FARMERS DISTRICT UNIOM 
GIN ASSOCIATION." 
Article 3: PLACE OF BUSINESS 
The principal place of business of this association shall be a t  Rule in  HasBell 
County, Texas. 
ArJicle 4: CAPITAL STOCK 
l h e  capital stock of this association shall be fifteen thousand dollars ($15,OC<P.00) divided into six hundred shares, (600), of the par value of twenty- 
five dollars ($25) each. 
Article 5: MEMBERSHIP 
Any cotton farmer may become a member of this association to the amount 
of one share o i  i t s  capital stock . . . 
When the books of the association show a cotton farmer has patronized the 
gin to the amount of Twenty-five dollars, ($25.00) he shall be issued one pald 
up share of the capital stock of the '6Farmers9 District Union Gin Association" 
which shall entitle him to full membership in the association. 
Article 6: BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
The business of this association shall be conducted bn a Board of Directors 
. 
consisting of five members. 
The officers of this association shall be a President, Vice-President, and a 
Secretarv-Treasurer. 
All thg officers-of this association shall be elected by ballot of the stock- 
holders a t  their annual meeting, which shall be held on the first Saturday In . 
April, of every year. 
Article 7: DUTIES AND POWERS OF OFFICERS 
The PRESIDENT shall preside a t  all regular and call meetings of the As- 
sociation. 
The PRESIDENT shall explain,'or cause to be explained, the object of such 
meetings; supervise all elections and declare the results; order all elections 
when so instrllcted by a majority of the BOARD OF DIElECTOBS, or Ten per 
cent, of the Stockholders. 
The PRESIDENT shall approve or veto all sales, purcnases contracts, or 
other business entered into by the BOARD OF DIRECTORS whereby the asso- 
ciation is made a party to such sale, purchase, contract, or other business 
transaction. 
In the event any measure is  vetoed by the PRESIDENT ay a written peti- 
tion, signed by three (3) of the 'directors, the PRESIDENT shall call a meeting 
of the stockholders, to whom such vetoed measure shall be referred. 
The action of the stockholder, when taken by a ballot, shall be final from 
which there is no appeal. 
The PRESIDENT shall act a s  an  ex-officio director, having the right to  sit  
with and advice the BOARD OF DIBECTORS but shall not be allowed to  Vote 
on any measure being discussed or actecl upon by that body. 
The VICE-PRESIDENT shall preside in the  absence of the  PRESIDENT and 
perform all duties incumbent upon the PRESIDENT. 
The SECRETARY-TREASURER shall keep a record of the minutes of the 
meetings of the BOARD O F  DIRECTORS; keep a record of all business trans- 
acted at all regular and call meetings; keep a correct file of all reports, state- 
ments or other docunlents turned over to the BOARD OF DIRECTORS by the 
bookkeeper of the Association. 
BCLLETI 
Article 8: VOTIIUG I 
All elections of officers and other matters requiring a n  expression of the 1 
stockholders shall be determined by ballot. 
Every member of the association shall be entitled to, but one vote on any 
measure before the stockholders. 
A member may vote by proxy when such proxy presents to the PRESIDENT 
or the presiding officer, a written authority for so doing. I 
Article 9 : ANNUAL NIEETIBGS, 1 
The annual nieetings of the stockholders of the "FARMERS DISTRICT 
UNION GIN shall be held a t  Bale, i n  Hask~ell County, Texas, 
on the Firs t  Saturday in  April, of every year. 
At the annual meeting of the  stockholders a report will be made to them of 
the season's operations, which shall show the income and expenses of the asso- 
ciation; the financial s ta tus  of the association; and the  dividend, per bale of 
cotton ginned, which the BOARD OF DIRECTORS have declared 
Article 10: DIVIDENDS AND PBBFITS 
The BOARD OF DIRECTOKtS shall declare no dividend until all debts of the 
association have been fully paid from the  funds of the  association. When it 
i s  shown by the profit and loss statement that a net profit has from 
the operations of the gin and all  debts of the association have been paid o r  
provided for, the BOARS OF DIRECTOR9.3 shall, before declaring any divi- 
dend, reserve ten percent (10%) of the net profits for the making necessary 
repairs to the ntachinery and buildings, prior to  the beginning of the next 
season's operations. 
The dividend shall be paid the stockholders on the basis of the number of 
bales of cotton ginned by the  stockholders of the association and on no other 
basis. 
All the profits of this association, excepting the ten per cent (10%) .men- 
tioned above, shall belong to  the stockhol~ers of this association who ginned 
their cotton a t  this gin, and shall be paid to them on the basis of the number 
of bales of cotton ginned by each, from the funds on deposit to the credit of 
the association. 
Adopted April 26, 1913. 
A2PEmDIX B 
Equations for Estimating Total Costs of Ginning (1) 
Average Cost 
Blackland Area 
Steam Power = $1,730 + $0 09301 1 $1.78V (2) 
Diesel Power = 2,198 + 0:08871 -/- 1.37V 
Electric Power = 2,089 f 0.05921 $- 2.05V 
High and Low Plains Area 
Steam Power = $3,392 + $43.05921 + $2.25V 
Diesel Power = 1,973 1 0.11201 f 1.76V 
Electric Power = 1,528 0.11221 f 2.42V 
Zarge Gins = 5.080 1 0.10521 + 1.75V 
Gulf Coast Area 
Diesel Power = $1,711 + $0.09571 + $1.99V 
Electric Power = 938 + 0.09531 + 2.59V 
All Texas 
Average Cost = W.035 + $0.08791 + $1.91V 
(1) Cost and profit of Ginning Cotton in Texas Bulletin 606 p. 99. (2) I-Investment in gin plant in dollars; V-volume of .gin&ng in  bales, 
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Proposed Methods of Assigning Equities to  Members of the  
Childress Farmers3 Cooperative Society 
by 
T. L. McFarland, Former Office Manager, 
Childress Farmers1 Cooperative Society 
Choice 
Approximate 
Bales Rate Equity' Year of 
3s Year Ginned Per Bale Assigned Retirement (1) 
(1) Revolving the equities over a period of about seven years based on an  
annual volunle of 66013' bales a t  $1.25 a bale; each year that  the volume is 
greater than 6600 bales, the time of retirement will be hastened; each year 
that the volume is less than 6600 bales, the time of retirement will be retarded. 
If  complete records are not available for any of the first years, the number 
of bales ginned by patrons could be reasonably ascertained by sworn stz%tements 
from said zmtrons. 
The years 1932, 1933, and 1935, assign equities according to  amounts paid to  
"Replacement Reserve Fund9, those years. 
True, the plant was paid for during the 1924 season, but without the Patron- 
age furnished in 1922 and 1923, the plant would very likely not have been in  
cperation in 1924. And too, the years 1930, 1936, and 1939, being short Years, 
many patrons deserted the association which caused loyal members to  carry 
the bcrden of expenses during those years. Therefore i t  seems equitable tha t  
tile loyal patrons should be rewarded for earnings denied them due largely to  
the non-support of a large number of farmers. 
e....-.¶ Choice 
!s Year 
Bales 
Ginned 
1198 
10547 
10871 
1278 
8965 
2458 
2461 
5023 
9722 
8000 
Rate 
Per Bale 
Equity 
Assigned 
$ 1797 
1'355 
2718 
1917 
8965 
3687 
3692 
7535 
14583 
12000 
Approximate 
Year of 
Retirement (1) 
(1) See footnote nnder First  Choice above. 
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APPENDIX D 
Farmers Cooperative ~ssoc ia t ion  No. 1 
mahoka, Texas 
Decembf Vol. 7, l o .  6 
,AD TIDINGS I 
xnrs Season of the year snoasa be a happy and Joyous one for  people every- 
where. But Dictators with unholy ambitions have thrown the entire world 
into war, with misery and suffering for many. We are more fortunate in Amer- 
ica than in  many places, tho our sons and fathers are  dying in  all lands now. 
Those a t  home must put up a strong fight, working and praying for the end of 
wars. So don't lose hope that the Prince of Peace will agairi reign with glad 
tidings: "Peace on Earth, Good will towards men." 
Your Association has again paid out of debt, thanks to' the patronage and 
loyalty of the membership. The Directors authorized payment of the balance 
of our notes last  week, after they had discussed the financial reports and 
studied the general situation over. We have paid $19,450.06) this year, so yon 
will have a n  idea about what the profits are a t  this time. A full audit will 1 
be made and reported in April. 
The Directors also voted to pay a Station Dividend in January for purchases I 
over the past 3 quarters-in cash too. So get all  accounts current, in order , 
t ha t  all may receive one of these checks. It will be the 10th or 15th of the 
month, before they will be made out. 
Now about Accounts! We are not going on a 100% cash basis, but we mast I insist that  a l l  accounts be taken care of promptly during 1943, as  we have t o  
abide by the Regulations W of the Government. Please don't make the account ' 
embarrassing for us  or yourself. Let's talk, it over if you need help. 
These Gin plants,' Gin Building and Lots, a s  weil a s  the Station and Office I 
and Trucks are yours-paid for-free of debt, from profits of the business 
You did here. 
A BRIEF REPORT 
We have ginned 6,481 bales of cotton c p  to this time and expect to reach 
7,006). Under OPA regulations gins were allowed to increase their charges 59b3 
but that  was so small that  nearly. a l l  gins decided to  charge as  in  1941, which 
was 30 cents here. All repair items and labor were higher, yet the ginning 
operations will show profit, on account of the nice volume we received. 
Cottonseed have been graded for  the  first time and OPA allowed a $3.03 
margin to gins. However many of the early seed that  cost us  S50.00, did not 
bring much over $1.50 to $2.00 profit. Gins in  the south part of the county had 
a higher graae of seed and therefore able to pay more for them; we tried to 
stay close to their prices and therefore had a smaller margin. But the aver- 
age of the season will balance np the net profit, we hope, and show this depart- 
ment with a good report. Speculation or storage of seed is not allowed nnder 
regulations an& many rnills were not able to bid for our seed on account of 
this condition. 
Bagging and ties have cost from $1.41 to $1.51, so with sale prices of only 
$1.80 you will know there i s  not much profit here. Most of the cotton has 
gone into the loan. But we have some on hand now that  buyers a t  Lubbock 
will not take, saying they are out of the market. 
The Station has shown an  increase in sale over last Year, with better profit. 
But under rationing we may have a lower v0lnme. Storage barrels can hardly 
be found, so if you can use a n  underground tank, better install it now. See 
us about these. We have Inspectors to check your tires-have that  done now. 
We also have a stock of war tires and fcmtners are eligigle for these. 
COTTONSEED 
As in  the past, we have tried to  save back some good planting seed for 
those customers who lost theirs, or failed t o  make a good crop. Some have 
already bought these seed, and tak~en them home. As the supply is limited, 
we urge that  others who are going to need cottonseed, come a t  an early date 
for theirs; we want them off the ground and be able to clean c p  our seed piles. 
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Xi-Bred and Western Prolific are on hand now and we expect some Maeha's 
Storm Proof soon. 
A car load of Summeronrls hIi-Bred will arrive anytime now. Over one-third 
of the car is booked, so if you want some of these get yonr order in  now. 
We expect to sell these a s  soon a s  possible, giving ohr customers first chance. 
But there is over $5,000.00 in a car of these seed, so we will want to  get our 
mcney out of them a s  soon a s  possible. Nearby Coops will take them ~f we 
will sell to them. Act now. 
We also have sacks of new Western Prolific seed bonght; this is a little 
longer staple cotton and stays in the bur better. As the  Government i s  urging 
longer staple for next year, farmers should improve as  much a s  possible, Acala, 
DPaL and Stoneville are approved varieties for Texas. 
Again, we urge you to  make arrangements for  your cottonseed in next 15 
lays. 
STATION 
The Station has a small stock of War Tires for sale: nearly all farmers are 
eligible for %his tire, as  the need arises. I f  your present tires cannot be re- 
capped or repaired, then you should apply for  one of these tires. Consult one 
of our Inspectors, when in  trouble. And do not wait until the last  days  of 
January to have inspection made on your tires, a s  called for  in  your appllca- 
tion for A Ration book. 
A11 oils and greases are coming in  larger containers: it is necessary for us 
to have a barrel to replace any sold with oil. As for  storage on your fuels, 
that  is a tougher problem all the t w e .  Farmers are eligible to  buy under- 
ground tanks and right now we know where we can find them for  you With 
a small rotary pump over such a tank you would have a nice piece of equip- 
ment and save nioney too. Let us  hear a t  once if interested. Save your grease 
Snckets and return them here. You may have to  bring them in for re-fills out 
of 403 pound drums, if the war lasts: a long time. Batteries and spark plugs 
are still available-car jacks, grease guns and many items are hard to  find. W e  
hare bought binder twine for next year. Anti-freeze has been a problem, but 
many are using our Bond without complaint. Others have had trouble and 
some damage. The Distributor and Mannfacturer both claim this anti-freeze 
dll not damage machinery in  any way. We have endeavored t o  mak-~e proper 
settlement with those who have purchased and had trouble. - 
19431 COOP ALL THE WAY 
Tahoka, Texas. 
Apr. 24, 1940. 
Dear Friends and Members, 
Farmers Cooperative Association No. 1, 
Tahoka, Texas. 
It is with pleasure I have prepared a brief report on the  activity and ad- 
vancement of the Association since our meeting in  April 1939. It gives U s  all joy to know that  we are members of a n  organization t<at is making progress 
and giving service in what it attemats to do. The new accounts and business 
that has come to the association t h e  past year shows the confidence the people 
have in Us. And the profits we have made and the increahe in our Net Worth 
shows the usefulness of the association. . 
The Gin Plants the New Office and Station are  Owned by the  members less 
a mortgage held 'by the souston Bank, for Cooperatives. Your financial in- 
terest is evidenced by the stock yon hold; the profits made by the 0rganizatiCn 
stay right a t  home and aid you in  providing better living conditions in your 
own home. As the Association pays out of debt, you will receive greater ben- 
efits, for the older stock will begin rotating and you will be receiving two 
classes of dividends: namely, Patronage and Revolving Stock. 
Early in May the Board closed the deal 0-n the Automatic Sprinkler System 
in the No. 2 Plant, thereby reducing the Insurance rates, wlth a saving 3f 
abcut $725.00 per year. This represents the annual payment to the Sprinkler 
Ccmpany, the balance now being $4,353.60. After this amount is paid, that 
saving will go into our profits each year. 
You will remember that  we completed our new office and Station in  April 
an3 opened for business a t  the new location on May 1st. Ever sin00 vhat 
time our station business has been on the increase and it will show a 35% 
gain this year. Gasoline and other fuels are now selling cheaper than any 
tinle since we entered the business, but we continue to pay you a 5% dividend 
on yonr Station purchases. Rowever, if prices should get too close, we know 
you will n ~ t  expect a continuation of the dividend. Some new equipment was 
konght for the Station and new furnitnre placed in  the office. The old office 
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building was moved to one of our vacant lots and improved for a residence, 
i n  which one of the men lives. 
The Board and Management strives to  cut overhead and operating expenses 
a s  much as  possible. We have found that we can haul our own cottonseed. 
the  cotton we gin, the dirt and trash from the gins, our meal, our gasoline and 
other fuels and do miscellaneous hauling, cheaper than we can hire it, dolle 
Besides being cheaper, it is more satisfactory in other ways. The reports will 
show the savings made and they have been paid to you in dividends. 
Some comments or propaganda reached the Board that some folks thought 
the Directors were being shown favors above others. In  order to meet such 
loose talk, they adopted a resolution that the Manager shall not employ any 
of his relatives or anyone close akin to Board members. The Directors give 
liberally of their time to the work of the Association. For regularly monthly 
meetings, they receive $2.00 for  their time and travel expense, many special, 
short calls are made, for  which they receive no compensation. I know yon 
appreciate their work; tell them so. 
The Board has found that  a well informed membership is  one of the greatest ' 
assets we can have, so has encouraged the publication of our LLCoop-O-Gram" 
to  give you the facts about our organization. Pour suggestion as  to  what yoi: 
w o ~ l d  like for it to contain will be appreciated. This Association is now 
sponsoring a Cooperative Council for the gins of this area, and will hold e 
second meeting here on April 29th. We are all working with the Coop Mill 
and other leaders for  the Cooperative School to  be held on June 24, 25, and 
26th a t  Texas Tech. You will be welcome to  enroll. 
There are Inany items that the Board has acted Upon, which I do not have 
space to  mention but they are reflected in the operations of the Association 
We have ~ i v e n  time and thought to this, OUR BUSIXESS. Your suggestions 
are  alwayz welcome and we t rust  you will be interested enough to help when 
you can. You will find much to  study over, in the pages that follow and I 
hope you will inform yourself. The benefits you have received are shown 
herein. But Cooperation nleans more than Cash and stock dividends. It is 
working with others, sharing with others and being unselfish. 
Your past loyalty is  appreciated and I urge that  you continue to be a good 
Cooperator. Sincerely submitted, (Signed) 
B. J. Emannel, President. 
From Annual Report, April 24, 1940 
COOPEBfATIVE YARDSTICK 
You think of a yardstick as  a unit of measurement. Row do you measure 
your Coo2erative or what do you think of i t ?  Here is something to study 
about. 
a. The price of ginning your cotton was 40 and 50 cents only 
a few years ago; now it is  25 or 30. 
b. The profit on handling your cotton was $5.00 per bale or 
more; i t  i s  now 50 cents and $1.00 or a t  a loss sometimes. 
c. The margin in cottonseed was $4.00 to $7.00 per ton; it is  
now $1.00 to $3.00. Also the price stays near the Dallas 
market, whereas formerly it was always under it. 
d. The class of ginning and the service rendered has greatly 
improved: Coop Gins are the best customers for new, modern 
machinery. 
e. Margins in Station supplies have been greatly reduced and 
quality improved since the Cooperative entered the business. 
''More Divid.ends from larger volume flow, 
Better Service from Cooperatives as  they grow." 
